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The present -day public interest in radio

is

here disclosed in a scene taken at the recent New York Radio Show which had six times
the attendance of last year's show

New York's Amateur Show
And Many Exclusive Features In This Issue
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BOOTH PROTECTING RELAY
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No. 1373 -Made of Brass, with Silver Plated recessions and black
oxidized foreground, formed to a 3/8" bevel edge with no cut metal
showing on instrument when attached. Size overall 3 -1/4" diameter.
With knob, at your dealer
List $.90 cents each
Also made in 3" and 3 5/8" diam.
Others made in plain brass or Nickel Plated with raised letters on
black, or Silver facing with Black letters, any size.
No. 631 -Made in Nickel Silver -absolutely flat -with Black
Enamel design and circular finish polish.
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MR. MANUFACTURER.
Get ahead of your competitors by using our No. 1373 Dial for enhanced appearance, moderate

price and quick deliveries.

ETCHED PRODUCTS CORP.
Detroit
Milwaukee

Des Moines

Seattle

Long Island City, N. Y.
'rrl. Ilunter,v Point 02:ío -t tt
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RADIO APPA:RATUS
Federal Pleiophone

The Best Value obtainable in a Loud Speaker
designed to plug in place of the Head Telephones.
Thousands now in use giving entire satisfaction.
See your nearest dealer.

Price (In U. S. A.) $14.00 each

Federal Amplifying Units
One of the latest additions to the already well
known FEDERAL line. Undoubtedly the best
amplifying unit on the market. Metal shielding
eliminates all possibility of howling. FEDERAL
Automatic Filament control jacks and circuits, an
added convenience, are also incorporated. See
your nearest dealer.

Price (In U. S. A.)

- - -

$58.00

Federal Automatic Filament Control Jacks and Universal Plugs

No. I1::.S- W.

.._

V

Filament control.

SI .20

3ffhPrFII

No. 15.

Plug $1-75.

OrtrOntir

No. I-l:tú-W.

Filament control. $1.00.

OFIFgrttpll To.

General Offices and Factory, Buffalo, New York
MIIIIINNINNIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIi

111111II1111111111Millii
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aradota
for better C W Transmission
all designedfor Radiotron

Vacuum'be

Operation

LONG LIFE

SERVICE

LUC1803,.,

,011

CONDEN='

26M:

Va. [6 ff

i
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CONDENSER:

[l'1,1fly RADIO CORP.

1:
Faradon UC -1831

Faradon UC -1803

Essential for tuning of CW transmitters. Designed as a series antenna
condenser and will stand five amperes
of CW and its maximum capacity
setting. Will vary your radiated wave
length by 50 to 100 meters. Minimum .0001 MFD, maximum .0012
MFD. Rated at 4000 volts.
Will
carry 5 amps at maximum capacity
value on 200 meters .
Price, $9.00

OTHER FARADONS

Model UC -1015

-?)l W.S k.CO.

Faradon UC-1014

Variable Type

For use as blocking or coupling condenser in CW radio telegraph and
telephone circuits. Lowest loss of any
condenser on the market and is the
only compact and satisfactory unit
of its kind available for CW work
today. Positively necessary to prevent
"swinging" of CW telegraph signals.
Has a capacity of .000025 MFD, and
is rated at 10,000 volts.
Price, $5.00

AMERICA

,

For use as a key condenser, grid leak
condenser, or radio frequency bypass condenser in circuits utilizing
Radiotrons UV-202 or UV-203. It is
fitted with mounting tabs on back.
Has a capacity of .002 MFD. and is
rated at 3000 volts. Will carry two
amperes at a 200 meter maximums
setting.
Price, $2.50

Model UC -1806

Series antenna condenser and intermediate CW circuit
Suitable as a grid condenser in higher power Radiotron
condenser utilizing Radiotrons UV-202 and UV -203.
transmission. Also for insertion across plate transformer
in sets where high potential surges follow key transmission.
Three capacities possible with each unit; .0005, .0004,
Has a capacity of .002 MFD, and is rated at 6000 volts.
.0003, at 7500 volts effective.
Price, $5.75
Price, $7.00
NOTE: These two models are similar in appearance to UC -1014

And a complete line of Filter Condensers for use in Kenotron Rectification
Send 25 cents for the RCA catalog containing full information on CW operation, then consult your nearest dealer, or

Sales Division, Suite 1801

Ldiçj$ D

MO

ration
r ofoAmerico

233 Broadway, New York City
When writing

1

o

advertisers please mention THE. WIRELESS AGE
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Making a Radio Loud Speaker
of Your Phonograph
Fifty miles away is the broadcasting station. "Paul Whiteman of the
Palais Royal will now play the ` Sheik," says the announcer. And
the strains of the "Sheik" ripple out through the ether. Couples
dance to the music in scores of radio homes.
The music comes from the phonograph,
used solely as a loud- speaker.
Anyone can couple the receiving set to
a Victrola, Columbia or any other machine and project broadcasted music
right into the room.

2. Combined tuner, detector and amplifier circuit, Type RC. Price, $132.50.
3. Attachment to the sound chamber
of any talking machine, which magni-

fies the sound and enables the phonograph to project it into the room so
that all can hear it. Type 307262.
Price, $15.00.
Here are the essentials :
4. Storage battery for lighting filaments of Radiotrons. Type 3- LX -9 -1.
1. Type AD. Standard Antenna equipPrice, $23.00.
ment comprising an unobstructive aerial
erected out of doors or stretched across 5. "B" battery for energizing the plates
the room.
$7.50.
of Radiotrons. Type 2156. $3.00.
SEE THE R. C. LINE AT YOUR NEAREST DEALER

0
Racliolow

lugs

rporation
of Amerira

Sales Department, Suite 1801
233

Broadway, New York City

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGF.
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Radio Apparatus

Distributors of Reliable Radio Apparatus to Dealers, Schools,
Colleges, Radio Clubs and Experimenters All Over the World!
"PITTSCO SERVICE"

"PITTSCO"

SPECIALIZING ON
RADIO CORPORATION'S PRODUCTS
SEND US YOUR ORDERS!

NOW HAS TWO STORES!

AMPLIFIERS

No. DA Westinghouse, Detector and $68.00
two-stage in mahogany cabinet
Nb. RORK Grebe, two -stage with auto- 55.00
matic filament control jacks
No. RORD Grebe Det. and two -stage 75.00

with antematic
a
aetcnttrltjackssa.
Splendid
in mahogany cabinet.
447.50
value

No. 2634 Amrad,

AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS

No. UV-712 Radio Corporation
app-Easthem, semi-mount No. QG

4.00
4.50
5.00

ed

No. 60 Chelsea, new type
No. P-II Gen. Radio, semi-mounted

ANTENNA WIRE
"Pitteoo" No. 14 Hard Drawn copper
lb.) Per lb.
ft
per
(80
600 ft. special valve at
"Pittsco" 7 strand No. 22 tinned
copper, per ft.
600 ft.
1000 ft. Special value at
"'Patti/co" 7 strand No. 20 phosphor
bronze, per ft.
500 ft. special value at

.40
2.25

0.01
4.25
7.50

...,,

0.02
7.50

"B" BATTERIES

No. 7623 Standard 22.5 Volts, small
No. 7625 Standard 22.6 Volts, large
variStandard
No.
2 .volVsolts,
able,
7600Sta
large,
7650 Standard 22.5 volts,
variable, 15 variations
No. 763 Eveready 22.5 volts, small
No. 786 Eveready 22.5 volts, large

16% to 22% volts,
No. 627 Ace, 45 volts,
COILS (Duo -Lateral)
140 DL-300
DL-25
140 DL-400
D6.-35
...1.50 DL-600
DL-50
DL-600
1 50
DL-75
155 DL-750
DL-100
160 DL-1000
DL-150
DI-1250
1 65
DE-200
L70 DL-1500
DL-250 . . . .

7.00

-

1.50
2.65
3.00
3.50
2.25
3.00
3.50
1
1

75
80

...2.00

2 35
2 60

00
3 50
3

.

COIL MOUNTINGS

No. LC-100 DeForest 3 Coil mounting
with gears, reduced price
No. LC-101 DeForest 3-coil mounting

6.00

No.

6.50

with gears and wooden base with
base 0and extensionlhandles
CONDENSERS (For CW work)

No. U0-1014 Radio Corp, .002 MF

3000 volts

No.

0U04,10005 MFD.,

..

7500 volts

,

1803 Radio Corp., .000025 MF.
No.
10000 volts
No. 170-1806 Radio Corp. .002 MF.
6000 volts

9.50

2.00
5.40
5,06

7.00

BOTH CARRY RADIO CORPORATION'S
COMPLETE LINE!

CONDENSERS (Grid and plate types)
$2.00
UC -570 Radio Corp. .0025 a17.
1.50
001541F.
No. UC -569
1.35
00051íF.
No. 174568 "
1.20
00026 MF.
No. U0 -567
0.50
Cond. mtg.
"
No. UX -543 "
CONDENSERS (Filter type)
No. UC-1631 Radio Corp. .5 MF.
1.35
750 volts
No. U0 -1632 Radio Corp. 1 MF. 750
1.85
volts
No. 1110-1634 Radio Corp. .5 MF. 1750
1.50
volts
No. ÚC1635 Radio Corp. 1 MF. 1750 2
00
volts
C. W. INDUCTANCES
11.00
No. Uß-1008 Radio Corporation
0
No. P-1 Anne
TRANSFORMERS
POWER
C. W.
25.00
No. 1638 Radio Corp. 326 watts
38.50
No. UP-1016 Radio Corp. 750 watts
20.00
Mtd.
Acme 200 Watt 350 -550 Volts
18.00
Acme 200 Watt 350.550 Volts unmtd.
FILTER REACTORS
11.50
No. UP-1626 160 Milliamperes
15.75
No. UP-1627 300 Milliamperes
GRID LEAKS

N.

...

(Radio Cerporaton)

No. UP -1719 for 5 Watt Tubes .. .
No. UP -1718 for 50 Watt Tubes
No. UP 516 %, 1, 1.5, 2 or 3 megohms,

each complete with mounting
Grid Leaks only, each
HOT WIRE METERS
No. P -1 Roller -Smith 0 -2 -5 Amperes,
flush mtg. Special value at
No. UM -530 Radio Corp. 0 -2.5 Amps.
No. UM-533 Radio Corp. 0-5 Amps
JACKS (Radio type)
No. 61 Pacent open Jack
No. 62 Pacent closed Jack ,
No. 63 Pacent 2- circuit
three -spring AutoNo. 65 Pacent
matic filament control type
No. 66 Pacent five- spring A. F. C.
LOUD SPEAKERS
No. R -3 Radio Magnavox, new type
horn, very latest model
No. P -1 Vocaloud, station type
No. 400-W Federal Pleiophone
MAGNETIC MODULATORS
to 1% Amperes
No. UT-1643
to
No. UT-1357
to 5Amperes
31%
No. ÚT-1367
RECEIVING SETS (Crystal)
complete
"Aeriola Jr." Westinghouse, phones..
with Brandes Superior"
complete
"Radiola" DeForest, phones with
Ss "Superior"
Radio Service Type S -8 without
phone ,splendid value
.

1.10
1.65
1.25
0.75

4.75
6.00
6.25
0.70
0.85
1.00
1.20
1.50
45.00
30.00
14.00
9.50
12.50
17.00
25.00

25.00
7.50

RECTIFYING DEVICES
No. UV -216 Radio Corp. "Kenotron"
20 -Watt type for UV-202 tubes .. $7.50
No. 17V -217 Radio Corp. `Kenotron"

150 Watt type for UV-203 tubes .. 26.50
No. P-1 DeForest 20 Watt Rectifying

tube for use with

5

watt tubes ..

12

7.00

REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS
CRS Grebe "Relay-Special" 17565.00
680 meters
No. CR-5
Grebe 175-3000 meters,
80.00
"Super-Special" complete set
No. CR-8 Grebe 175 -1000 meters, com80.00
plete set,
175 3000meeters, comCRplete set with det. and 2 -stage amasterplifier, self contained, "A
130.00
No
1.RA Westinghouse, 180 -700 meters,
68.00
cabinet
mahogany
selective,
very
No. RC Westinghouse, RA receiver
and DA Det. Amplifier combined in
one cabinet, a splendid unit, com130.00
pact,
No.

TELEPHONES
No. 56 Murdock 2000 ohm double .. 5.00
6.00
No. 56 Murdock 3000 ohm double
No. CW-834 Western Electric 2200
15.00

ohms

irandes, "Superior" with new head8.00
band
Brandes "Navy Type" with new head14.00
band
12.00
Baldwin's Type C
13.00
E
Baldwin's Type
14.00
Baldwin's Type F
6.00
Baldwin's Type C. unit only
8.00
Federal A. and N. Type 2200 ohms
..10.50
ohms
3200
Federal A. and N. Type
VACUUM TUBES
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

UV-200
UV-201
UV -202
UV-203
UV -204

Radiotron
Radiotron
Radiotron
Radiotron
Radiotron

detector
amplifier

watt
watt
250 watt
5

50

5.00
6.60
8.00
30.00
110.00

and inNOTE: All Radiotrons sent postage
A.
suranes prepaid anywhere in U. S.
Send us your orders for Radiotrons.

Inc.
Pitts Co.,
Mass. Dept. C.

Park Square, Boston,

St., Providence, R. I.
Branch: Woolworth Bldg., 198 Westminster
THE WIRELESS AGE
When writing to advertisers please mention

www.americanradiohistory.com
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RECTIFYING DEVICES
(for "A" Batteries)
No. P-1 Tungar, 5 ampere type, com28.00
plete with bulb
No. P -2 Tungar, 2 ampere type with
18.00
bulb
No. P -3 FP Battery Booster, 5 amp.
type
16.00

and delivery solve your Radio problems"
"Let 'PITTSCO' products, super-service
World! Why Not Let It Reach You?
"Pittsco" Service Reaches All Over The

F. D.

,
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LIMITATIONS

ti

REMOVED

RADIO

enjoy ment
under

diculties

MAGNAVOX mull plles

comfort and pleasure
No receiving set is complete without a Radio MAGNAVOX. No receiving set
can even approach its best results or entire usefulness without a MAGNAVOX.
Radio MAGNAVOX is the world's standard loudspeaker. "World's standard"
because its famous movable coil and other patented mechanical features make its
marvelous performance positively and exclusively its own. There is no substitute
for the Radio MAGNAVOX.

Properly energized, it will reproduce with equal facility and without distortion
either radio music, radio messages, or radio telephone speech in volume so that any audience
from a small family circle to a vast public assembly may distinctly hear every tone, every
word, and every modulation.
It is easy to hook up-you simply substitute the MAGNAVOX for your head set, sit
back, listen, and enjoy. No adjustments necessary. Where power amplification is desired,
use a 2 -stage or 3-stage MAGNAVOX Power Amplifier, such as is shown in the illustration at the right.
Make your set complete now. Make it the source of pride and center of enjoyment it
should be. Go to your dealer today, and tell him to give you prices and full particulars on
the world's standard loudspeaking apparatus-the Radio MAGNAVOX and the MAGNAVOX new POWER AMPLIFIERS.

--

reproducer
ISM 'fhe

movable coil

Radio 3IAGNAVOX-the reproducer with the movable
coil, world's standard loudspeaker. Type R -3, illustrated,
with 14" horn, $45. At your
dealer.

MAGNAVOX NEW
POWER AMPLIFIER

--

THE MAGNAVOX CO. General Office OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
NEW YORK OFFICE 370 7th Ave. PENN. TERMINAL BLDG.
In writing, please address the MAGNAVOX office nearest you.
Add one of these to your set
to get greater sound intensity
and larger volume from your
MAGNAVOX, without distortion. New 2 -stage and 3 -stage
types, for use with transmitter

tubes and high plate voltages.
Simply throw the switches to
operate. Solid mahogany case.
Sits either flat or on edge. Ask
your dealer for prices and
particulars.

There

is

NO substitute for the Radio MAGNAVOX
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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Its Range Reaches Everywhere
The New Radio Station Heard
Around the World

The range of the new Radio Central Station, at Rocky Point, L. I., is so great as to be heard
around the world. It is the dream of communication engineers come true.
"The Promised Land" is the name professional
operators have given to the New York Radio
Central Station, on Long Island. When completed this station will be the largest and most
powerful radio station in the world.
It will be equipped to work simultaneously with
five other nations in widely separated and distant
parts of the world, and will be epoch-making in
the field of international communication.
A position at this station is the height of every
operator's ambition, for it means unlimited opportunity to succeed and progress to higher, more
responsible and better paying positions in the
radio industry. So far as opportunity goes the
successful future of these men is assured.
How about you?
Enrollments are coming in by every mail. Why
aren't you one of the wideawake wireless men
who have seen the new and greater opportunity
opened to them by the Home Study Course,
which is especially designed to land them one of
the enviable jobs at the world's greatest radio
is the
not some later day
station? N O W
time to act!

-

e
e
e

E

e
e

e

-

This new home course of radio training, which
has been developed for the benefit of those who
cannot attend the Institute personally, is the same
course used at the Institute. It includes everything from basic principles of electricity and
magnetism to actual operation of commercial
radio equipment, including arc and tube transmitters. It also includes the same textbooks used
in the Institute classes, as well as a buzzer set of
greatly improved design with a variable automatic transmitter for code practice.
The graduates of the Radio Institute of America
enjoy a great and exclusive advantage in the close
connection existing between the Institute and the
Radio Corporation of America, the world's largest
radio manufacturing and commercial radio company.

Prominent executives in the radio field are former
students of the Institute. The Radio Corporation
employs thousands of men, in its executive departments, on ships and at shore stations and in
factories and laboratories. A large percentage of
these men are graduates of the Institute.

The Radio Institute of America has been an established and successful institution for over fifteen
years. The year round average attendance in its classrooms is now 298 students per month. It has
trained over 6,000 men, 95% of whom have successfully engaged in this new branch of science and
industry.

You, too, can be successful in this new field if you properly train yourself by means of the Home
Study Course of the Institute. Radio offers an unli mited opportunity for future advancement-why
not take advantage of it? Write for our booklet and further details-NOW.

HOME STUDY DIVISION

Radio Institute ofAmerica
(FORMERLY MARCONI INSTITUTE)

326 Broadway, NewYork

iVall
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Cole and Morgan
Publications
Now Issued Only By
WIRELESS PRESS, INC.
326 BROADWAY

Arts and Science Series
No.

3

"

4
5

"
"

6
7

Lessons in Wireless Telegraphy
- - Operation of Wireless Telegraph Apparatus
Wireless Construction and Operation for

35c

Beginners
Experimental Wireless Construction - Home Made Electrical Apparatus -Part

35c
35c

1

cc

(C

(l

CC

LC

<<

CC

CC

CC

L

9

"

2
3

LC

" 10 Home Made Toy Motors
"7,8,9 Home Made Electrical Apparatus
Parts 1, 2, 3, Cloth
-

-

-

35c

35c

35c
35e
35c
1.50

JOBBERS AND DEALERS-WRITE FOR OUR DISCOUNT' SCHEDULE

WIRELESS PRESS, INC.
326 BROADWAY

NEW YORK
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OYID WEIRIELE STELE1PIHIONE CORPORATION
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
SEVEN HUNDRED AND NINE SIXTH AVENUE
AT 41 sr STR1 ET

NEW YORK

Sole Sales Agent for

JOHN FIRTH

&

COMPANY, INC.

New York

=_

Are now arranging Distributors' and Dealers' Territories. Cornmunication should be made to Mr. H. A. Brennan, Sales Manager for
Distributors' and Dealers' arrangements for

-

The

VOCAPHONE
z_._-

.=,=

.
_.-

A FIRCO PRODUCT

,

.

The Finest
Wireless Telephone Instruments
in the World

-

Since 1901 John Firth has been making the finest wireless equipment
it is possible to produce. The superb quality of "Firco Products" is
attested by the fact that they are built to precisely the same high
standards set up by Mr. Firth in providing equipment for the following Governments:
UNITED STATES
JAPAN

FRANCE
GREAT BRITAIN

BRAZIL

ARGENTINA

PERU

CHILE

THE NETHERLANDS

Not only are "Firco Products" designed along the most advanced lines, but
they also incorporate parts and accessories made under the most valuable
patents covering wireless equipment.

HIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiNll
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Make your own
LOUD SPEAKER
FOR

60c

SIMPLY snap a Stramcy coupler
on one unit of your head-

Protect your home and
radio instruments with the
RADISCO

PROTEC -TON

Automatic Lightning Arrester

and automatic proABSOLUTE
tection from lightning. No

switch to forget. Approved by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters, Electrical No. 3962. For
the assurance of perfect safety,
order a Protec-ton now from your
dealer. Remarkable value-$2.50
complete.

RADIO DISTRIBUTING CO., Newark, N. J.
Esaurinc all these new " Radisco Recommended" products at
your regular radio dealer.
Ile can secure a liberal supply without delay.

phones (as shown), attach it to
the tone arm of your phonograph
and you have a highly satisfactory
loud speaker. The sound chamber
of a good phonograph reproduces
wireless telephone broadcasting
with a rich clear tone. Invest 60c
and five minutes in this easy way
of making a loud talker)

THE new Radisco

PURA-TON

Detector Stand provides for
unusually fine crystal adjustment
without sacrificing ruggedness.
Price $2.25. (Parts sold separately
to manufacturers of complete instruments.)

INSULATE your aerial with the
new Radisco Black Insulator.
Perfect insulation for 25c.

RADISCO
f
Your Assurance

Satisfaciory Performance

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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THIS IS THE BOOK YOU WANT
It will answer all your questions
about wireless telephony and telegraphy

Written Especially for Amateurs by one of the foremost authorities.
Complete instructions for
CONSTRUCTING
INSTALLING

OPERATING
A COMPLETE TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING

INCLUDING THE

STATION

Cloth

61/4"

x

91/4". 340

RADIOPHONE

Pages. Fully illustrated

Price $2.25
IF YOUR DEALER CAAT SUPPLY YOU, ORDER DIRECT FROM

WIRELESS PRESS, INC.
NEW YORK

326-28 BROADWAY
,/`..'"://kN'

0
ik`A"NW/ts-'7AN/AV

...

"Mtillit"""tc

Other Wireless Press Books
$2.25

Practical Wireless Telegraphy-Bucher
2.25
Communication
Vacuum Tubes in Wireless Club
75
How to Conduct a Radio
.75
Exams.
License
Wireless
S.
Government
U.
How to Pass
.73
White
Practical Amateur Wireless Stations,
=la
When writing to advertisers please

Radio Telephony, Goldsmith
Sound Method of Learning the Code, White
Prepared Radio Measurements, Belcher
Radio I nalrliment end Mee huremcni
mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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RADIO RECEIVING SETS
s®

e

tsnt

e a
ME

Finest Instruments

Sturdy Stock

-A

Scientifically Correct

Price for All

$20 to $250
LIST PRICE

-77,7177:

Including Aerial Equipment and

Stromberg- Carlson
$7.50 Head Set
11=111

a

EMEMI

t_

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF
BINDING POSTS
TUBE SOCKETS
SWITCH LEVERS

SWITCH POINTS
CRYSTAL DETECTOR PANELS
GUARANTEED GALENA, ETC.

ROSENTHAL LIGHTNING ARRESTER,

distributed solely by ourselves

is

the only Lightning Arrester discharging at 220 volts.
Protects against
lightning and internal wiring short circuits-List price $2.00

DEALERS AND JOBBERS!
Due to Large Increase In Our Production We are Today Able
To Make Immediate Deliveries. Orders are Rolling In. Don't Delay.
WRITE 01? 1VIRE FOR PARTICULARS

ELECTRICAL COMPANY

r

_ _

Er.t7,AH1rrn. 1.

.1.

122

Fifth Avenue, New York City

_

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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Better Results
and Longer Life
from Your Tubes
EVERY make of tube
should be operated at

I'I L.

M

some specific voltage.
Tubes function best within
extremely narrow limits. Unless you operate within these
limits it is impossible to obtain
the best results, and tube replacement expense runs up
rapidly. It is foolish to regulate
your tubes by the degree of
illumination of the filament.
In the early days of power
plants, operating engineers attempted to maintain voltage
by the brilliance of a pilot
lamp. Today, such a practice
is absolutely unheard of. Voltage is established and maintained by means of accurate
and reliable voltmeters.
In the very near future of radio, the filament voltmeter will
be regarded as absolutely indispensable.
Will you follow the wise
practice of voltmeter filament
control NOW, or will you wait
until bitter experience convinces you of your error?

MODEL 301
NT VOLTMETER

MODEL 301
PLATE VOLTMETER

MOI)Er. 301
FILAMENT AMIIIETI<K

Our Circular "J" describes in detail Weston Filament Voltmeters and other important instruments invaluable to owners
of up -to -date receiving and transmitting sets. Send for a copy
without delay, if your dealer cannot supply you.

Address

Radio Departnlcllt

Weston Electrical Instrument Company
27

Waverly Avenue, Newark, N. J.
Branches in the Larger Cities

When writing to advertisers please mention TIIE WIRELESS AGE
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"Built Right Since 1903"

First Set of

Wireless Telephone
Instruments
FOR

THE

United States Navy
INSTALLED

ON

THE

Flagship Connecticut

WITHERBEE
Radio A

BATTERY
is the sole source of

current.

Witherbee A Batteries are designed and built to meet the particular conditions prevailing in
Radio CW Service.
They are constructed with extra heavy plates suited for slow discharge work thus insuring
against voltage variations. Extra thick, specially treated separators are used which prevent
internal discharge.
The entire construction is such that Witherbee Batteries may undergo continuous cycles of
complete discharge and in addition may stand idle for long periods-without being harmed.
The strong, clean Witherbee hard rubber case is the ideal enclosure for radio service. These
cases have been a specialty of the Witherbee organization for nineteen
years for use in the home or in the office where acid leaks would be
fatally destructive. These cases have soft rubber bottom rests making
them safe, clean and insuring perfect insulation.
"Built Right Since 1903" is the Witherbee slogan-and specifically
applies to Witherbee Radio A Batteries.
For further information for the trade write:

WITHERBEE STORAGE BATTERY

CO.,

Inc.

West 43rd Street
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
643 -655

Builders of batteries since 1903 for automotive starting, lighting, ignition, etc.
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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This special Radio Battery
has all the Willard Threaded
Rubber Battery features that
are applicable to Radio work
-plus many new ones found

only in this battery.

Bring Your Set Up -to -Date
with this All- Rubber Radio Battery
It's just as important in receiving, to
have a good battery as to have a reliable
and efficient set.
The Willard All- Rubber Radio Battery
was designed and is being used especially for
radio work. It gives you the same reliability
in wireless work as the starting and lighting
battery has always given in motor cars.
These batteries are available at a considerable less cost than the motor car battery.
Willard Radio Batteries are made with
the same care, and have the same Threaded
Rubber Insulation as the larger batteries.

An important Radio feature is the AllRubber Case. Cells and case are a solid
piece of rubber that absolutely prevents
leakage from cell to cell or to the ground,
thus doing away with one of the most

troublesome sources of noise.
Threaded Rubber Insulation and case
are both tested with 24,000 volt wireless
transformers before assembly. Freedom
from leakage is thus assured.
For details about the Radio Battery, go
to the nearest Willard Battery Station, or
write us direct.

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY CO., Cleveland, Ohio
Made in Canada by the Willard Storage Battery Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ontario

THREADED

RUBBER

BATTERY

When writing to advertisers please mention T11L WIRELESS Aí:F
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New York's Amateur Show
The Most Spectacular, Mystifying and Gripping Convention and Exhibition which New York Has Ever Witnessed

IN

1492 Admiral Columbus discovered America and in 1922
General Public discovered radio.
There's no doubt about it. Radio has
been discovered, and the whole world
has come to see and feast upon its
thousand and one interesting and delightful features. The awakening of
the lethargic giant, public interest,
while really long overdue, has been so
sudden and so complete as to carry
everything along with it in its eager
search for more, and still more, information.
As recently as a year ago, radio was
practically an unknown quantity to the
average person. This was very vividly
demonstrated by an inquiry from a
well-known business man during the
convention and exhibition of the
Executive Radio Council last year.
This man telephoned to the Pennsylvania Hotel and asked if the exhibition
would be held on that particular day,
as it was raining. He had heard something about "catching" radio signals
and had assumed that it was necessary
to go up on the roof with some sort of
a device, such as a crab net, and catch
the signals as they came along.
The attitude of that man was the
attitude of the multitude. Radio? Oh,
yes, all the little schoolboys played
at radio, just as they played checkers
or riddle-de- winks, but there wasn't
anything in it for the grownups. Con sequently when the 1921 Convention
and Exhibition was held, General Public wasn't even interested to the extent
of even investigating the possibilities
of radio, and the attendance at the affair was confined principally to the
members of the Order of Hard Boiled
Hams.
But, oh, what a difference a few
months have made.
There was no such ignorance this
year during the second annual affair,
winch was held March 7 to i1, at the
Pennsylvania Hotel, New York. No,
Sir. This year, this year, was different,
vastly different. Every man, woman
and child of the 33,8o1 who attended
the show, knew-get that -KNEW
something about radio. They may not
have known the difference between

Miss Gladys Wyville singing "Kiss Me By
Wireless," a song composed especially for
the radio show

high and low frequency crystals, but
they did know that it was necessary to
have an aerial, a ground, a tuner and
a pair of phones, and that when you
turned a knob on the `box" to a certain place the result was -music, enter-

tainment and education!
And so it has come to pass that
radio has been 'discovered, has been
acclaimed the greatest, most interesting, most fascinating of all forms of
education and entertainment, and the
news is rapidly spreading around the
world. "Radio, on this particular day,
thy name is legion."
Without question the Show was the
most spectacular, mystifying, and
gripping exhibition which New York
has ever witnessed. The entire metropolitan area, from all appearances, was
radio mad. The exhibition halls were
packed with visitors from the first
moment of opening, while during certain hours long lines in formation
awaited with great patience entrance
into the land of marvels. That their
patience was well repaid was more
than evidenced by the great interest
displayed on every hand.

Owing to the heavy demand for
space by exhibitors this year, it was
necessary to use both the Roof Garden
and the Butterfly Room for exhibits,
and when the show was formally
opened on the night of the 7th, sixty five exhibits had been installed, every
available square foot of space had
been allotted, and there were still
about a dozen applicants who could not
be accommodated. Many of the exhibitors had based their printed matter
supply on the attendance of last year,
and the result was a flood of S O S
telegrams to the home offices of the
the exhibitors for more salesmen and
more printed matter. More than one
exhibitor moved packages, boxes and
bundles from out -of -town points in
specially chartered Pullman berths on
limited trains in an attempt to get adequate supplies to the firing line in time.
A half hour after the doors opened, J.
O. Smith, the Chairman of the Council,
wedged his way to the band stand and
and formally opened the affair with a
few words of welcome to the visitors,
the exhibitors and the representatives of
the amateur fraternity who packed the
floor of the Roof Garden. Comparing
the enormous crowd of that evening
with the small crowd which attended
the opening a year previously, Mr.
Smith said that if interest kept on increasing during the next year as it had
during the past one, it would probably
be necessary for the Council to hold
next year's affair in Central Park.
It was necessary to adopt heroic
measures in order to clear a space on
the Roof Garden floor so that E. F.
Glavin could operate his radio con trolled vehicle. It took a lot of hard
work on the part of a dozen huskies to
get the crowd back, but when this had
been accomplished Mr. Glavin entertained and mystified the large crowd
with his radio controlled torpedo on
wheels, familiarly known as the
"Wireless Pup." As was the case last
year, the torpedo proved to be one of
the most interesting features of the exhibition and demonstrations during the
following afternoons and evenings created great interest and enthusiasm
among the thousands of spectators
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who watched the demonstrations. Owing to the great crowds it was necessary to put blinders on the "Pup" to
relieve it of stage fright.
The receiving equipment used by
Paul F. Godley at Ardrossau, Scotland, caused more than one radio microbe to find an early lodging in the
gaping mouths of the crowd. The tubes
displayed with the set were the identical ones which actually recorded the
signals of American amateurs during
the tests. Mr. Godley operated the
set during the afternoons and evenings
and clearly demonstrated the great amplification possible with it. Using a
small loop he succeeded in making
audible the music, speech and signals
from several radiophone stations. The
broadcasting was heard all over the
Roof Garden, by use of a loud-speaker
horn. The degree of amplification obtained with this set was positively
amazing even to the experienced
operators, and as one visitor remarked :
"In radio frequency lies the solution
of the antenna, problem for the New
York City cave dweller."
On Wednesday afternoon engineers
of several of the exhibiting manufacturers radiated considerable verbal
energy of various frequencies in giving
talks on new equipment, which proved
to be of great interest to the hundreds
who filled the large ballroom of the
hotel. In the evening over 1,200 per sons listened to W. C. White, of the
General Electric Company, who read
a paper on "Vacuum Tubes and Their
Operation." Mr. White is one of the
foremost authorities of the country on
vacuum tubes, and, in addition, possesses the happy faculty of being able
to cover a technical subject in a nontechnical way, a very desirable quality
in view of the large number of nontechnical enthusiasts who attended.
Paul F. Godley followed Mr. White,
and got a rousing reception. He described in detail how the recording of
American amateur station signals in
Scotland was accomplished in spite of
the wetness of the country, and in addition called attention to the large number of C. W. stations heard, as compared to the number of spark stations,
and expressed the hope that all amateurs would use C. W. in the future
and so avoid disturbance of other radio
communication, which has in the past
been attributed to the broad waves in
amateur "stone crusher" operation.
On the afternoon of Thursday,
March 9, the Roof Garden and Butterfly Room were crowded to capacity
by the unprecedented, but not wholly
unexpected crowds which had attended
the affair from the beginning, among
the crowd being a large number of
correspondents, representing newspapers located all over the world. During
each evening, in fact, the crowds had

THE WIRELESS
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become so great as to fill the Roof
Garden to capacity and it was necessary to close the doors on hundreds
who were attempting to get in. The
Committee did this regretfully, as it
was realized that many enthusiasts had
probably traveled long distances to attend the exhibition, but the action was
absolutely necessary as a matter of
convenience and safety to the crowds
already in the building, who wouldn't
or couldn't get their fill of the exhibited wonders and take heed of the
EXIT signs.
The preliminaries of the open -to-all
code speed contest were held during
the evening of the 9th, and when ten
men qualified at 4o words per minute,
with perfect copy, it was evident that
the final on the following night was to
be a real battle between the code speed
experts of the eastern part of the

APRIL, 1922

of the show, the crowd awaiting entrance had become so great at 12
o'clock that it was decided to open
the show an hour ahead of time to relieve congestion in the lobby and halls
of the hotel.
The Code Speed Contest for Women
was held at 3 p. m., with Radio Inspector E. A. Beane acting as judge.
There were ten entrants. A silver cup,
suitably engraved, was awarded the
winner for copying the greatest number of words per minute, with the least
number of errors, hand copy. The contest was won by Miss Ruby Yelland of
the Hudson street, New York, office of
the Radio Corporation of America.
Speed 3o/ words per minute, perfect
copy. Miss Marion C. Chicken, a student of the Radio Institute of America, was second with 30/ words. The
judges reported, however, that Miss
Chicken made four scratches in her
copy. Miss Marianne C. Brown was

country.
During the afternoon of the loth, third, with 3o/ words, nine errors.
E. D. Glavin and P. F. Godley again
The jamming contest followed. This
entertained the crowd with demonstra- contest was open only to bona -fide
tions of their equipment and in the amateurs not employed in the operating
evening the finals of the Code Speed department of any radio, telegraph or
Contest were run. Radio Inspector cable company. It was not open to
E. A. Beane was judge of the contest. anyone who had entered the Code
A vacuum tube, oscillating at audio Speed Contest of the night before.
frequently was used, instead of a
Signals were transmitted the same
buzzer and tibe transmission was done
Code Speed Contest and while
by means of a motor -driven Wheat- as in the
there was no direct interference with
was
The
tape
stone transmitter.
the matter being transmitted, other sigpunched on the spot, the operator of nals from buzzers of different pitch
the machine being in full view of the were transmitted on the circuit, to
contestants. Straight copy from a simulate conditions in congested radio
newspaper was used. There were first, territory. The entrant turning in the
second and third prizes ; the first being most complete copy at the end of the
a silver cup, the second a gold watch
contest was declared the winner. The
fob and the third a silver fob.
prize was a silver cup, suitably enExcitement ran high and it is even graved.
understood but not verified that several
It was anticipated that some active
friendly arguments took place over the amateur of the Second District would
merits of the respective contestants. win the contest, for anyone who can
The contest was very skillfully successfully work night after night
handled by Mr. Beane and resulted as through the jamming in the Second
follows :
needn't worry over an ordinFirst prize : José M. Seron, Radio District
contest. Thomas A. Jobs,
jamming
ary
Corporation of America, speed for two of Summit, N. J., a well -known amaminutes, 49/ words per minute, with teur, call letters 2AAF, turned in the
three errors.
most complete copy and won the conSecond prize: B. G. Seutter, New test.
York Times (Last year's winner with
The convention and exhibition came
48.6 words per minute). Speed 49/
to an end at midnight on Saturday at
words per minute, four errors.
annual dinner,
Third prize: George C. Otten, Radio the close of the second
which
appears
of
story
detailed
the
Corporation of America. Speed 49/
on another page.
words per minute, five errors.
The outstanding feature of this
The accomplishment of Mr. Seron
breaks all known records for code year's affair, was the unusual crowd
speed reception, and 49/ words per and the fact that a large part of it
minute, perfect copy, is therefore, the knew nothing about radio, but had been
new world's record for all future as- attracted, evidently by the great
pirants to the honor to shoot at. The amount of space devoted to radio by
accomplishment of Mr. Seron is really the daily papers, and had come as a
a remarkable one, in view of the fact result, to find out what it was .rlI
but
that he came to New York from Chili about. Some of them found out,
less than one year ago knowing very many of them didn't, for the simple
reason that visitors outnumbered exlittle of the English language!
On Saturday, the iith, the last day hibitors by about Too to at every ses.
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The Convention Committee of the Executive Radio Council which made the affair a record -breaking success. In the front row,
seated, are:
F. L. MacLaughlin, W. J. Howell, C. E. Huffman, R. H. McMann, J. O. Smith, chairman; A. F. Clough, R. Hertzberg
and C. E. Trube.
In the rear row, standing are: W. A. Remy, B. B. Jackson, J. J. Kulik, F. B. Osturan, E. A. Kilroy, J. B. Ferguson, Leroy
Watkins and
Matthias Thnry

OF SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT
IN ACCOMPLISHING THE FIRST

RECEPTION OF SIGNALS FROM
AMERICAN AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS
AT ARDROSSAN, SCOTLAND. DEC. 19?

THIS TESTIMONIAL IS RENDERII
TO

PAUL F. GODLEY
ENGINEER AND COLLEAGUE.
BY

THE MEMBERS OF THE

EXECUTIVE RADIO COUNCIL

SECOND DISTRICT

NEW YORE.. MARCH

Bronze

II.

1922

tablet presented to Paul F. Godley

by the

Executive

Radio Council

Typical view of the crowd,

a

Paul F. Godley of Ardrossan fame and Jack Binns of S.
first time at the show

S.

Republic fane met for the

condition that prevailed during the entire week. Every walk and condition of life was represented
and they
came from all parts of the United States and Canada
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sion of the exhibiton. Under the circumstances it was impossible to answer the questions on the tongues of
thousands of visitors, and the result
would have been the same had there
been unlimited space available:
A comparison of attendance figures
of this and last year's affair is an indication of the great growth of interest

Hill City Radio Club, Summit, N. J.
The Radio Club, Irvington, N. J.
Radio Club of Long Island, Long Island
City, N. Y.

North Jersey Radio Association, Newark,
N. J.
Radio Traffic Association, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Ridgewood Radio Club. Ridgewood, N. J.

APRIL, 1922
Chicago Radio Laboratory
Diamond State Fibre Company
Electrose Manufacturing Company
Experimenter Publishing Company
Formica Insulation Company
General Apparatus Company
Hudson Radio Club
International Radio Exchange
Jewett Manufacturing Corporation
Lexington Radio & Electric Corporation
Loyd Wireless Telephone Corporation
Novo Manufacturing Company
Westinghouse Union Battery Company

ROOF GARDEN
Acme Apparatus Company
Adams -Morgan Company
American Electro- Technical Appliance
Company
American Radio Relay League
American Radio & Research Corporation
Clapp -Eastham Company
Continental Radio & Electric Corporation
R. U. Clark, 3rd
Copper Clad Steel Company

DeForest Radio Telephone

&

Telegraph

Company
Dreyfuss Sales Corporation
P. M. Dreyfuss Co., Inc.
George Fredericks

Freed -Eisemann Radio Corporation
Federal Telephone & Telegraph Company
The Globe
appearance of the tail is
A new version of "His Master's Voice." The bushywhile
the picture was oeing
due to the continual wagging of it by his Dogship
from the horn was pleasing
made indicating that the music coming

in radio. The detailed figures are as
follows :
This year

First Day

Second Day
Third Day
Fourth Day
Fifth Day

3,033
8,661
7,701

7,364

Last year
916
1,015
1,520
1,714

7,042
33,801

5,165

The Executive Radio Council, Second District, was formed for the purpose of mutual benefit and general improvement in amateur operating conditions. During its existence the Council has accomplished a great deal, has
assisted a great many amateurs in the
way of a "big brother," and has always
promoted the advancement of the
ascience of amateur radio communi.
Clubs
The
possible.
whenever
tion
which compose the Council are the
leading ones of the Second Radio Inspection District, which includes
Southern New York, Long Island,
Staten Island and Northern New
Jersey. It is composed of two delegates from each of the following clubs:
Radio Club of America, New York City.
Armour Villa Radio Club, Bronxville,
N. Y.
Bloomfield Radio Club, Bloomfield, N. J.
Radio Club of the Bronx, Bronx, New
York City.
Radio Association of Greater New York,
New York City.

Rutherford Radio Club, Rutherford, N. J.
Stuyvesant Radio Club, Bronx, New York
City.
Talo Club, New York City.
Westfield Radio Association, Westfield,
N. J.
Y. M. C. A. Radio Club, New York City.
Yonkers Radio Club, Yonkers, N. Y.
White Plains High School Radio Club,
White Plains, N. Y.
Hackensack Radio Club, Hackensack,
N. J.
Nutley Radio Club, Nutley, N. J.
Radio Club of Hudson County, Hoboken,
N. J.
Nassau Radio League, Freeport, L. I.,
N. Y.

Passaic High School Radio, Passaic, N. J.
Hudson Radio Club, New York City.
Chelsea Radio Association, New York
City.

The officers of the. Council are: J.
O. Smith, Chairman; R. H. McMann,
Vice-Chairman ; M. Blum, Recording
Secretary ; C. E. Trube, Treasurer ; C,
B. Hobson, Corresponding Secretary ;
C. J. Goette, Traffic Supervisor.
The following is a list of the exihibitors at this, the second annual convention and exhibition:
BUTTERFLY ROOM
American Eveready Works
F. Andrea & Company
L. S. Brach Manufacturing Company
Cornecticut Telephone
pany

&

Electric Com-

www.americanradiohistory.com

General Radio Company
A. H. Grebe & Company
Jewell Electrical Instrument Company
Keystone Wire Company
The Evening Mail
Manhattan Electrical Supply Company
Marko Storage Battery Company
The Modulator
William J. Murdock Company
Mills Radio & Electric Company
Pacent Electric Company, Inc.
Prest-O -Lite
Radio Audion Company
Radio Club of America
Radio Corporation of America
Radio Distributing Company
Radio Service & Manufacturing Company
Radio Topics
H. B. Shontz & Company, Inc.
Ship Owners Radio Service, Inc.
Shotton Radio & Manufacturing Company
C. D. Tuska Company
Wireless Press
Weston Electrical Instrument Company
Willard Storage Battery Company
East Side Y. M. C. A.
United States Army Signal Corps
United States Department of Commerce,
Radio Service.

The Committee in charge of this
year's affair was as follows : J. O.
Smith, Chairman ; R. H. McMann,
Vice -Chairman; A. F. Clough, John
Di Blasi, F. B. Ostman, Leroy Watkins, E. A. Kilroy, W. J. Howell, R.
Hertzberg, J. B. Ferguson, C. E.
Trube, C. B. Hobson, B. B.. Jackson,
F. L. MacLaughlin, Matthias Thury,
J. J. Kulik, M. Blum, C. E. Huffman..
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Radio Corporation

a

RADI O
INSTRUCTION

BOOK
The exhibit of the Radio Corporation of America was filled to the limit at every session. The new outfits for the reception of broadcasting, including the Aeriola Grand, the Aeriola Senior, the new General Electric receiving units were subjects of great interest to the

visitors

Jewell Electric
Instrument Company

American Radio
& Research Corp.

The Jewell Electrical Instrument Company exhibited an extensive line of
and the exhibit was a
Mecca for the operators, or intending operators, of C. W. transmitting sets
AC and DC meters, for every conceivable purpose

The exhibit of the Ossining and Peekskill Radio Clubs, which contained a panel radiophone set belonging to W. R. Seigle. 2BQH,
was an excellent indication of the skill of the amateurs in assembling sets of this type. The set was in operation during the entire
week

www.americanradiohistory.com
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The Banquet
ONE thousand and twenty -five when the emergency comes, no matpersons crowded into the ter what that emergency may be,
large ballroom of the Penn - the amateur will be found ready and
ly auia Hotel to attend the banquet eager to do his bit as he always has
which wound up the week's activi- in the past.
ties. The diners were in Saturday
"The pages of history are filled
night festive mood and typically a with the deeds of radio amateurs
radio gathering in spirit. Dot and which cannot be ignored or overdash messages and greetings were looked. From the ranks of amawhistled and buzzed from table to teurs must come the men of the futable during the serving of the ture to carry on the science of radio
course dinner, including code ap- to its greatest usefulness."
plause for the entertainers who apThe individual members
the
peared in person to duplicate some Committee of the Executive ofRadio
of the features which had been Council were then introduced as the
broadcasted from WJZ and WDY. men who made this year's affair the
Among the prominent entertainers greatest success in the history
of
who sang familiar songs were Vir- amateur radio.
ginia Burt, the Stuart Sisters, Aldiners were next called upon
bert Wiederhold, Jack Sheehan, to The
Louis James, Nat Saunders, Dave icaldisclose themselves by geographdesignation, representatives
Wohlman, Raymond M. Shottler
from all districts except the
and Louis Breau. A novelty was arising
sixth and seventh. Even Canada realso introduced in a dance
an- sponded
in the person of a single
nounced to be impossible for radio
broadcasting
executed by Maxie representative.
Mr. Smith then introduced the
and George, the sensational colored
dancers who were then playing at the first speaker, John V. L. Hogan,
Engineer of the WestWinter Garden and the Club Mau- Consulting
Electric and Manufacturrice.
Then everybody sang old - inghouse
time favorite songs under the lead- ing Company, who selected as a
ership of Nat Saunders, well -known topic the apparent difference of
composer, and responded with zest- opinion which seemed to be growful "hello's !" as the music swung ing up between amateurs generally
over to the first radio song, "Kiss and the manufacturing companies.
Me by Wireless." For an hour or "It appeared to me," said Mr. Homore, the thousand diners had a gan, "that within the last six
gloriously informal good time, but months things had been getting
finally subsided into attentiveness as worse and worse. I have heard three
criticisms from amateurs dithe scheduled after dinner speeches distinct
rected toward the manufacturing
began.
companies. The first one was, that
The introductory remarks were the manufacturing
don't
made by J. O. Smith, presiding, as want any amateur companies
extension ; that
"Well, fellows, once more, we put it the amateurs interfere
over !" he announced, adding that in casting, and that they with broaddon't want
view of the unprecedented crowds, to have any more
amateur
transit was unfortunate that the Pennsyl- mitters around
the country.
The
vania Hotel was built of steel and second criticism
that amateur
stone, and not of rubber. The new transmitters mustwas,
not be used for
situation in radio, he explained, was broadcasting. Manufacturing
comdue to the great development of panies, according to this criticism,
radio broadcasting "bringing with it were behind the recent regulation
of
multitudes of new converts to the the Department of Commerce,
Order of Boiled Hams. And to all which restricted broadcasting on
of you who have become converts to two hundred meter wavelength.
the cause of radio broadcasting," The third criticism was, that the
he added, "we older Hams extend manufacturing companies
were atyou a welcome, and we wish you tempting to restrict the sale
apthe great joy that only faithful pur- paratus ; that that was whyof you
suit of this greatest of all hobbies, could not buy apparatus."
pastimes, educational pursuits (or
Mr. Hogan said he didn't like the
whatever you choose to call it) can sound
of any one of these three
give you."
criticisms, so he put the three quesMr. Smith noted that radio at tions to an executive of the West present is in a state of evolution, inghouse Company, asking: "Does
observing: "What its future will be the Westinghouse Company oppose
no man can say. It is practically the extension of amateur activities ?"
certain, however, that there will alThe answer was,: "No. We hope
ways he a place in radio for the ama- that the new regulations which will
teur and for amateur operation and grow out of the Washington Con-

-

-

;

ference will give the amateur, instead of the single wavelength of
200 meters, which he now has, a
band of at least 100 meters for his
purposes. The only thing we think
the amateur should do is to stay
within his band, as the other stations will be required to stay within
their own wavelength bands."
On the criticism
that manufacturing companies were behind the
ruling that no amateur station
should be used for broadcasting, the
answer was : "No, we did not attempt that.; as we understand it, the
regulation was carried forward at
the request of amateurs who were
endeavoring to do long distance
work on the wavelengths available
to them, and who were interfered
with in that work by broadcasting on
the amateur wavelengths. When the
additional wavelengths are opened
up to amateur communication, there
is no reason why amateur broadcasting ought not only to be permitted,
but encouraged."
On the third point, Mr. Hogan's
inquiry was : "Are you restricting
the sale of apparatus ? Are you attempting to keep the stuff off the
market, or are you doing all you can
to make it ready ?" He was told, he
said, that everything possible was
being done. "The demand for apparatus has grown so much faster than
the possibilities of manufacture that
all companies building radio stuff
have, as you know, been up against
it to get it out," he observed. "Now,
they are spending large amounts of
money in tooling up for the manufacture of materials in larger and larger
quantities, and I have been able to
find nothing which would indicate
any desire to restrict the sale of the
best material available to amateurs
and to everyone else."
When the applause had subsided,
the Chairman introduced Lieutenant- Commander D. C. Patterson,
District Communication Superintendent, Navy Department, who outlined the extent of the Navy's radio
communication system and the Department's attitude toward the amateur.
"Before this recent conference in
Washington was called," he said,
"the Director asked for my views
and recommendations. I was very
pleased to be able to tell him that
we suffered absolutely no interference from any amateurs of this district, nor from the commercial radio
telephone broadcasting!
"I told him that your increased
importance and activities of ama-
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teurs deserved special recognition in
increased privileges and in increased
wavelengths. 1 am glad to see that
the Conference is granting those
privileges and those extra wavelengths."
In closing, Commander Patterson
called attention to the fact that our
country while on the very threshold
of world naval supremacy has foregone that naval supremacy in order
to maintain the moral leadership of
the world. "The actual disarmament was not the important thing,"
he stated. "It was the spirit back of
this disarmament ; but no one can
promise you that war is over and
you cannot be assured of that until
there has been a spiritual rebirth
throughout the world. Now, until
that time comes, fellow radio men,
I want to tell you that the Navy in
another national emergency will
need the amateur as it did before. I
ask you not to let the fascination of
radio telephone broadcasting and
listening to music interfere with the
vastly more, to us at least, business
of code work. Keep at it
"Let's all keep together and be
ready if we should ever be called
upon again."
At the conclusion of this speech
the chairman called the attention of
the diners to the high honor of having with them Major General
George O. Squier, Chief Signal Officer of the United States Army, who
was seated at one of the tables, in
the midst of the amateurs. The diners applauded vigorously as General
Squier arose and bowed.
Mr. Smith then found another celebrity, seated at a rear table, whom
he introduced as "a man who has
been in radio so long that when he
started, there wasn't any amateur
radio. Consequently, he has always
been a commercial man
David
Sarnoff, General Manager of the
Radio Corporation of America."
Mr. Sarnoff made a brief complimentary address to the amateur fraternity, stating that to his mind
there are a great many radio men of
qualification and ability in the amateur world who might very properly
be characterized as professional
radio men, adding that in view of
the accomplishments of these, he, as
a professional man might say, "Pray
make me an amateur." This observation brought forth laughter and
applause.
"As General Manager of the Radio
Corporation of America," said Mr.
Sarnoff, "I can tell you officially
that the policy of the Radio Corporation is to encourage in every
possible way the activities of the
amateur or experimenter or worker
in the radio field, no matter what
department he may be interested in.
"We believe there is enough op.

!

-
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portunity in radio for everyone who next called upon, each one rising in
is interested to have a chance to response to his call letters.
work, whether that be in the line of
Henry L. Bogardus, of the office
scientific experimentation, or wheth- of the Chief Radio Inspector of the
er that be in the field of merchandis- Second District, was then introing
there is plenty for all of us. duced as the next speaker. He said :
Radio to my mind is the biggest
"The average amateur looks upon
thing that has happened in the world the radio inspector as a fearsome inin the last century, and any of you dividual who goes around with a
who are questioning your opportu- pocket decremeter, and with one ear
nities to be allowed by these large open for tales of wrongdoers. I
organizations to go forward with wish to refute this theory. A large
any program that has as its basis percentage of the radio inspectors
service and responsibility, can re- and almost all of them, in fact, either
lieve your minds of such questions. are or were at one time amateurs
You will have every opportunity themselves.
that a responsible person deserves
I suppose that many of you are
to do your part, whatever it may be eagerly waiting news in detail of the
in the radio world!"
conference in Washington. As some
Major Roy H. Coles was the next of yqu probably have noted, provispeaker, as representative of the sion is made for amateur wavemany activities of the Signal Corps lengths of from 150 to 275 meters
where they join the activities of instead of setting the limit at 200
amateur radio.
meters as at present required.
He stated that the adequacy and
"This will provide a band of amaefficiency of communication systems teur wavelengths on which some
are of the ,utmost importance to the very good results may be obtained.
Signal Corps, so that branch of the It must be borne in mind, however,
Service is sparing no efforts which that this band of wavelengths is not
resources and authority allow to yet legally assigned and until such
keep in the forefront of the wonder- time as the necessary legislation is
ful advance in radio.
passed to amend the present law, the
"As to the supply of radio equip- present 200-meter limit remains in

-

ment and the development of new
apparatus and its perfection, we feel
that we can take care of the situation quite efficiently with a continuation of the hearty co- operation and
assistance which has always been
tendered us by the great commercial concerns of America," he explained, "but the personnel problem
is one which we are not quite so
well satisfied with. Equipment and
apparatus can be supplied, but personnel is something that requires
thought and spirit, and while we
were with you from beginning to
end in the pleasure and profit you
amateurs derived from this great art,
we ask you not to forget that in
time of emergency, or war (which.
please God, may never come!), that
unless we put the communication
business across, it is, good- night!
"So that all we ask you is to keep
us in mind, co- operate with us,
think of our troubles we are trying to keep the old machine going,
so that it will be ready if we ever
do need it. We can't do it without
the help of you amateurs.
"On our part, we are for you and
with you. If there is anything that
the Army has or that the Signal
Corps has that you need and we can
give you access to, we are not only
willing to do it, but glad to do it."
The winners and successful contenders for the championship code
speed contest, the contest for women only, and the jamming contest,
were then introduced. Prominent
amateurs of the Second District were
;
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force."

The address of Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, followed ; he said in

part :
"I had hoped very ardently that
certain of my fellow-members of the
Radio Telephone Commission, which
recently met in Washington, would
be present this evening to say to
you in well- chosen and correct terms
something about the work that was
done down there.

"The interesting and, to me, most
significant feature of the entire
meeting was the absolute unanimity
on one proposition. There may have
been disagreements or careful
thought and consideration required
for the placing of the many complicated services which modern radio
demands, but when it came to the
status of the amateur, there was no
dispute, there was no question!
"I may say that the amateur therefore took up less of the time of the
Commission than anybody else," he
continued, "simply because the amateur had laid down a well- considered and perfectly reasonable program which would give him an opportunity to expand his activities
along legitimate lines which would
relieve the present congestion on
amateur wavelengths and which
would give him wider opportunity
to study the field of radio, to establish long distance records, to broadcast and to do all those other interesting things which are so dear to
the hearts of amateurs.
"Accordingly he received the wave-
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The exhibit of the Continental Radio and Electric Corporation contained the only known samples not in captivity of certain types of equipment.
According to John Grinan the visitors at the exhibit totalled 41.144 which, however, is slightly at variance with the total attendance figures
of the show

The Radio City, of the IleForest Radio Telephone and Telegraph Company, was a most unusual and attractive exhibit, and was packed full
of interested radioites during the whole run of the show

American Radio
&

Rese rch Corp.

The many models of receiving equipment manufactured by the American Radio and Research Corporation, attracted a great deal of interest.
Two or three units of Amrad equipment were in operation during the week
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length grant (or will receive under
the proposed law) of from 150 to
275 meters ; but this is not to be
chaos, it is not to be used indiscriminately by any amateur at will
on any wavelength within that zone.
There is to be, as I understand it,
order within that zone in that the
shorter wavelengths in general will
be recommended for use for the beginners and for the spark stations,
and as the wavelengths increase, the
interrupted continuous wave, the
radio telephone, and finally that aristocrat of the ether, the pure continuous wave, will come into its own
-at the top, naturally. So that each
type of traffic of the amateur will
flow smoothly in its allotted band
with a minimum of interference and
a maximum of pleasure to the amateur."
Dr. Goldsmith thought a most delightful vista unfolds itself before
all. "I believe that radio records
will be hung up during the next
few years of a type previously unimagined," he predicted.
"Radio is the most romantic and
remarkable of all methods of communication. It falls into two main
divisions, apparently : the two -way
communication, or ordinary communication ; and broadcasting. Two way communication, of course, is to
be used above all in radio where no
other means exist. It is obvious
that but few ships will trail a cable
after them to land and but few air crafts will be anchored by a wire to
the ground, and therefore these mobile services are exclusively radio,
and must remain so. Impossible
natural barriers are bridged with
ease by the flying wave, and here
again we have an unusually favorable condition for the use of radio.
"Broadcast communication which
is now engaging so large a portion
of our attention is the second great
use of radio. Wire communication
goes from point to point but radio
covers an area. It spreads in all directions. Under its blanket all who
wish to hear can hear, and this is
one of the particularly useful applications of radio communication. We
can do anything with broadcast
nowadays
"I see another aspect, though, of
radio," Dr. Goldsmith continued, "of
much more important and serious
national aspect than even listening
to messages and sending them. I
mean the cultivation of an analytical
turn of mind. When we take the
life of the average man we see that
he comes but rarely up to the present in the contact with scientific exactitudes, with things that compel
logical thought and delicate manipulation.
"Now, for the first time, science
comes into the household not only
!

as a means of amusement and communication and entertainment, but
as an incentive for training the
skilled hand and for developing the
analytical turn of mind. A great nation such as ours, spread over so
vast a territory, finds difficulty in

holding together the millions spread
over the stretches from the Atlantic
to the Pacific, from the Gulf to the
Great Lakes. Radio is the means
whereby this great nation can be integrated and moulded into one coherent whole with everybody in
touch with the rest. The analytic,
scientific habit of thought is to
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grams from various Governors were
read to illustrate the character of
the communications.
The chairman next introduced the
featured guest of the evening, "Paul F.
Godley, who went across the ocean to a
strange land, set up a receiving station on a barren, storm -swept field
in Scotland and was successful in
recording the signals of a large number of American amateur stations,
some of them approximately 3,500

miles away across land and ocean."
He gave a graphic word-picture of
the ordeal of the last few nights of
that test, and introduced the sucanalyze, to think, to examine, and cessful American representative of
radiò is one of the best means of the amateurs by saying:
mental training that I know. So I
"They say a prophet is without
believe in this country by bringing honor in his own country, but Paul
direct analysis into the home it will Godley is not without honor in the
tend to make us more of a nation of Second District."
thinkers and of accurate skilled maMr. Godley said: "To those of you
nipulators and still further improve who are really dyed -in-the -wool
the industrial supremacy of the amateurs, the carrying through of a
United States !"
test such as this was, is easily underThe chairman then called upon stood. I am not the only amateur
members present from each amateur who has gone through oftentimes
club affiliated with the Executive seemingly foolish hardships in orRadio Council to make themselves der to pursue a hobby to its lair.
"I am particularly glad of the opknown, and the delegations in turn
arose, to receive the applause of all portunity which presents itself this
the diners. F. H. Schnell, Traffic evening to thank all of those amaManager, American Radio Relay teurs who participated in the tests
League, was then called upon. He on this side for their very thorough
outlined the progress of radio in the co-operation," he added. "I put myyear past, observing, "The amateur self in your position over there, and
radio game has moved along so fast the one thing I feared was that after
that if you drop behind for a week about the second day a great many
or ten days, it takes you two months of you would say, 'Oh, well, what is
to catch up. I have often wondered the use? He didn't report any sighow many of you listen to the radio nals the first two days, and he isn't
concerts every night or help one of going to hear any.' But you didn't
the radio listeners who is interested do that, to my great delight. You
in listening to the concerts. I have kept right at it.
had some peculiar experiences with
"Notwithstanding that the first
those people. They listen in of a night only one signal was heard, you
night. They get a little scratchy all came back just as strong the folnoise and they want to know what lowing night, and as a result of that
it is. Someone comes along and co-operation, we got the great numsays, 'Oh, that is the amateur dot ber of signals."
and dash.' They want a law passed
Mr. Godley expressed the belief
to stop the amateur from transmit- that the greatest feature of the tests,
ting. Pretty soon they hear a little or the most significant thing in conmore scratchy noise
they are go- nection with them, and as a result of
ing to hear a lot more of it this sum- them, is this : Since the tests were
mer
and they want a law passed pulled off, the French apparently
to stop static When they do that, have gotten the craze ; they have lilet's all get behind and push."
censed amateurs to transmit using
Speaking of the trans -Atlantic test, 100 watts. The Dutch are also goMr. Schnell said that the main issue ing in for it. The British are strong
in the whole thing was : "We fell after it, and the London Daily Mail
down the first time in February be- has assured British amateurs that
cause we did not allot the transmit- they will support them in their efters sufficient time during the test forts to put over the desired legisto give a man a chance to tune his lation.
Even the Mexicans have
receiving set. So we decided to gone into it. It won't be long begive the transmitters a little more fore all of the South American retime and run the test over a longer publics and all of the European naperiod, ten days." Reports were then tions will be letting their small boys
read by Mr. Schnell of the results of the play with radio," he thought, addGovernors'- President's relay of 48 ing: "When that time comes, and
States. Forty messages were deliv- this international amateur commuered into Washington. Typical radio- nication becomes an old story, the

-

-
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next thing we will do is try the
interplanetary stuff."
Chairman Smith then announced
that the Executive Radio Council of
the Second District had prepared in
permanent form due recognition of
the accomplishment of Paul F. Godley in the form of a bronze tablet,
which was then formally presented.
An illustration of the tablet appears
with this article. The amateurs who
did the transmitting were next
called upon to make their presence
known. Eight of the stations' owners responded.
The next speaker was J. Andrew
White, editor of THE WIRELESS
ACE, who remarked
"As I stood
watching Paragon Paul with his
bronze obituary in his hand, standing in the spotlight and responding
with sad words, I thought, `Well,
it's all over now.' And as we look
back at this convention week, we
are, most of us, glad it is all over.
For last year we had some predictions and some dreams, and they
have all come true -so what is the
use of predicting for the next year ?"
Mr. White spoke of the night before Paul Godley sailed, when a very
small dinner was given at which
Mr. Maxim was the host. "The

-

preparation, and they did a wonderful job
that description of the
fight was heard by 300,000 people,
and nobody appreciates more than I
do how much the amateur contributed to that. He contributed everything to it! But for the amateur the
fight's radio audience would not
have been of large proportions
would have been heard only by a
few people idling at home, or a few
operators at sea. The amateur took
his courage in hand, and with his
usual thoroughness, put in his receiver and a loud- speaker and let the
public hear it. That was a very big

-it
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men who have not seen each other
for years, one of them way up in
Canada, and he just felt as if the
other was in the room. That is the
important thing about radio. It
somehow projects personality.
"As we have gone through this
week with thousands and thousands
of persons attending this show
they didn't see anything but the
backs of the persons who were trying to look at the exhibits, and yet
many more thousands were still trying to get in
we have been wondering whether this is a craze, or
whether it is something permanent

-

-

:

question came up in my mind then,
of what he was to do, and it seemed
to me then that the most significant
thing (it has not been brought out here
tonight) was that if he did receive
these signals across the Atlantic on

low -power and short wavelengths,
we were coming pretty close to perfection in reception. And when we
hear of 20 watts being received
across the Atlantic, there has been
some progress in reception
"This perfection in reception

E. F. Glavin and his wirelessly controlled car was the life of the party.

or three demonstrations were given every afternoon and evening, in which Two
Mr.
Glavin clearly demonstrated the practicability and ease of controlling vehicles
by radio

!

means lessening of transmitting
power," Mr. White observed. "And
it means also the coming to simplicity. Now, with the development
of broadcasting and simplicity of receivers, there is no telling where
radio will go. No matter where it
is going now, there is no forecasting
where it will stop. Probably when
we come to this dinner again next
year we will have a lot of new ideas,
a lot of new conceptions, and we will
be in a worse position than we are
now, wondering what it is all about."
Looking upon broadcasting as
radio's most fascinating field, from
his personal viewpoint, Mr. White
said : "I want to pay my tribute now
to the amateurs for what they have
done in broadcasting. Back when
we asked them
on a few weeks'
notice
if they would undertake
the reception of the Dempsey-Carpentier fight, nobody knew whether
the radio description would be received or not. We just expected it
would. Yet the amateurs turned out
without any warning, without any

-

-

job. It was a job that has a great
deal to do with broadcasting as it
stands today. With the amateur
backing us up as he did, it was
proven that the public would like

broadcasting."
To illustrate the grip radio has on
the public imagination, Mr. White
told about a conversation held with
one of the fight listeners, who said:
"When you talked about that airplane hovering around, I could hear
the whir of the propeller," to which
the comment was added: "That is
the sort of thing that broadcasting
does. A radio receiver is not a
phonograph. It is a very human
thing
super-human, when listeners can hear something that is not
there !"
Another illustration was given in
the experience of one man in Canada listening to his brother sing in
New Jersey, through arrangements
made by a Canadian amateur as a
complete surprise to the hearer. "I
think that is a very wonderful
thing," Mr. White commented, "two

-

and real. I believe I heard the question not less than nine or ten thousand times this week, 'When is this
craze going to die out ?' Somebody
compared it to the bicycle craze.
That, to me, is no comparison at all.
The bicycle was very popular, but
you had to go out and pedal it, and
all you got in return was in keeping
the weight down and getting a little
fresh air. But radio is something
that comes into the sanctity of the
home. It does not require any physical or particular mental effort and
the character of the programs take
many different forms. Consider a
serious form : One of the latest
thoughts, a designation that impressed me very forcibly, was that of
a clergyman who said a blessing on
a broadcasting station as a messenger of God!
"On the less serious side : I met
a man day before yesterday who said
he had often listened to the pro.
grams. He is a very fine musicia
and I wanted to have his expert p
sical opinion. This was the opi'
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got 'I am glad I have found some- by a jugful. but I think amateur
thing where I can attend church radio can consider that it has reI

:

services on Sunday and still smoke
my cigar.' "
Mr. White stated that radio coming into the home with a varied
type of program would have an
enormous national influence. With
an anecdote he illustrated the discovery that the projection has been
found to be the reverse of what was
expected ; the listeners feel that the
people who entertain by radio seem
to get into the room. "With the listeners in a receptive attitude, as they
are bound to he in carpet slippers
and dressing gown, sitting at home,
off guard, there is an opportunity to

ceived a very splendid recognition in
the progress of the Conference up
to date. The Radio Conference has
gone on record as favoring that the
wavelength band from 150 to 275 be
allocated to amateur purposes, and
all of the amateur testimony at the
hearings was by way of a request
that that wavelength band be subdivided among the respective amateur services according to the classes of transmitters. So that we have
every hope that when the Secretary
of Commerce is given additional authority to administer amateur radio
as that department so sadly needs
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put in some very real, some very
valuable, things," declared the Editor of THE WIRELESS AGE, adding:
"This, too, will always have its element of danger. Programs must be
very carefully controlled. In that,
again, is something that the amateur can do ; where his counsel will
be of value. Amateurs are good listeners ; they are quick to respond;
will co- operate, and are faithful in
reporting on anything that they are
asked for. And that is one of the
things that they can't do too often
take their pen in hand to write and
say, what is the matter with the programs ; how can they be improved.
Among our radio listeners, the nucleus is the amateur
and he will
never die
and now with the public rushing in as it has rushed in
within the last few months, and will
continue to rush, radio is something
so very big that it can't be styled
a craze. It is up to the amateur
now, in these early stages, to steer
it so that the best results will be
gained."
K. B. Warner, editor of QST, was
the last speaker. His subject was
the Radio Conference at Washington, about which he observed
"We are in a ticklish place right
now, fellows, and it is not all over

-

-

-
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artist saw it

at present, we will find the band

from 150 to 275 specified as assigned
to amateur purposes and that the
Secretary will follow the recommendations and subdivide that
among the various amateur classes.
"In connection with the allocation
of those wavelengths among various
services, we amateurs are going to
have to police ourselves, and by
means of deputy inspectors chosen
from our midst do what we should,
and I would like you fellows to carry
home a little thought with you right
along that line. You know that amateurs have been improperly blamed
for a great deal of interference with
broadcasts. Some of it has been induction, some of it has been amateurs, but a great deal of it has also
been ships and commercial stations.
They all have been offenders, but
the amateur has been blamed for almost all of it and we know to a great
extent improperly.
"Let us try to help the broadcast
listener who is often handicapped
by the possession of a tuner that
will not tune as sharply as our amateur equipment. Let us help him by
giving a lift in his receiving troubles, let us feel it a duty to point
out to him that the amateur is not
the cal" e of all radio trouble, let
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him know that the amateur is something else than a nuisance, that he is
a national asset in time of danger,
that he is a contributor to the scientific progress of the art. And from
your own standpoint have some respect for the rights of the listener,

and where the listeners outnumber
the amateur transmitter by many
times, I think you should feel that
the sentiment of the majority should
be respected. And another thing
that is most important, be very sure
that you stay within the law in the
operation of your transmitters.
"The Secretary of Commerce in
future will probably have power to
regulate operating hours and ranges
to an extent that he deems best for
the general public interest. Be very
careful then that we do not make
nuisances of ourselves. but show on
the other hand, that we are a public
asset.
"I feel that I must take this occasion to state that although the
American Radio Relay League is
primarily an organization of telegraphing amateurs, we feel that
there is certainly plenty of field for
all classes of amateurs, and we certainly had no part in the present
restrictions on amateur broadcasting. Except that we feel that all
amateur services should be segregated on separate wavelengths, we
have no quarrel at all with amateur
broadcasting ; nor on the other hind.
has it been the intent of the League
to subject the radiophone to the relay telegraphy, as we feel that subdivision among those classes of stations should be by order of their interference proclivities, which we
think would place them in the order that was universally recommended at the hearings in Washington."
The banquet concluded with an
invitation to all present to come forward and meet in person Paul F.
Godley. The response was so generous that it was nearly midnight
before the informal reception broke
up.

Everybody who attended the dinner this year commented on the excellent seating arrangements. The
plan had been so well carried out
that the 1025 diners had no trouble
in easily finding their places at the
tables. Credit for these arrangements
belongs to John Di Blasi, of Continental. He was assisted by his side
partner, Joseph Stantlev.
Leroy Watkins of Gloversville.
N. Y.. the "money" man of the
Council, was the busiest man in New

York City during the show. Checking up approximately $2.000 in small
'-hanse each night is quite a job.
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Strays and Sidelights
AREPORTER for one of the
New York newspapers was
interviewing J. O. Smith and,
referring to the great advances
radio has made, asked Smith if he
would be surprised at some time in
the future, to be able to take a small
transmitter from his overcoat pocket
while walking along the street and
call up a friend in some remote part
of the city, without the aid of wires.
Smith replied that he certainly

The corner of the Roof Garden
occupied by the exhibit of the Radio
Corporation of America, was the
scene of great activity during the
entire) show. Many new devices
were exhibited and they attracted
crowds of "dyed in the wool" amateurs, as well as those mainly interested in broadcasting. One item
which attracted great attention was
the Aeriola Grand. All of the apparatus of this outfit, including a loud-

length regulation is entirely controlled by a single knob.
The AA -1400
the twin brother
is a unit made up of
to AR-1300
General Electric accessories, especially designed for use in conjunction with the tuner just described.
One outstanding feature in connection with this unit is that one stage
of radio -frequency amplification has
been provided. The remainder of
the circuit comprises a detector and

--

would.

One New York newspaper, in describing the show, said that the hall
was full of "talkies," "singies" and
"buzzies," whatever they are. Sounds
like a cub reporter in love. But of
course it's Spring.
R. H. G. Mathews, the well known 9ZN of Chicago, arrived
early, bringing the charming Mrs.
Mathews with him. Mrs. Mathews
braved the crowds about the hall for
one night and then decided to watch
the affair from the side lines for the
rest of the time.

From far and near they came, the
"far" distinction going to A. R.
Oberson of Candiac, Saskatchewan,
Canada.

Was there a crowd at the show?
Ask Douglas Rigney of the Grebe
Company, he knows.
Oh, that Radio Ball! J,ust as
everybody was congratulating everybody else that it was time to go
home on Friday night, along came
Capt. Robert S. Wood, Radio Editor of the Evening World, with
to everybody to
an invitation

join the merry throng at the
Radiophone Ball at Terrace Garden.
And so everybody went and a good
time was had by all. The affair was
remarkable, in the first place, for exceeding expectations in attendance,
special stunts and general interest.
Dance music from WJZ came out
of the loud- speaking equipment in
great volume, and the thousand or
more dancers enjoyed themselves
immensely. Uncle Ed. Glavin and
his Wireless Pup waltzed and foxtrotted the gathering with as fine a
demonstration as has ever been
staged. Uncle Ed's lecture during the
demonstration was particularly interesting and enjoyable. E. W. Dan nals and Boss Lowlass deserve much
credit for their expert handling of
the loud-speaking equipment.

the best operating talent
The l'ode Speed Contest for Wooten brought together
pencil ropy. was
of the fair sex. A speed of 30% words per minute, perfect
corner of the two tables
at
the
is
who
Yelland,
Ruby
Miss
winner.
the
made by

speaker horn, is contained in a beautifully finished mahogany cabinet, to
which it is necessary to connect only
a storage battery, antenna and
ground wire. A single switch controls battery current for the filaments of the vacuum tubes and the
intensity of the signals and their
wavelength are controlled by a single variable arm.
The Aeriola Grand is provided
with eight vacuum tubes. There is
one detector, three stages of audiofrequency amplification and the
other four tubes are ballast tubes
used to control the filament current
in the detector and amplifier tubes.
Among' the new models which
also received a great deal of attention were the General Electric twins
-AR -1300 and AA-1400. The AR1300 is the new single -circuit receiver developed by the General
Electric Company and is fitted with
a replaceable inductance for use in
connection with various wavelength
ranges. Where this set is used as
a crystal receiver, it is merely necessary to connect the antenna and
ground wires, insert a telephone
plug in the jack provided. and adjust the crystal detector found on
the face of the front panel. Wave-

one stage of audio- frequency amplification. The vacuum tube sockets
have been mounted on individual
shock-absorbing bases. Another receiving set made by the General
Electric Company is known as the
ER -753, and is a complete crystal
receiver having a single wavelength
control which has been especially
designed for use for radio broad.

casting reception over comparatively short distances.
A receiving outfit which attracted great interest was the six -tube
amplifier built by the Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company and ex-

hibited at the Radio Corporation's
booth. This amplifier has been designed for use in connection with
loop aerials, although but six vacuum tubes are employed, 5 stages
of radio- frequency amplification, a
detector, and two stages of audio frequency amplification are made
possible because there is a feed -back
arrangement wherein two of the
vacuum tubes perform two distinct
kinds of duty. This very distinctive amplifier is fitted with but two
controls and should be very popular in connection with loop reception from broadcasting stations, for
which it was specially designed.
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For the first time in the history of
radio, a song was specially written
for the occasion. Before the week
was over every man in the place was
singing, humming or whistling "Kiss
Me by Wireless." The young ladies
seemed less thrilled over the osculation by proxy idea.
On the second day of the show a
nearly-solid gold violin was presented to Chairman J. O. Smith by
Michel Hoffman, noted Russian violinist, who has played to big houses
via WDY. All important parts of
the violin were appropriately
labelled. The bow was the "tickler," the neck of the violin was the
"tuner," and- the keys "frequency
changers." The violin, about half
regulation size, was mounted upright on a porcelain base. It attracted a great deal of attention during the show.

It's a lucky thing Vice -Chairman

R. H. McMann is a slender chap.

He was the only one of the committee who could work his way
through the crowds to attend to the
wants of 65 exhibitors.
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Jack Binns and Paul Godley to each
other there was a round of applause
from the nearby spectators. The
operator of the Republic and the
engineer of Ardrossan represented
the ultimate in their respective accomplishments and the crowd evidently wanted them to know that
they knew it.
The booth of the American Electro- Technical Appliance Company,
where the new Western Electric
loud- speaker was demonstrated, was
surrounded by crowds 20 deep
whenever the outfit was in use. The
music of the Radio Corporation Westinghouse broadcasting station
at Newark came out in such volume
as to be plainly heard over most of
the Roof Garden. This new loudThe Lyradion, a combined phonograph and
radio receiver, attracted much interest during speaker reproduces music practically
the show
without distortion. In addition to
the horn itself, the outfit consists of
William H. Edwards, former Col- a power amplifier, which employs
lector of Internal Revenue, visited three Western Electric tubes spethe show and was taken in charge cially designed for the purpose. This
by a group of young enthusiasts, new loud- speaking equipment will
who explained in detail all the won- be available for the retail trade in
ders of radio -land.
about six weeks.

The exhibit of A. H. Grebe & Co.
Two groups of enthusiasts, the
contained
two cabinet type receivers
broadcast
receivers
amateur
and
the
Late one evening, after John
Grinan (pre -war 2PM) had an- transmitters, indulged in many dis- which attracted visitors to an exswered 99,999 questions, touchin' on cussions during the week, generally tent that kept the booth packed full
and appertainin' to the subject of resulting in a better understanding during the whole show. One of
radio, somebody came along and by both sides of the problems in- these, the "Radiotone," was an upright type phonograph cabinet, conasked him how to properly insulate volved.
taining the latest type of Grebe rean earth ground. Right there is
ceiving equipment and considerable
where John quit and the radio world
On the Sunday following the show amplification. A still larger Conwill probably never know the an- five elevator boys of the hotel resole type cabinet called the "Radio swer to this important question.
ported off with lame arms.
nelle," contained both a phonograph
and radio receiving equipment, makAn elaborate crystal receiver,
The United States Radio Inspec- ing it possible to use the phonomade up in an artistically decorated tors, headed by E. A. Beane, were graph sound box and sound magmetal case, was found at the Radio kept busy during the entire show nifying qualities of the outfit for
Corporation's booth. This receiver examining applicants for amateur either records or radio reception.
had a wavelength range of 180 to licenses.
2650 meters in three steps. These
Guy R. Entwistle, of Boston, was
steps were controlled by a three this year during the
During the show one of the New on hand againreporting
point rotary switch and variation
week,
everything
entire
York
newspapers referred to Paul
within the different ranges was effected by a single control knob fitted Godley as "a radio engineer, of Ar- of interest to the Boston Traveller.
with a pointer made to move over a drossan, Scotland." Such is fame.
calibrated dial engraved on the BakeEnglish Radio Exhibition
lite panel.
One young woman, who was too
An exhibition of radio material and
pretty to be able to understand, equipment was held recently at the
The Aeriola Sr., which was exhib- after watching Uncle Ed Glavin Gloucester Baths by the Glevum Radio
ited by the Radio Corporation, is control his little car by a wave of and Scientific Society, Gloucester,
the first receiving outfit to be put his hand, exclaimed, "Oh, isn't he a England. The secretary of the society,
on the amateur market wherein a wonderful hypnotist !"
in his report of the affair, states that
vacuum tube may be used in con"our members had three days' strenujunction with a single dry cell to
The
speed
of
3072 words per min- ous work, answering questions and obheat the filament.
Advantage is
pencil copy, made by Miss Yel- taining signals for the crowd which
taken of the regenerative circuit and ute,
land in the women's code speed con- besieged the hall." The affair was dethis formerly delicate arrangement test, made many of the Boiled Hams clared to be a decided success and the
has been reduced to a point of sim- wonder.
enthusiasm of the schoolboys and their
plicity, permitting those entirely unintelligent inquiries were declared to
familiar with radio, to employ it satpromise well for the future developisfactorily.
When Chairman Smith introduced ment of wireless.
-
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Great Britain's Radio Sky Line
Some of the Startling Things that Have Been Accomplished by the Radio Men in Great Britain
By Paul F. Godley

IF

you are an American, and also,
if you chance to be an engineer, student, experimenter or amateur who
has been fouly pursued, bitten and infected by the insect Radio you have,
whether you know it or not, long since
rabidly consecrated yourself to an endless search for relief from an incurable
itch. In fact, this hunger for new
cure -alls has become a devouring passion well -nigh controlling your whole
subconsciousness and you awaken in
remote and strange places to catch
yourself diligently engaged therein.
Without fear of successful contradiction it could even be said that were you
to be placed forcefully, or otherwise,
on the frozen flats of the barren polar
regions your first perceptible performance would consist in giving the polar
sky-line the once -over, while your first
coherent expression would be one of regret arising out of your failure, prior to
embarkation, to interview the available
authorities on "Types of Ice House
Best Suited for Antenna Support."
Speaking as one Who, it may be said,
has contracted the infection, I recent-

the landscape, the transportation system, and, to a certain extent the language -all were different. My Chinese
acquaintance proved quite talkative
and had a keen eye for those things
which were unusual to an American
resident, but I awakened presently to
the knowledge that he had quieted and
liad for some minutes been following
my eyes in an effort to see those things
which I had been seeing. I had given
but scant attention to the quaint old
English houses, their winding dirt
lanes and carefully tilled fields or to
tibe many new naltural beauties on
every hand. Realizing, and with no
idea of answering the question in the
Chinese gentleman's eyes, I reviewed
the picture presented for the past
hour. It was a wonderful picture
40 miles of sky -line and nothing more;
unpunctuated, even, by a single antenna. That antenna is what I had been
looking for!
A great deal more of looking had to
be done before the first was discovered.
Like the first, those which put in their
appearance later were much abbrevi-

-

Type YAI. Marconi 20 -watt transmitter and
receiver. Note the hand -operated generator.

compartment were wonderful to behold. Everywhere thereon were to be

The English Marconi Works at Chelmsford, Essex

ly found myself ensconced together
with a member of the Chinese diplomatic corps in the very comfortable

compartment of a first -class railway
carriage which was slowly moving
from the train sheds in Southampton
bound for London. The walls of this

found beautiful pictures of Southern
England's enticing sea-side places, hatracks and luggage carriers and gadgets
which I can never name. To both of
us England was a strange land. The
people, and their methods, the conveyances on the streets, the architecture,
31

ated in form as compared to their
American counterparts. For this there
is a reason, and a good one. The British Post Office, which controls all amateur radio in Great Britain, forbids the
use of more than about 140 feet of wire
total in any antenna unless exception
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is granted by very special permission.

of their facial adorments, or their proThese antennae usually had about two fession, calling, or job, I was by no
wires, which means that their total means unacquainted with their habits
length was approximately 70 feet. and mental processes. Amateurs and
What manner of communication, then, physicists alike- all had been bitten
did these amateurs maintain? What and had as their chief aim the swaptypes of equipment did they use? And, ping of information on itch lotions.
were these Britishers, who really have However, I feel free to admit that we
contributed a great deal to the advance- Americans could give them all the
ment of the art, mainly scientists, and aces in the deck and beat them at it.
book- writers, or were they "dyed -in- It has been my observation and it is
the-wool" amateurs and manipulators my firm 'belief that for "dope,"
too, and what was the percentage of "hunches," and sure-thing, inside ineach, and what were they like?
formation the American would-be
I found many of them grouped to- radio convalescent has all others tied
gether at meetings of their societies,- to the post.

Marconi multi -stage amplifier using six radio frequency and one detector

tubes

the first a meeting of an amateur organEngland has no mean quota of radio
ization, the Wireless Society of Lon- medicine men. Neither can the potendon, and the second a meeting of a cy of their concoctions be gain said.
physical society, the Royal Society of But it might be intimated here that
Arts. To my great surprise, the age of the more potent the application the
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quite gray, and somewhat bent, his
very keen eyes peer beneath a shaggy
brow and coupling with quick gesture
unfalteringly drives home point after
point as 'he reads his remarkable lucid
lectures. Nor, does he ask one to depend alone upon his text, though this
would seem quite enough, but he freely
illustrates by the use of carefully set
up demonstrations through the medium of well trained assistants. Usually the "setting off" of the demonstration entails not the slightest pause
in the flow of words. This was true
to such a great extent that when he
had finished I marvelled at the vastness of the ground he had covered,
the thoroughness of the treatment and
the perfectly timed smoothness of the
demonstrations.
With one exception, all of the dozen
or more "set -ups" were manned at the
proper time by an assistant. This
one exception was the demonstration
of the "feed- back" method for the production of continuous oscillations.
For this, Dr. Fleming used his own
"ear- phone" and its sensitive microphone attachment, for he is quite deaf.
This experiment may be performed
with any standard telephone instrument and is accomplished by placing
the receiver against the transmitter.
If in striking the mouthpiece of the
transmitter the receiver jars the carbon granules of the microphone a sudden change of current flow will take
place in the circuit and be communicated via the transformer coil to the
receiver which, due to the resulting
motion of its diaphragm, will again
disturb the quiescence of the microphone, etc., etc.. etc. So long as the
receiver is placed in such position as
to feed some energy back into the mi-
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members of the amateur society averaged close to forty years. The greater
part of these men had families, and
many of the faces were adorned with
mustache or beard while but few were
in their mid- twenties. But, be their age
what it may, and regardless of the cut

more violent the breaking -out in new
places. Chief, and senior of those I
encountered is J. A. Fleming, M. A.,
D.Sc., F. R. S., etc., etc., scientist, educator, author, who, although well
along in his seventies is still very active. Rather small in stature, slight,
:
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crophone, this reaction will continue indefinitely at a frequency of approximately 40o times per second.
In his attempt to demonstrate this
action, the doctor's affliction handicapped him. After several efforts, he
came to the conclusion that his appar-
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GREAT BRITAINS RADIO SKY LINE

atus had gone out of order. That it standing, developed themselves some
had not was apparent to every one else very good equipment, though as such,
in the room,-so much so, that one of amateurs have not contributed to the
the assistants was sent to shut the advancement of the art to the same
thing off so the audience might hear, extent as have their confreres in
for, although a bit nettled, the doctor America. Relay work is prohibited by
had gone rapidly ahead with his lec- the British Post Office. In the judgture.
ment of the GPO authorities, to permit
Some of the most startling things it would mean a certain decrease in
that have been accomplished by radio the revenues which accrue to the govmen in Great Britain since the war ernment overland telegraph systems.
are : (1) the installation at Carnar- Further, amateurs are restricted to
von, Wales of a tube transmitter the use of an input of io watts for
which successfully communicates with the transmitter. Under these circum-
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great surprise the audio-frequency
transformers in most common use in
Britain were American built. Transformers built in Britain for amateur

use were comparatively crude of construction and not so efficient, and this
also might be said to be true of the
greater portion of the manufactured
amateur apparatus. The reason is apparent. It is estimated that their are
but 5,000 amateurs in Great Britain.

Lacking the market, manufacturers
have been unable to make the outlay
necessary for the development of real-

dew of the 14 kw. C. W. transmitter with receiver.. Note receiver in- Front view of the 14 kw. C. W. tranmitter. Note transmitter control at left.
ice at top left and shielded amplifier case immediately below. Plate and one oscillator and two reel Hier tubes in centre and seven -I Ube amplifying relent batteries lower left and high voltage transformer lower right.
ceiver at right. An ideal arrangement for a real amateur station

Australia; (2) the operation for the
past eighteen months of a high -speed,
automatically recording duplex telegraph circuit between London and
Paris; (3) the successful operation on
wavelengths between 90 and loo me-

ters of a duplex telephone circuit between London and Amsterdam; (4)
the development of low cost vacuum
tubes capable of dissipating several
kilowatts of energy; (5) the production of an excellent receiving tube
which draws but 1 -to ampere on
volts; and (6) the transmission of signals over considerable distances on
wavelengths of six or eight meters.
As for amateur work, there is no
relaying of traffic and no broadcasting. Lacking the zest which relay
work and broadcasting gives to the
game, British amateurs have notwith-

3/

stances, the transmitter takes the form
of one or two small vacuum tubes connected with capacities and inductances
very similar in physical dimensions to
those to be found in their receivers,
and the energy is passed out into the
ether on a wavelength of about moo
meters, although they have available
a shorter wavelength of 180 meters.
In attempting to make up for the
limits placed on the power of their
transmitter, they have gone in strongly for amplification with the result
that a few British amateurs have built
for themselves radio -audio frequency
amplifiers having 5 to Io stages,
though the average British receiver
more than likely consists of a
single stage of radio frequency amplification, a detector and a single
stage of audio frequency. To my

ly good lines, and are forced to use de-

signs which are somwhat crude, in appearance at least, and to build the greater portion of the equipment by hand.
The radio frequency portion of their
circuit has, however, been developed to
a further degree than has our own.
This is due partly to their failure to
fully appreciate the advantages of the
tuned plate circuit regenerative 'receiver, to their lack of "gassy" tubes,
and to their tendency to work on 1000
meter wave, at which wavelength the
accomplishment of good amplification
at high frequency is a somewhat simpler matter than on those waves which
are allotted to amateur use in this country. However, in some quarters there
seems to be the opinion that too little
is known of effective and handy
methods for accomplishing this sort of
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amplification, though some amateurs
have rigged for themselves some fairly effective, but not very flexible outfits. Accompanying this article is a
photograph and circuit diagram of a
seven tube amplifier as manufactured
by the Marconi Company for commercial use. Many of the amateur amplifiers pattern after this circuit, though
some omit the small fixed condenser
shown as connecting the grids with
plates of succeeding tubes. As to the
transformer itself, some have been
made by turning a groove%.% inch
in a hard rubber or hard wood rod
i y4 inches in diameter. Wound in
this groove is a primary consisting of
3o turns of No. 4o D. S. C. C. This
-
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but, as the potential of this electrode is practically equal to that of
the filament, very little current will
flow in the plate circuit. The characteristic curve of this current with
respect to the voltage is very similar to that of the ordinary vacuum
tube rectifier (Fleming valve). Thus,
if symmetrical oscillations occur in
the primary of the transformer they
will induce in the secondary a symmetrical E.M.F. variation which
fit.
will produce an unsymmetrical or
A visit to the Chelmsford works of rectified series of oscillations in the
the Marconi Company will disclose plate circuit, provided that the pomany types of amplifiers being built tentiometer is adjusted so that the
for use; on board ship, for di- point of working is on or near one
rectionÁlnding work and for use in of the bends of the curve. the recthe "A" battery, to the slider of which
all the grids of the outfit are connected
as shown in the diagram. This provision is made to prevent oscillations,
and where more than two radio
frequency tubes are used it begins to be
the practice to have the whole amplifier in a case which has been lined with
copper and connected to the negative
terminal of the lighting battery to
further prevent the stray electric fields
from setting up oscillations in the out-
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Circuit diagram of the % kw. transmitter

winding is covered with a layer of

aircraft. All follow the same general

by a small variable condenser, being
good for a range between i8o and
325 meters. Where such transformers
as these are wound for use without
as they may
the variable condenser
the range of
be by a litle experiment
wavelengths covered will be considerably narrower.
A variation of this method, and one
which is interesting, is that adopted
by the Marconi Company. The transformers are wound on hollow cores
somewhat after the fashion described
above, and so arranged that a paraffin
core which has been impregnated with
iron filings slides in and out of each
transformer. The iron in this core
is so finely divided that very little
eddy-current loss occurs in the iron,
yet sufficient iron is present to greatly
vary both the self and mutual inductance of the transformers, giving them
a comparatively wide operating range.
In all of these amplifiers. it is necessary to use a potentiometer across

quite general use for ordinary ship
service. A photograph of the tube
is shown herewith, and it will be
seen that in appearance it is not unlike the three -element tube also pictured. The circuit diagram on the
other hand shows some differences.
The three inner electrodes of this
tube carry out exactly the same
functions as the three electrodes
of the ordinary V.T.
The plate is connected, through
the secondary winding of the high frequency transformer, to a potentiometer shunted across the filament
the primary winding of
battery
this transformer is in the second
grid circuit. By this means the
plate potential can be varied between limits of a few volts above
and below that of the filament.
Some of the electrons which are
emitted by the filament pass through
the second grid and fall on the plate ;

thin Empire cloth, and a secondary
wound on consisting of about 35 turns
of the same winding. The primary of
this transformer goes into the plate
circuit and is shunted by and tuned

--

principles of design, however, being
altered here and there to more particularly fit certain exact requirements.
A four-element tube of rather an
interesting nature is also being
manufactured and is coming into

-
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tified oscillations so produced are
fed back into the first grid circuit
by means of the audio - frequency
transformer. At this stage the second grid acts as an audio- frequency
amplifier, and the signals are passed
on to the telephones. It will be seen
then that the tube has performed
three functions ; that of radio-frequency amplifier, rectifier and audio frequency amplifier.
Most interesting of all at Chelmsford were the vacuum tubes of various sizes. There is shown here one
of the medium-sized transmitting

tubes. Contrary to American practiced transmitting tubes are unbased.
Cost of base is thus saved, and one
other great advantage offered, namely, that even the larger tubes may
be made of ordinary lead glass, for
the weak spot in the larger tubes is
in the stem where the terminals
and leads from the electrodes are
brought out. Here, when the high
potentials are applied, the heat does
its work, slightly softening the glass
and allowing disintegration of the
glass due to electrolysis. This electrolysis will eventually so affect the
glass that it becomes porous, and a
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certain amount of air will be allowed neers and workman to carry all the
to leak in.
necessary component parts for the
In using their transmitting tubes, new set to Clifden in suitcases. The
the Marconi company arrange a Clifden station communicates regusmall air line so that a stream of air larly with a similar station in Newis at all times blown down into the foundland.
stem, thus keeping this vulnerable
Of interest also are the % Kw.
point cool and preventing dis- and g Kw. cabinet sets illustrated.
integration. A careful examination Designs such as these should prove
of the photograph of the tube set at ideal for the use of the American
Carnarvon will disclose these air relay amateur. They are extremely

Front and rear views of

3/4

-

LINE
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ture filament, and consumes an exceedingly small amount of energy
since it draws but 1 -10 of one ampere on 3 1 -5 volts, or 0.35 watts.
Such a tube as this should prove
ideal for any use, particularly in the
home. Six of them which were
brought back from England have
proved very good for all purposes,
and all six, when running together
consume but slightly more than

/

kw. transmitter. Note power control and meters below and oscillation circuit control above. An ideal
arrangement for the amateur station de luxe

lines in the form of white rubber
tubings running to each tube. In
the end of the rubber tubing is
placed a little glass nipple, which
protrudes within the stem.
By virtue of this cooling method,
the forty -eight tubes shown in this
photograph easily give the same antenna current as the high- frequency
alternator (zoo Kw.) which is in
use at Carnarvon for American communication, and, upon occasion the
tube set has been able to supply
close to 300 Kw. to the antenna. A
tube set of this type
twelve tubes
has been in use at the Clifden station of the Marconi company for
some time. When it was decided to
make the change -over from spark to
C. W., it was possible for the engi-

-

Y

compact, simple in design and operation, and of such nature as to
properly grace the library or operating room of any amateur. Circuit diagrams and photographs
make the construction and design
fairly clear to those who have had
experience with C.W. transmitters,
the main feature of the design being
the inductance unit, which is built
so as to include grid inductance
(variometer)
plate
inductance
(tapped for wavelength and adjustment) and antenna inductance (also

variometer).
A small receiving tube, very similar in size and appearance to the
Standard Marconi tube illustrated,
also proved extremely interesting.
This tube contains a low tempera-

ampere of filament current. The size
of the electrodes in these tubes and
the method of bringing off terminals
gives them a very low internal capacity and thus renders them highly
desirable for high frequency amplification purposes.
At Chelmsford, also, was the
transmitting unit of the high speed
circuit running from London to
Paris (wavelength 3000 m), the most
novel feature of which was the signaling key, which broke the highvoltage plate supply line, the breaks
occurring immediately above the
opening of a 1/ -inch or 2 -inch pipe
through which shot a continual blast
of air. This blast of air blew out
any arc which might form, though
when the keys were in operation to
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all appearances the arc was continuous. That the break was a clean
one was proven by listening in on a
side circuit arranged for the purpose. Speeds up to 170 words per

minute have been satisfactorily run
on this circuit, though normally the
speeds used lie in the neighborhood
of 120 words per minute. Each message is sent through twice. This is
done to obviate necessity for repetition of parts of messages, for if some
stray should happen to wipe out a
word or a portion of a word, not
one time in a thousand would the
same word be damaged during secThis method
ond transmission.
_

Marconi transmitting tube, type MT6.
This tube is similar to the tubes used at
Carnarvon, except that it is smaller

would appear to reduce the speed of
the circuit by half. The service furnished between London and Paris
offices over this circuit is said to
average about six minutes from filing of message to its delivery, the
greater portion of the service having
to do with stock exchange quotations and buy- and -sell orders.
The receiving unit is located a
few miles out from Chelmsford. A
visit discloses a low building about
20 x 50 feet. Quite near the building is erected a Belini -Tossi type of
directive antenna, this type being
used to minimize interference and
atmospheric disturbance. The receiving circuits comprise a tuner,
four or five stages of radio- frequency
amplification, a rectifier, and three
to five stages of tuned audio-frequency amplification. Each stage of
audio is placed in its own wooden
case. This case is shielded inside
with an aluminum shield. and out-
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side with a galvanized iron casing,
the stages being set several inches

account of the fading effects with
which American amateurs are so familiar. Signals vary greatly in
strength during these fading periods,
and in addition to this, speech becomes more or less garbled due to
distortion enroute or due to the out of-phase arrival of impulses which
have traveled over a different route.
Considerable attention is being, or
has been, given to these effects by
the various engineers who are working on the problem, and I was given
to understand that very shortly some
very interesting disclosures would
be made as a result of their work.

apart.
Tuning of the audio frequency circuits further frees the
signal from strays. The audio -frequency amplifier finally feeds a
vacuum -tube bridge relay, and current variation in one arm of the
bridge averages 15 to 18 milliamperes, which current is used to actuate a polar relay, which in turn
controls the recorder. Signals taken
on a rapidly running tape recorder
are perfect in formation and may be
read without the slightest difficulty.
What it is possible to do on the
shorter wavelengths is well illus-

Slanulard Marconi receiving tube, type V24

The antenna system used at South-

Four- element tube used as a combined
radio - frequency amplifier, regenerative
detector and audio frequency amplifier

trated by the installation at South - wald for the transmitter is located
wald on the channel, which station between 30o and 40o feet
works duplex telephony with Zand- ceiving antenna. It consistsfrom the reof a metal
voort, Holland, a distance of 115 mast about 80 feet in height
sup-

frequency
Transformer

.Paolo

ti

Circuit diagram of four- element vacuum tube

The wavelengths used are
approximately 97 meters and 100
meters, respectively, a separation of
3 per cent. Service over this circuit
is highly satisfactory during daylight hours, but frequently becomes
very uncertain at night, not on account of total loss of signals, but on
miles.
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ported on an insulator at a point approximately three feet above the
ground.
The mast is held in position by four sets of tarred rope guys
and itself acts as the antenna. Radiating from its base at a height of about
two feet is the counterpoise system,
or, as the British call it, the "earth
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shield." Thus an antenna having a
fundamental wavelength slightly under too meters is provided. For reception, various types of antenna have
been tried including modifications of
the Beverage -Rice antenna used at
Ardrossan in connection with the
trans -Atlantic tests.
H. J. Round is mainly responsible
for the "heavy" work in connection
with the tube development, and the
very interesting practical applications
of these tubes. His grasp of the problems presented to the radio engineer
and the sometimes startling practicality of his methods are a delight to

the radio enthusiast. Many American engineers agree that his long
years of experience with radio in all
parts of the globe and under all possible conditions have rendered him,
without doubt, the most versatile
radio engineer in the game. About
five feet eight inches in height and
in his early forties, clean shaven and
of youthful bearing, he has the habit
when thinking, of pacing the floor.
hands in pocket and head bowed.
Round is very sure that large highfrequency alternators have had their
day. He is certain that no more will
be built for use in Europe. and points
with considerable and quite pardonable pride to the functioning of the
tube transmitters. These power
tubes show a life of well over 2.000
hours. Round also has a hobby
it is photography. Who ever before
heard of a radio man with a hobby'
Details concerning the work which
has been done by C.' S. Franklin of
the Marconi company on wavelengths under ten meters was un-

available. It is to be expected that
the radiation efficiencies at these
wavelengths would be extremely
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high. and it is to be hoped that we
may look forward to some accounts
of this work within the near future.

-

18 -Tube panel transmitter at Carnarvon, wales. A unique cooling system consisting of
rubber hose attached to the bases of the tubes through which air circulates permits
operation at high lowers. This set gave satisfactory servi,'.. he! weer England and
Australia

Proposals for Regulating Radio
TlIE Technical Committee of the
Washington Radio Conference in
its report, made public on March
lo, recommends a zoning system of
wave lengths for various kinds of
service, power limitation and fixed
rules for geographical distribution, and
defines the various types of stations
and their services and also standardizes
the nomenclature of radio.
It is proposed that allocation of
wave lengths would give amateurs exclusive use of wave lengths from 15o
to 275 meters. Sharing from 200 to
275 with technical and training school
stations, Government, public and
broadcasting stations would be given
from 1,050 to 1.500 meters, and Government and public station 700 miles
inland from 700 to 75o meters. Private
and toll broadcasting (including newspapers) would have exclusive use of
310 to 435 meters.

In its resolution the technical committee recommends
"That the radio laws be amended so
as to give to the Secretary of Coin merce adequate legal authority for the
effective control of the establishment
of all radio transmitting stations, except amateur, experimental and Government stations and of the operation
of non-Governmental radio transmitting stations."
It also provides "That it is the sense
of the conference that radio communications is a public utility and as such
should be regulated and controlled by
the Federal Government in the public
interest."
And that "the types of radio apparatus most effective in reducing interference should be made freely available rto the public without restriction."
A summary of the preliminary report of the technical committee of the
:

:

Radio Telephone Conference, prepared
by Secretary Hoover. is as follows:
"The Radio Telephone Conference
was divided some days ago into committees, of which one of the most important is the technical Committee, tinder the chairmanship of Dr. Stratton,
S. W., director of the Bureau of
Standards. This committee has now
issued tentative recommendations as to
methods and policies for radio telephone control.
"The committee puts its recommendations forward for consideration,
and constructive criticism by interested organizations with a view to reassembling again in two or three
weeks to reconsider such criticism.
The recommendations are of great
length and detail. They first point out
the necessity for Government control
of radio telephones as the only solution
(Continued on page 42)

WORLD WIDE WIRELESS
Big Four -Nation Radio Station

O

WEN D. YOUNG, Vice President
of the General Electric Company, on his way to Cannes,
with Thomas N. Perkins of Boston, on a mission in connection
with the activities of the Radio
Corporation of America for the development of trans- Atlantic wireless communications between Europe and North and South America, gave interesting details concerning the various great European organizations which have now reached
an agreement with regard to wireless
transmission, between Europe and
South America. These are three,
namely, the English Marconi Company, the French Compagnie de Tel egraphie Sans Fil and the German
Telefunken.
Each had planned to erect a station in South America sufficiently
powerful to transmit to Europe. The
American Radio Corporation had
similarly planned a South American
station for communication with the

United States. Owing to the great
distance and also to the fact that
the Equator must necessarily be
crossed it was essential that these
stations should be of very great
power. And the erection of the four
stations in Argentina thus planned
would have entailed what Mr.
Young described as a "waste of
waves which the world could not
possibly afford." The volume of the
messages transmitted, too, could not
warrant this expenditure of money
and energy.
Consequently Mr. Young, representing the Radio Corporation of
America, came to Paris last October
and called a meeting of representatives of the three European organizations in order to discuss what
could be done. It was decided at
this conference to build only one

man. Meetings are now being called
at Cannes in order to discuss further developments.
"It is not our intention," said
Mr. Young "to compete with the
cable companies for what I may describe as news of the more expensive kind, such as for instance, financial news and stock exchange messages. What we wish to do is to
provide the cheapest possible form
of general private communication.
For example we are now building a

great station at Warsaw.

Well.

School, predicted in an address before the Radio Club at the school.

"Better acquaintance with the
various candidates for the Presidency in 1924 is almost assured with
the increasing use of the wireless
telephone," said Professor Aubrey.
"Voters, millions of them, most likely will hear the messages sent out by
the candidates by wireless, for receiving sets will be found in homes
and meeting places throughout the
nation."
+

+

+

Airplane Radio Sets Send and
Receive

12-Year old Kenneth R. Hinman using his
match box receiving set out in the woods

I want to educate the public to
make the same use of wireless as
they now make of the telephone.
"The day will come when a
Polish business man in the United
States will flash a wireless to War-

saw asking how his wife and latest
baby are getting on and whether
that tooth is now through. And
station in Argentina from which when communication between the
news will be transmitted by the various countries has reached that
various companies to their own stage of development I think the
several countries.
world will be able to talk of general
The accord was signed, patents disarmament."
+ + +
were exchanged and decided to place
control in the hands of nine trus- Next Presidential Campaign by
tees, each of the four companies inRadiophone
volved naming two, while the ninth,
HE next Presidential campaign
acting as Chairman, will also be
will be conducted largely by
appointed by the Radio Corporation
of America. Thomas N. Perkins wireless telephone, Professor G. O.
was chosen to fill the post of Chair- Aubrey, of Swarthmore Preparatory
38

NE of the airplanes of the Ninetieth Squadron, stationed at
Kelly Field, Texas, has been specially fitted with radio equipment for
transmitting and receiving, together
with an SCR-72 amplifier.
Two generators are used, with a
special changeover switch, which
eliminates several articles as regularly installed with the service SCR73 set. Two antennas are used, one
for the transmitting set and one for
the receiving. The operator can
talk and receive messages at the
same instant. The ship has been
tested with the new high -power
radiophone of the first wing with
good results, although it has not
been possible to make distance tests
as yet. Radio music has been transmitted successfully from the ground
to the plane at 4,000 feet.
+ + +
Russian Chain of Radio Stations
SOVIET Russia will soon have a
wireless station capable of
trans -Atlantic service, says H. Nikolaiev, Assistant Commissar for
Posts and Telegraphs.
The station is in progress of erection at Bogorodsk, near Moscow,
and is expected to be one of the most
powerful in the world. Its towers
will be more than 900 feet high,
which is 300 feet higher than the
famous German wireless station at
Nauen. The new Russian station
will have a strength of 500 kilowats.
Nikolaiev adds that Soviet Russia
has made great progress in wireless
communication in the last four years
and cites as evidence of it the fact
that the station at Moscow is able
to hold telephone conversations
with another at Chita, Siberia, 3,000

WORLD WIDE WIRELESS
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distant. Russia now has
thirty -eight sending stations and
290 receiving stations.
New wireless stations will be
erected within the next few months
at Tashkent, Kharkov, and Novo Nikolaevsk, as well as at the radial
points of the Siberian water basin
and along the Arctic sea coast,
where nine stations were installed
Miles

in 1921.

+

+

+

2,000 Saved by Radio Compass
Army Transport Cantigny,
THE
with 2,000 of the Fifth Infantry
aboard, was in a storm off the coast
March 21, with her compass out of
commission and unable to get bearings until the radio compass came
to her aid.
With the assistance of shore stations, which sent her bearings by
wireless, the Cantigny was piloted
to safety at Portland, Me.
Capt. Hitchcock of the Cantigny
congratulated operators at Bar Harbor and Cape Elizabeth stations on
their almost perfect compass bearings during the storm, which was
"our only means of direction, for it
was too dark for sights."
+

+
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arrived at by obser- another steamer of the Head Line
vation
was many miles out, with under precisely similar circumthe result that several vessels were stances. In this case the Fanad
searching for him in the wrong di- Head saved 31 members of the crew
rection, and the rescue took place of the Norwegian steamer Ontaneda. The Captain of the "Ontaneat the "eleventh hour."
During the recent storms in the da" estimated his position by dead
Nbrth Atlantic the Norwegian reckoning which showed an error
steamer "Mod" was so badly dam- of 90 miles.
+ + +
aged that she became practically a
wreck and for 36 hours the crew
Upheld on Appeal
Armstrong
were huddled on deck without
food. The captain sent out an SOS THE United States District Court
message giving what he believed to
of Appeals in an opinion by
be his position hut which proved to Judge Martin T. Manton and conbe erroneous. At least six vessels curred in by Judges Rogers and
diverted their course in an attempt Knox, affirmed the judgment of the
to render help but no trace of United States District Court in the
his position

+

New Italian Station
experimental wireless
eleven miles out of
Rome was inaugurated on the
twenty -fifth anniversary: of the invention of wireless telegraphy by
Guglielmo Marconi. Several Government officials attended the ceremony.
Signor Marconi sent a message
regretting his inability to attend, as
he is convalescing from pneumonia
in London. He was represented by
Marquis Luigi di Solari.
The new station received messages from Long Island, New
Brunswick and San Francisco.
new
THE
station

Theodore Roosevelt has installed a receiving
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
set in his home, and with his family enjoys the broadcasted concerts

the Mod could be found. The George wireless patent litigation instituted
Washington searched for 15 hours by Edwin H. Armstrong of Yonkand proceeded to three different ers, and the Westinghouse Electric
and Mfg. Company, against the De
positions without result.
For some time the British ves- Forest Radio Telephone and Tele+ + +
sel Melmore Head was too far away graph Company.
The patent in question related to
be of any assistance but the CapLeviathan Staterooms Equipped to
tain kept in touch with what was an amplifying system for the radiowith Radiophones
happening, and when he found the phone to increase the loudness of
steamship Leviathan, when Mod's signals getting stronger he signals and sounds so that greater
THE
she starts again in the trans - directed the wireless operator to distances can be covered.
+ + +
Atlantic service next year, will have ascertain her position by means of
a wireless telephone in every state- his radio direction finding apparatus. Amundsen to Use Radio on
room, Chairman A. D. Lasker says. According to the reading thus obArctic Trip
The plans for the reconditioning of tained the Mod was 78 miles away from
the huge liner, he said, call for the the position she herself had sent out C APTAIN Raold Amundsen sailed
for New York recently on board
finest wireless equipment ever put and sailing in an entirely different
direction. The Captain of the Mel - the Stavangerfjord, having been in
on a passenger vessel.
more Head placed his reliance in Norway three weeks in connection with
+ + +
the direction finder and found it to his next expedition into the Arctic reDirecDue
to
Dramatic Rescues
he correct. He came up to the foun- gion, to begin about June 1. He is
tion Finder
dering vessel only just in time to going to Seattle, where his steamwireless direction finder has save 23 members of the crew. The ship, the Maude, is being repaired.
THE
The expedition is being supplied
been instrumental in effecting vessel sank almost immediately and
two dramatic rescues at sea. In each ten men, including all officers, were with a wireless outfit capable of covering a radius of 2000 miles. He
case by a strange coincidence the drowned.
The earlier rescue took place in expects to reach Wrangel Island
foundering ship was of Norwegian
nationality, the captain's idea as to January, 192!, and was effected by in July.
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It was a great triumph for the
amateurs when they sent messages
across the Atlantic to Scotland. But
it was also a Radiotron triumph.
Read what Paul F. Godley says in
the letter here reproduced in facsimile. There are two Radiotrons
available for reception. For Detec-

tion-Radiotron UV -200, the

popular tube used by thousands

of amateurs and novices because
of its long life and super- sensitiveness. Price $5.

-

For Amplification Radiotron
UV-201, the amplifier tube which
gives maximum amplification without distortion and which, like UV200, is used throughout the nation
for radiophone broadcasting reception. Price $6.50.

Ask your nearest Dealer for Radiotrons

Radio

Corporation
of America

Sales Department, Suite 1801

233 Broadway, New York City
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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New York Hotel to Have
Radiophones
23 Chief Magistrate
ONG.March
McAdoo laid the cornerstone

W.

of the first hotel in New York City
to be completely equipped with
radiophones. Every room in this
structure, The Sherman Square Hotel, which will be sixteen stories in
height and covering the block front
of Seventy- fourth street, from Amsterdam avenue to Broadway, will
have the new invention at the disposal of guests.

+

+

+

Radio Saves Lives and Money
strung along the

systems,
RADIO
coasts, saved untold lives last

year besides rendering assistance to
vessels valued at more than $66;
000,000,000. The vessels assisted
had on board at the times of mishap
14,013 persons besides 1,621 rescued
by coast guard officers and enlisted
men from water disaster.
Commander W. E. Reynolds, chief
of the coast guard service, says perfection of the radio in life saving
and in preventing ship disasters is
one of the wonders of the age. The
system consists of 2,240 miles of
telephone lines made up of 1,800
miles of overhead line and 440 miles
of cable. That much the layman
comprehends. The rest he takes on
trust. He knows that over these
wires comes the call for help from
vessels in distress and through them
revenue cutters and other ships are
sent to the rescue of precious lives.
He knows that warnings are sent
to vessels of storms and other impending dangers because such
things are noted as matters of routine news in the papers and he
knows that comparatively few lives
are lost at sea these days because
of this modern wonder -this system

of communication, accepted as an

every-day matter. The service, so
valuable, is maintained by the
United States Government.
+

+

+

Radio Beats Bookmakers

WILBER DUBA, a United States

navy radio operator assigned
to shore duty with the American
Relief Administration, succeeded
in "putting it over" on Vienna bookmakers, but he got himself in trouble doing it.
Owing to the difference in time between Vienna and Paris and the
slowness of transmission, bookmakers at Vienna have been accepting
bets upon horses after the races actually were run in Paris. From this
situation, Duba developed a system
of obtaining quick returns from the
Paris races. He played bets in several ways to allay suspicion, taking
care to plunge on "long shots." One
win was on a 130 to 10 shot.
One of the bookmakers became
suspicious. Duba was arrested, but
was released upon parole when
restitution was made. Another
American was fined 10,000 crowns
and a doctor's expenses for resisting
being called a "schieber" (profiteer),
which is an odius epithet in Vienna.
+ + +

Yukon Wants Radio
legislators are makCANADIAN
ing efforts to have the Government establish two powerful radio
stations in the Yukon country, one
at Dawson and the other at White
Horse.
Influence is also being brought to
bear in favor of opening other stations at Stewart, Atlin and Alice
Arm, B. C., in opposition to a proposal to rebuild an abandoned telegraph line in that country.
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Proclamation by
Radio
P RESIDENT HARDING may

Presidential

broadcast a Presidential proclamation by radio telephone launching the Government's savings certificates campaign if plans being
worked out by the Treasury and
Post Office Departments are carried out.
+ + +

Oil Prospectors Use Radio in
the Orient

WHEN

the Canadian Pacific
"Empress of Asia" sailed from
Vancouver recently for the Orient
she carried in her hold a shipment
of wireless equipment made up of a
number of sets of instruments which
are to be used by oil prospectors for
one of the large companies now endeavoring to locate oil fields in the
Orient. Lack of transportation facilities and means to get information
from one point to another in the
Orient has forced the larger concerns to use wireless telephones as
a means of communication.
+ + +

The `Baltic's" Remarkable
Record
achievement in
A REMARKABLE
ship -to-shore wireless working
is reported by the White Star liner
Baltic. Every night throughout her

recent voyage from New York to Liverpool she -was in direct communication with the Radio Corporation's

station at Chatham, Massachusetts. Messages were actually exchanged while the vessel was anchored at the Liverpool Bar when
over 3,000 miles separated the two
stations.
The Baltic was using her standard
tuner and four-electrode detector,
the regulation circuits being unaltered.

Proposals for Regulating Radio
(Continued from paye 37)

to the present chaos of interference;
that unless there is definite regulation
of all telephone transmitting stations
the whole system will be destroyed by

interference.
"In order to accomplish this the committee recommends that the existing
powers of the Department of Commerce should be extended to complete
control of transmitting stations. Below 6,000 meters should in a general
way be reserved for radio telephone
service, but those wave lengths which
have become fixed in service for telegraph service within this range, such
as SOS signals shall be retained. But

that the
radio telephone may ultimately keep
the whole range from zero to 6,000
meters.
it is the hope and expectation

BROADCASTING CLASSIFICATION

"The committee considers that the
present development of the art warrants the separation of twenty different wave bands within this range, of
which seventeen lie between zero and
2,000 meters. In the assignment of
these wave bands the committee recommends that priority first be given to
broadcasting service and that secondarily broadcasting service itself

should be divided into priorities in the
following rotation: First, government
broadcasting; second, educational and
public 'broadcasting; third, private
broadcasting, including entertainment,
news, etc.,and fourth, toll broadcasting.
Reservation of wave lengths between 15o and 275 is made for amateurs and some opportunity in experimental wave length would be assigned
to them in addition. The committee
recommends that amateurs shall police
themselves as to division of their wave
bands between different varieties of
amateur work. The committee recommends in addition to the establishment
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of wave bands for different services in
various priorities that it is also necessary to limit the amount of power used
in transmitting stations, thus limiting
each of them to some special zone in
order to further limit interference and
enable a wider variety of wave lengths
to be assigned to different localities.
"The committee also recommends
that the time of day occupied by different transmitting stations for different
services should be placed in control.
"The conference strongly recommends the extension of authority of
the government into thorough control
of transmitting stations for different
services, and that the radio telephone
may not be considered a public utility.

Is DEFINED
" 'Broadcasting' signifies transmission to an unlimited number of receiving stations without charge at the
receiving end. 'Government broadcasting,' signifying broadcasting from public institutions, including State Governments, political subdivisions thereof
and universities and such others as
may be licensed for the purpose of disseminating news, entertainment and
other service, and 'toll broadcasting'
signifying broadcasting by a public
service radio telephone company as a
paid service.
"The restricted special amateur
wave of 310 meters is for use by a
limited number of inland stations and
only where it is necessary to bridge
large, sparsely populated areas or to
overcome natural barriers.
"It is recommended that the Secretary of Commerce assign a specific
wave length to each radio telephone
broadcasting station (except Government and amateur stations), this, of
course, being within the band pertaining to the particular service of that
station.
"It is recommended that the wave
band assigned to amateurs, 15o to 275
meters, be divided into bands according to the method of transmission.
damped wave station being assigned
the band of lowest wave lengths; interrupted or modulated continuous
wave radio telegraph stations the next
band ; radio telephone stations the next
band, and, finally, unmodulated continuous wave radio telegraph stations
to carry on within the wave lengths assigned by the Secretary of Commerce
to amateur radio telephony.
"It is recommended that in cases
where congestion of radio telephone
broadcasting traffic exists, or threatens
to exist, the Secretary of Commerce
assign suitable hours of operation to
existing or proposed private and toll
broadcasting stations."
The general system of allocation of
wave lengths recommended by the
Committee is as follows:

RADIO REGULATIONS
Trans- oceanic radiophone experiments,
non -exclusive -5,000 to 6,000 meters.
Fixed service radio phone, non- exclusive2,850 to 3,300 meters.
Mobile service radio phone, non- exclusive -2,500 to 2,650 meters.
Government broadcasting, non- exclusive1,850 to 2,050 meters.
Fixed station radio phone, non- exclusive1,550 to 1,650 meters.
Aircraft radio phone and telegraphy, exclusive -1,500 to 1,550 meters.
Government and public broadcasting
1,050 to 1,500 meters.
Radio beacons, exclusive-950 to 1,050
meters.
Aircraft radio phone and telegraphy, exclusive -850 to 950 meters.

-
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(b) It is recommended that the same
wave (or overlapping wave bands) not be
assigned to stations within the following
distances from one another, except that
these distances may be lowered if the normal ranges of the stations are correspondingly lowered:
For Government broadcasting stations,
1,500 miles.
For public broadcasting stations, 750
miles.
For private and toll broadcasting stations,
150 miles.
(Note -The Bureau of Standards should
make a study of the width of wave band
-expressed in cycles per second-required
for satisfactory radio telephony. It is recognized that this width depends on the meth-

"BROADCASTING"

Attending the Radio Regulation Conference at Washington. Left to right, front
row -Sec. of Commerce Herbert Hoover, Mr. Will Hays, Slaj. -Gen. Geo. O.
Squier, Congressman W. H. White, former Congressman S. Sherley. Back
row-Dr. Louis Cohen. Prof. C. M. Jansky, Jr.. Edwin H. Armstrong, Harry
F. Breckel, Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith
ods of transmission

Radio compass, exclusive-750 to 850
meters.
Government and public broadcasting, 700
miles inland -700 to 750 meters.
Mobile radio phone, non- exclusive-650 to
750 meters.
Mobile radio telegraphy, exclusive-525
to 650 meters.
Aircraft radio phone and telegraphy, exclusive -500 to 525 meters.
Private and toll broadcasting, exclusive
310 to 435 meters.
Restricted special amateur radio phone,
gnon- exclusive-310 meters.
City and State public safety broadcasting,
exclusive -275 to 285 meters.
Technical and training school, (shared
with amateur) -200 to 275 meters.
Amateur (exclusive) 150 to 200 meters;
amateur (shared with technical and training schools), 200 to 275 meters.
Reserved -below 150 meters.

-

The detailed recommendations of
the Committee are as follows:
POWER LIMITATION, GEOGRAPHICAL
DISTRIBUTION

(a) It is recommended that the Secretary
of Commerce assign to each radio telephone
broadcasting station a permissible power
based on the normal range of the station,
such normal ranges for the different classes
of service to have the following average
values, larger or smaller values being dis-

cretionary where conditions warrant:
Government broadcasting station, 600
(land) miles.
Public broadcasting stations, 250 miles.
Private and toil broadcasting stations,
fifty miles.

ployed).

and reception em-

(c) It is recommended that the Secretary
of Commerce cause an immediate study to
be made of the best geographical distribution of broadcasting stations with the view
of attaining the best service with a minimum of interference.
(d) It is recommended that in cases
where congestion of radio telephone broadcasting traffic exists, or threatens to exist,
the Secretary of Commerce assign suitable
hours of operation to existing or proposed
private and toll broadcasting stations.
GRANTING OF STATION LICENSES

(a) It is recommended that in the case
of conflict between radio communication
services first consideration be given to the
public not reached, or not so readily reached,
by other communication services.
(b) Subject to public interest and to the
reasonable requirements of each type of
service the order of priority of the services
shall be government, public, private, toll.
(c) It is recommended that the degree of
public interest attaching to a private or toll
broadcasting service be considered in determining its priority in the granting of licenses, in the assignment of waves, and in
the assignment of permissible power, within
the general regulations for these classes of
service.

(d) It is recommended that toll broadcasting service be permitted to develop
naturally under close observation, with the
understanding that its character, quality and
value to the public will be considered in
determining its privileges under future
regulations.
(e) It is recommended that direct adver-
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tising in radio broadcasting service be not
permitted and that indirect advertising be
limited to a statement of the call letters of
the station and of the name of the concern
responsible for the matter broadcasted, subject to such regulations as the Secretary of
Commerce may impose.
(f) It is recommended that when all
available wave bands in any geographical
region are already assigned, no further licenses for broadcasting be granted in that
region until cause arises for the revocation
of existing licenses.
(g) It is recommended that private or
toll broadcasfing stations transmitting time
signals shall transmit only official time signals and with authorization from and under
conditions approved by the Secretary of
Commerce.
(h) It is recommended that the transmission of signals of such character or wave
length as to deliberately interfere with the
reception of official time signals constitutes
grounds for the revocation of the transmitting license.
(i) It is recommended that license requirements for the operator of a radio telephone transmitting station include a knowledge of the International Morse Code, sufficient to receive at a rate of not less than
ten words per minute.
REDUCTION OF INTERFERENCE

(a) It is recommended that the Secretary
of Commerce at his discretion prohibit at
any time the use of existing radio transmitting apparatus and methods which result in
unnecessary interference, provided that such

action should not be taken unless more satisfactory apparatus and methods are commercially available at reasonable prices and
until an adequate time interval is allowed
for the substitution of the more satisfactory
apparatus.
(b) It is recommended that the Secretary
of Commerce at his discretion prohibit at
any time the use of existing radio receiving
apparatus which cause the radiation of energy, provided that such action should not be
taken unless more satisfactory apparatus
and methods are commercially available at
reasonable prices and until an adequate
time interval is allowed for the substitution
of the more satisfactory apparatus.
(c) It is recommended that the Bureau of
Standards make a study of the technical
methods for the reduction of interference,
with a view to publishing their findings, giving special attention to the following:
1. The reduction of the rate of building
up (increment) of oscillations in radiating

systems. (This rapid building up of oscillations occurs in damped wave and interrupted continuous wave transmitters, and
may, of course, be eliminated by the substitution of other types of transmitter. It
may, however, be reduced in these types by
proper circuit arrangements).
2. The reduction of harmonics in continuous wave transmitters and of irregularities of oscillation ( "mush" in arc transmitters and "swinging" of the frequency
in all types of continuous wave transmitters
not employing a master oscillator).
3. The comparison of the variable amplitude method with the variable frequency
method of continuous wave telegraphy.
4. The preferable methods of telephone
modulation to avoid changes in the frequency of oscillation.
5. The proper circuit arrangements of
regenerative (including oscillating) receivers to avoid radiation of energy (as by the
use of radio- frequency amplifier with an untuned antenna or with a coil aerial).
6. The use of highly selective receiving
apparatus, including a list of improved forms
7. The use of receiving coil aerials instead
of antennas, with special reference to high
selectivity.
S. The reduction of interference with
radio communication of other electrical
processes, such as the operation of X -ray
apparatus and electrical precipitation.
9. The study and standardization of wave
meters.
RECOMMENDATIONS

ON

NOMENCLATURE

In place of the word "wireless" and
names derived from it, use the prefix
"radio" -radio telegraphy, radio telephony.
2. Instead of "statics" or "X's," use "atmospheric disturbances" or "atmospherics."
3. Disturbances produced by other stations
to be designated as "interference."
4. For the generic title of the vacuum
tube, of any number of electrodes, and in
1.

any of its recognized modes of operation,
use "electron tube."
For the specific title of the ordinary three electrode tube use "triode."
For the title of a triode employed in one
of its regular modes use "rectifier triode,"
"amplifier triode," "generator triode."
5. In describing coupling of high-frequency circuits use "resistance coupling,"
"inductive coupling" (by self- inductance or
mutual inductance), "capacity coupling."
6. For the generic title for a system of
conductors for radiating or absorbing radio
waves use "aerial." For an open circuit
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aerial use "antenna." For a closed circuit
aerial use "coil."
7. For a receiving arrangement in which
beats are produced by a separate local oscillator, use "heterodyne." For a receiving
arrangement in which the same electron
tube is used for generating oscillations and
detecting, use "self netro."
8. Classification of waves emitted by
radio transmitters.
Type A- Continuous waves: Waves that
in the permanent state are periodic and such
that their successive amplitudes of oscillations are identical.
Type A- 1-Manipulated continuous waves :
Continuous waves of which the amplitude
or frequency vary under the action of hand
telegraphic manipulation.
Type A -2- Continuous waves with audible
frequency modulation Continuous waves of
which the amplitude or the frequency vary
according to a periodic law of audible frequency. This is commonly referred to as
ICW method of transmission.
Type A -3- Continuous waves with speech
modulation Continuous waves of which the
amplitude or the frequency vary in accordance with speech vibrations (radio telephony).
Type B-Damped waves.
Waves composed of successive trains in
which the amplitude of the oscillations after
having reached a maximum decreases
gradually. This refers to waves from
spark transmitter or other types of transmitters having a characteristic decrement
similar to spark transmitters.
Note 1
in continuous wave transmitters the rectified plate voltage is not
substantially constant direct voltage, the
station should be classed under Type A -2.
Note 2-In ICW transmitting stations if
the variation in the wave length or frequency of the transmitted wave is effected
in a gradual wave (sinusoidally) the station
should be classed under Type A -2. If the
variation in frequency or amplitude is abrupt
(chopper method) it should be classed in
Type B.
In order to differentiate between the amateur and the experimenter the following
definitions are suggested for consideration.
The amateur is one who operates a radio
station transmitting, receiving, or both, in
a professional way, merely for personal interest or in connection with an organization
of like interest.
An experimenter is one who operates a
transmitting or receiving station, or both,
for exclusively technical or scientific investigations.
:

:

-If

Talks From Office to Ship
FOR the first time in the history
of maritime radio, docking instructions were given verbally
to the captain of a big trans -Atlantic
liner by the manager of the line,
seated in his office in New York
while the ship was 360 miles at sea.
This pioneer work in radio communication was accomplished by utilizing one of the latest developments
of radio engineering, duplex radiotelephony, in conjunction with the
usual land -line telephone.
While the America of the United
States lines was 360 miles east of
New York on the evening of March
5, Thomas H. Rossbottom, general
manager of the S. S. lines, picked
up the ordinary telephone on his
desk and asked central to connect

him with the S. S. America, at sea.
His line was connected through to
the Deal Beach, N. J., station, and
thence by radio to the ship.
Within ten minutes after the call
was made Captain William Rind, of
the America, was on the telephone.
After an exchange of greetings, Captain Rind told Mr. Rossbottom the
speed he was making, and the time
he expected to reach Quarantine.
Mr. Rossbottom in reply gave his
instructions to Captain Rind concerning the special arrangements
which had been made with the Public Health officials at the Quarantine station for the passing of the
vessel after the sunset hour.
Mr. Rossbottom and Captain Rind'
conversed for several minutes. Mr.

.

Thomas H. Rossbottom, General Manager
of the II. S. Lines, talking by wire and
radio to Capt. Rind of the S. S. America
360 miles out at sea

www.americanradiohistory.com

WGY
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Rossbottom, using the telephone at
his desk, the one that is normally
used in his daily business, and without any special appliances.
The interesting feature of a shipboard duplex installation is the fact
that the antenna is being used to
radiate several hundred watts of
power while at the same time the
radio receiver detects and makes
audible the extreme amount of energy that is being picked up from
the distant transmitting station.
Much research has been done to allow this simultaneous transmission
and reception to be carried on and
a ship equipped with apparatus of
this nature may communicate to
any subscriber on land who has an
ordinary telephone in his home.
Radio telephony, heretofore limited to a single operation
reception or transmission
has been
revolutionized as a result of these
tests. Up to this time the radio
telephone has been handicapped by
conditions similar to those of the
ordinary apartment house speaking
tube. It has been necessary for the
operator to throw a switch when he

BROADCASTING STATION
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desired to talk after listening, or
vice versa. This prevents a land line telephone from being linked up
with the radio telephone system, as
it is not practical to provide a control or "send- receive" switch at each
land phone.
With the advent of the duplex
wireless equipment, however, a conversation may be carried on through
the ether as simply and as naturally as between land telephones.
The equipment installed on the
America consists of three main
units
the Kenotron or power
panel, the vacuum tube transmitter
and the radio receiver. Power is
supplied to the Kenotron panel in
the form of low- voltage alternating
current and after passing through
the various pieces of apparatus
comes out in the form of direct current at a very high voltage.
This high voltage is fed into the
radiotron power tubes, where it is
transformed into radio -frequency
energy. Other radiotron tubes are
used to control, or modulate, the
high- frequency current.

-

--

Duplex radio telephone equipment on the
S. S. America

General Electric Broadcasting Station WGY
ARADIO broadcasting station,

more powerful than any now
sending out programs, has been
installed by the General Electric Company at its plant in Schenectady, N. Y.
From the roof of a five story factory
building, two towers 183 feet high and
spaced 35o feet apart, support an antenna at such height as to give the
wireless waves unobstructed freedom

luterior of transmitting room in W

to travel equally well in all directions.

This station has not been regularly
operated nor has advance announcement been made of the impromptu or
test programs sent out, which would
cause amateurs to be listening, yet, letters have been received from such distant points as Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Minneapolis and Santa Clara, Cuba,
the latter place 145o miles distant, an-

nouncing.that the programs have been
heard. These reports come from operators who, in an evening's experimenting with their receiving sets, have
accidentally come upon the waves from
Schenectady and is in no way an indication of the full distance that this
station may be heard.
Broadcasting stations, with but a
fraction of the power of the G-E sta-

the General Electric Co. radio broadcasting station located at Schenectady,
trol panel at right and oscillator and modulator tubes at left

G Y,
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N. Y. View

shows con-
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tion, have been heard at distances of
2,000 miles or more under favorable
atmospheric conditions.
The General Electric station has
been licensed to operate on a 36o meter
wave length under the call letters of
WGY. It is equipped with the most

modern of radio apparatus, including
the multiple-tuned antenna which, 'becatuse of its many advantages, has
been installed in Radio Central, the
world's most powerful commercial
station at Rocky Point, L. I., and other
transoceanic stations of the Radio
Corporation of America.
A three -room studio, where the programs are produced, is located in a
Company office building, 3000 feet
from the transmitting station. One
room is used as a reception room for
the artists, where they may sit and
chat until their time on the program
arrives without danger of interfering
with what is going on in the studio.
The second room is the studio, where
a concert grand piano, victrola, an organ and other equipment for the
artists are to be found. Here a number of portable microphones, which
are commonly known as pick -up devices can be shifted about to locations
best suited for the reception of announcements, musical numbers, or
whatever may be sent out. In the room
on the opposite side of the studio is
apparatus for amplifying the sound
waves before they are transmitted by
wire to the broadcasting station.

One of the 183 -foot towers

at WGY

A red light when the station is in
operation warns persons in the room
that whatever they might say will be
sent out to thousands of ears of an
invisible audience. A switchboard in
the studio is within reach of the studio
director at all times. Not until he
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throws a switch can anything reach
the antenna. A telephone attached
keeps him constantly informed just
how the program is going out and enables him to change the position of the
artist or microphone to improve the
tone quality of the entertainment.
With the exception of the small pickup devices or microphones and the
switchboard, there is nothing in this
room to indicate it as being different
from any musical studio.
In the apparatus room, the sound
waves are put through a number of
steps of amplification by means of
vacuum tubes which increases their
volume thousands of times. The amplified sounds are then put into a wire
and sent to the broadcasting station,
where they enter another bank of
vacuum tubes, known as modulators or
moulders of the electric waves.
A 220 -volt alternating current line,
which is but little higher than the
voltage used for lighting purposes in
the home, is boosted to 30,000 volts by
means of a transformer. This voltage
is then applied to a number of vacuum
tubes, acting as rectifiers, which change
the voltage to direct current. Placed
between the rectifier and the modulator
or moulding tubes, is a high power
oscillator tube. The electric power entering this tube sets the ether into vibration and upon these vibrations the
electric waves, moulded into shape in
the modulator tubes, are sent to the
antenna to go out into space.

Alternating Current for Filament and Plate
THERE has come to the editors practicability and utility to both the

of this magazine during the last
month, many inquiries requesting
a fuller and more complete explanation of the "first prize" article entitled
"Filament and Plate Current Direct

experimenter and the layman.
Though this method is very satisfactory to the amateur who has the
necessary knowledge as to the theoretical operation of the circuits, it is probNOTE:

complete satisfaction in the results obtained.
It seems, however, that this method
is the logical solution for quite a few
of the items of expense in connection
with the average receiving outfit, and
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from A.C. Supply," in THE WIRELESS
prize contest for the month of
March 1922, with opinions as to its
AGE

able that the average layman will experience some difficulty in securing
such adjustments as will give him
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if anyone is blessed with a small
amount of patience and a knowledge
(Continued on page 55)

RADIOPHONE BROADCASTING
Texas Radio Market News

Radio Broadcasting Surveyed

Broadcasting Stations

PLANS to install daily agricultural

ICYW -360

meters. Daily, 8 P. M. Cen9 P. M. eastern time. Westinghouse Station located at Chicago, Ill.
KDKA -360 meters. Daisy, 8 to 10 P. M.
Westinghouse Station located at

tral time,

market news for Texas by radiophone, have been completed by officials of the State Department of
Agriculture, State Department of
Markets and Warehouse, the University of Texas and the Federal
Bureau of Markets and Crop Estimates, Washington, D. C.
The necessity for a general diffusion of reliable information is evidenced by a growing public desire
from all trades and professions,
manifested in the great number of

East Pittsburgh.

WBZ -360

meters. Sundays, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, S P. M.
Westinghouse Station located at
Springfield, Mass.
WNO-360 meters. Evenings 10.30 o'clock.
Jersey Journal station located at
Jersey City, N. J.
WGI 360 meters. Evenings. American
Radio and Research Corporation
station located at Medford Hillside,
Mass.
\VGY-360 meters. No schedule. General
Electric Co. station located at
Schenectady, N. Y.
WJZ-360 meters. Daily, 11 A. M. to 10
P. M. Radio Corporation- Westinghouse Station located at Newark,
\V V l'-1450 meters. Evenings 9 to 9.55
o'clock, except Sundays and Holidays. Signal Corps, Bedloc's Island,
New York Harbor.

By William Ii. Easton, Ph. D.
(Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.)

APPARENTLY the first person to

conceive of the transmitting of
music from distant concert halls to
the home was Edward Bellamy. In
his famous book, "Looking Backward," which was written in 1887,
to describe conditions that would
exist in the year 2000, is the following interesting passage:
Edith Leete, the heroine, has invited Julian West (the victim of the
strange mesmeric accident that sent
him to sleep for 113 years) to hear

Stations Broadcasting Music and
Speech on 360 Meters
San Francisco,
l.eo J. Meyberg Co.
San Francisco.
Edwin L. Lerdee
Electric Lighting & Supply Co.....Hollywood,
Pomona,
Pomona Fixture & Wiring Co.
Seattle,
Northern Radio & Electric Co
Gridley,
The Precision Shop

ICON

KGB
KGC

KGF
KFC
KFU
IZ
K11
K

KJQ
KJR
KLB
KLP
KLS

J. J. Dunn

KOG
KOL
KUO

"Listening iii" at the corner storekeeper's

constant inquiries and requests received daily by State officials for
information.
Since radio news broadcasting has
been demonstrated as efficient, economic and instantaneous, it has been
decided to put on the market service
in a moderate way. The service will
be known as the "Texas Radio Market News Service."
Daily market reports will be obtained from the central markets of
the country through the Kansas
City office of the United States
Bureau of Markets and Crop Estimates and from other sections of
the country through other agencies.
The data will be collected by the
State Department of Agriculture,
compiled by the State Markets and
Warehouse Department, and disseminated by the University of
Texas. The news will be broadcasted through the university high power radio station daily.

...Seattle,

Louis Wasmer
Reynolds Radio Co
The Radio Shop
C. O. Gould
Vincent I. Kraft

KH Q

KVQ
KWG
KYY

KYJ
KZM
KZY
WBU
WCJ
WCR
WOM
W DT
WDW
WFO
WGH
WGL
WHA

WHK
WHO
WHU
WHW
WJH

WIE
WJx
WLB
WLK
WLW
WW1
WOC
WOH
WOQ
WOK
WOO
WOR
WOS
WOZ
ICON

KOW

WRK
WRL
WPB
WSZ
WW1

&

Calif.
Calif.
Calif.
Calif.
Wash.
Calif.
Wash.

Denver, Colo.
Sunnyvale, Calif.

Stockton, Calif.

Seattle, Wash.
Pasadena, Calif.
Los Altos, Calif.
Oakland, Calif.
Los Angeles. Calif.

Co

Colin B. Kennedy Co.
Warner Bros.
Western Radio Electric Co.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Arno A. Kluge
San Francisco, Calif.
The Examiner Printing Co.
Sacramento. Calif.
J. C. Hohrecht
Stockton, Calif.
Portable Wireless Telephone Co
San Francisco. Calif.
The Radio Telephone Shop
Los Angeles, Calif.
Leo J. Meyberg Co.
Oakland, Calif.
Preston D. Allen
Oakland, Calif.
Atlantic -Pacific Radio Supplies Co
Chicago. HI.
City of Chicago
New Haven. Conn.
A. C. Gilbert Co
Newark, N. J.
L. Bamberger & Co
Washington, D. C.
Church of the Covenant
New York, N. Y.
Ship Owners Radio Service
Washington, D. C.
Radio Construction & Electric Co.,
Dayton.
The Rike Kumler Co.
Montgomery Light & Water Power CoMontgomery,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Thomas F. J. Howlett
Madison, Wis.
University of Wisconsin
.Cleveland, O.
Warren R. Cox
Rochester, N. Y.
Rochester Times Union
Toledo, O.
William B. Duck Co
East Lansing, Mich.
Stuart W. Seeley
Washington, D. C.
White & Boyer
Toledo, O.
Service Radio Equipment Co
DeForest Radio Telep. & Teleg. Co.. New York, N. Y.
University of Minnesota .......Minneapolis, Afinn.

0.

Ala

Hamilton

Credei
Precision
Karlowa
Hatfield
Western

Indianapolis. Ind.
Cincinnati, O.
Cincinnati,
Rock Island, III.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Mfg. Co.
Mfg. Co.

0.

Equipment Co.
Radio Co.
Electric Co.
Radio Co.

Kansas City, Mo.
Pine Bluff. Ark.
Omaha, Nebr.
Metropolitan Utilities District
Newark, N. J.
L. Bamberger & Co.
Missouri Sate Marketing Bureau. .Jefferson City, Ma.
.........Richmond, Ind.
Palladium Printing Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Doubleday -Hill Electric Co....
San Jose, Calif.
Charles D. Rerrold
Hamilton, O.
Doron Brothers Electric Co
Schenectady, N. Y.
Union College
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Newspaper Printing Co.
...Toledo,
Marshall- Gerken Co.
Detroit, Mich.
The Detroit News
The Pine Bluff Co.

.....

0.

Stations broadcasting market and weather reports on 485

meters in addition to music on 380 meters.
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This

New

MINTER
Radio Bungalow

$1950

Erect., Camp(da Within Reemnebk Diatante of New York City

Then

a

delightful treat await -

mg the owners of ASme..Radio

Bungalow. Get away from the
-dy the, Ammer. yet listen

radio outfit includes eurptifier,
and .nn m. e. a radius of 4e'
to 500
clam,

Radio bungalows are now in style

music produced
methods.

by

ultra -modern

"I was prepared for new devices in musical instruments," says West, "but I saw
nothing in the room which by any stretch of
the imagination could be conceived as such.
It was evident that my puzzled appearance
was affording intense amusement to Edith.
"'Please look at today's music,' she said,
handing me a card, 'and tell me what you
would prefer. It is now 5 o'clock, you will

remember.'
"The card bore the date Sept. 12, 2000,
and contained the longest programme of
music I had ever seen. I remained bewildered by the prodigious list until Edith's
pink finger -tip indicated a particular section of it, where several selections were
bracketed with the words '5 P. M.' against
them ; then I observed that this prodigious
programme was an all -day one, divided into
twenty-four sections answering to the hours.
There were but a few pieces of music in
the '5 P. M.' section, and I indicated an
organ piece as my preference.
"She made me sit down comfortably, and,
crossing the room, merely touched one or
two screws, and at once the room was
filled with the music of a grand organ anthem. I listened, scarcely breathing, to the
close.

' 'Grand !' I cried, as the last

great wave
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of sound broke and ebbed away in silence.
'Bach must be at the keys of that organ;
but where is the organ ?'
"'Wait a moment, please,' said Edith, 'I
want to have you listen to this waltz before
you ask any questions. I think it is perfectly charming ;' and as she spoke the sound
of violins filled the room with the witchery
of a summer night. When this had also
ceased, she said, 'There is nothing in the
least mysterious about the music, as you
seem to imagine. It is not made by fairies
or genii, but by good, honest, and exceedingly clever human hands. There are a number
of music rooms in the city perfectly adapted
acoustically to the different sorts of music.
These halls are connected by telephone with
all the houses of the city whose people care
to pay the small fee.'"

A masterly prophesy, but truth is
far stranger than fiction. What
would Bellamy have said if told that
the concerts he foretold would be
realities in 1922, but that the music
would be conveyed without wires
or any other tangible medium ; that
concert
especially- equipped
The
halls would be located in cities hundreds of miles apart ; and that no fee
whatever would be required of the

THE WIRELESS AGE
the baseball season, when he will be
able to obtain the results almost immediately after they have happened.
+

+

+

WGY "Listens Good"
the General Electric RadioWGY,
phone Broadcasting Station at

Schenectady, N. Y. has been heard
in Minneapolis,, 1,100 miles distant,
and also in Santa Clara, Cuba, 1,450
miles away. The following cablegram was received from Cuba: "We
danced new radio fox-trot last night.
Send program. Wonderful reception."
Reports from other cities follow:
Minneapolis, Minn. -While feeling around for KDKA this evening,
picked up your concert. I did not
know it at the time as I thought I

APRIL, 1922

Springfield, Mass.-Your music
and voice came in the best and clearest that we have ever receivd on
second stage. Even the harmonics
in The Son of the Puzzta of Keler
Bela came in as clear and distinct as
if you were playing in the room.
C. C. Waldron.
Hamilton, Canada -This is just
to advise you that we heard part of
the program last night very distinctly on the small receiving set my boy
has. I presume that Hamilton is
about 350 miles from your city. The
violin solo by Mrs. Peter Smith was
particularly clear and we heard the
entire number from start to finish
just as plainly as though it was be -.
ing played in a room adjoining.
G. Allan.
Blissfield, Mich. -We appreciate

-

-

listeners?

Today ethereal concerts can be
heard by sensitive receivers in almost every part of the United States.
The trapper in Canada and the
rancher of Texas alike ask to be provided with the daily programmes of
the various stations. More than 500;
000 listening stations are in active
operation ; and since most of these
accommodate the entire family and
many have loud speakers that serve
audiences of hundreds at a time, it
seems certain that several million
people are enjoying this novel form
of entertainment and instruction
every night.
What the future of the radio telephone will be it is impossible to say.
Interior of KYW, the Westinghouse broadcasting station located
at Chicago
The only invention it can be compress.
printing
pared with is the
Gutenberg certainly could not fore- had KDKA, and you cannot imag- concert which you gave us tonight.
see what was going to happen to the ine my surprise when I heard you It came in splendidly and was one
world because it occurred to him to make the announcement that you of the best ever received.-Ina
make books by means of separate were WGY. I certainly enjoyed the Staup and Haden Porter.
Pawtucket, R. I.
had the pleastypes; nor have those engaged in concert very much. Came in very
developing radio telephone sufficient QSA. Modulation fine. I am using ure of listening to the last two numvision to know what will happen a short-wave variometer set, detec- bers of your concert last evening,
when the voice of a single person can tor and one stage, but just had de- and they were very enjoyable. The
instantly reach everyone in North tector bulb lit as I did not need any piano and violin I heard as plainly
more. I wish you would send me as if they were in the same room and
America.
+
+
schedule of your concerts so I can were perfect as to modulation.
you again. -W. G. Peaslee.
Fred W. Eaton.
Christy Mathewson Interested getPortland,
Me.-In response to your
Boothbay Harbor, Me. -The conin Radio
request last evening from parties cert that your station gave out last
CHRISTY MATHEWSON, fa- who heard your concert, the writer evening was the most perfect toned
mous Giant pitcher, has become begs to state that same was received and clearest that I have ever reinterested indirectly in wireless tele- at Cape Elizabeth, Maine. The writer ceived, and I receive from five to
phones since his son, Christy, Jr., has enjoyed the program very much and seven stations a night. I use a set
installed both a receiver and sending wishes to state that it was the clear- that I have made. Radiotron tube.
entertained
a
party
small
outfit in their apartment at Saranac est that I have received since I had I
Lake, N. Y., where they listen to the station in operation for the past of friends and also, by holding one of
the receivers in front of the telethe "music in the air" sent out from month. -E. S. Lincoln.
Warren, Ohio
was among your phone, gave a concert to several peoNewark, Pittsburgh, Chicago and
other points. He awaits with inter- unseen audience last night and wish ple three or four miles away. They
est the sending of the news reports to say that we received your con- said that the piano sounded as clear
of the day, and he is looking forward cert very plain and distinct. -Wm. as though it was in the next room.
-Charles B. Dolloff.
with much interest to the opening of C. Hein.

-I

-

-I
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RADIOPHONE BROADCASTING

Supply of Radio Apparatus
-IERE has been considerable
agitation recently over the supply of radio apparatus and requests
have come from all quarters asking
that the position of the Radio Corporation with reference to this condition, be defined.
The Radio Corporation of America
is endeavoring in every way possible to meet the unprecedented demand for radio devices, including
vacuum tubes, broadcasting receivers and other equipment, which has
recently developed, not only on the
part of the amateur and experimenter, but also on the part of a great

TI

of radio devices can only be properly
taken advantage of if all those who
are interested in distributing and

selling this apparatus, properly
equip themselves to handle this
class of merchandise in a satisfactory way. This means that the dealer or whoever is effecting the sale to
the consumer, must familiarize himself with the product, explain its
capabilities as well as its limitations
and lend assistance in every way
toward the proper installation and
maintenance of radio sets.
Those who desire radio equipment
and cannot for the moment obtain
it, should be informed that the pres-
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President Harding Greets Masons
by Radiophone
resonant voice of Warren G.
THE

Harding, President of the
United States, passed through the
air between Washington and Utica,
conveying his greetings and good
wishes to the Utica Masonic Craftsman's Club on the occasion of the
opening of its 1922 Follies at the
Masonic Temple.
The President sent this message:
"Greetings and good wishes to the
Craftsmen's Club. Sincere congratulations on its progress toward full
realization of the humanitarian
ideals of a noble and inspiring order." The message was conveyed
from the President's private 'telephone in the White House to the
Anacostia Naval Wireless station
five miles out of Washington, where
a giant amplifier sent the words on
their way north.
Immediately upon the receipt of
the message the following reply was

transmitted:
Hon. Warren G. Harding, President of the United States:
Your greetings and good wishes
gratefully received.
Your message inspires our members to prayer that God may bless
you and that our high ideals may
be fully realized.
E. William Reusswig.
+

Rada reduces the cares

many people who desire to equip
their homes with suitable radio
telephone devices for receiving music, concerts. lectures and other interesting features transmitted from
radio telephone broadcasting stations.
The factories of the General Electric Company and of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, which are manufacturing
such devices for the Radio Corporation of America, are now operating
on a greatly expanded production
program, and it is expected that
within the next few weeks considerable quantities of material will he
shipped on orders already placed
with the factories by the Radio Corporation. These will be delivered
to customers as rapidly as received
in the warehouse.
Distributors are requested to communicate the above information to
dealers and to inform them that orders will he filled just as promptly
as possible.
This applies to all
classes of radio apparatus, including Radiotrons. Vactltlni Tubes.
etc., which are employed for reception.
Radio hroadcastin; is here to stay.
The great opportunities fn- tic sa'e

of Ma and Pa in this family

+

+

Movies and Radiophones
S the radiophone destined to be-

ent shortage is but temporary and
come a feature of motion picture
due entirely to the great demand theatre entertainment?
which suddenly came as a result of
This interesting question is well
broadcasting, and that the Radio to the point in view of recent inCorporation and its associates, the stallations of wireless telephonic reGeneral Electric Company and the ceiving apparatus in various playWestinghouse Electric and Manu- houses throughout the country.
the matter cannot be said to
facturing Company, are doing every- While
be an entirely new innovation in
thing in their power to produce the the
theatrical field, radiophones havnecessary apparatus with maximum ing been used in some. of the larger
speed that normal production is ex- theatres in connection with special
pected to begin within the next few events such as Presidential election
weeks and that deliveries will then returns and the like, indications at
be promptly made.
present point to a more widespread
A new catalog covering all of the and actual interest in the subject.
The most recent radiophone reradio devices being manufactured
for the Radio Corporation of Ameri- ceiving instruments to be installed
in a motion picture theatre is the
ca by the General Electric Company one at the Palace Theatre, Peoria,
and the Westinghouse Electric and Illinois. Upon its success and the
Manufacturing Company, is now in possibilities of entertainment which
course of preparation and it is ex- it affords, as well as the reception of
pected that it will soon be available the feature by the audience as a part
for distribution.
of the Palace program, will depend
the inauguration of similar arrange+ + +
ments in other houses.
Immediately following the instalSecretary Denby "Listens In"
lation of the instrument at the Pal)NG prominent officials in ace Theatre two other Peoria playA\I(Washington
who have private houses announced plans for similar
radio sets in their offices is Edwin arrangements.
Denby. Secretary of the Navy.
The first radio entertainment at
;
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the Palace Theatre was given February 15 to 1,500 patrons at the regular show. When the curtain was
raised at 9 o'clock the audience saw
a radiophone on the stage and heard
music from the transmitting station
at Bradley institute. News bulletins received by a local paper were
also transmitted to the audience. In
the future patrons will hear radio
matter transmitted from all parts of
the country, including speeches, music, fight returns, baseball news and
in fact anything else that may be
picked up from the air and made
audible to those in the theatre.
Further use of the radiophone will
be made by the Palace Theatre by
throwing the house open to the public on Sunday mornings to hear sermons and lectures broadcasted.
According to the Palace Theatre
managers, the demonstration met
with the hearty approval of the audience and furnished a new thrill.
+ +

+

Tonsorial Parlor Installs Radio
T1-lE radio family grows. Now it
has a barber.
Patrons of E. E. Gist's barber
shop at Detroit, Mich., hear above
the singing of razor blades and the
hum of vibrators, soothing music,
striking speeches and interesting
news bulletins coming into the shop

by wireless.
"It's just an experiment," said Mr.
Gist. "If it works out I plan eventually to put them in all my shops.
There is no reason why a man
should sit idly by while being shaved
or having his hair cut, is there? With
this wireless perfected he can sit
back and listen to good music and
speeches, get the news of the day
and enjoy himself.
"You know the worst thing about
a barber shop for the average man
is the chatter he has to listen to
from the barber who is working on
him and who doesn't know that men
don't like to be talked to while being shaved. Now with this wireless, men coming in here will enjoy
a quiet and instructive entertainment."
+

+

+

"Tuning In" on Congress
in Congress occurred
ADEBATE
recently concerning the instal-

lation of a radiophone broadcasting
station in the Capitol. It was suggested that the people of this country might like to "listen in" on this
august body. What would happen
if our congressmen and representatives knew that the entire country
was listening to their debates and
speeches?
This is a question for politicians
to answer.

APRIL, 1922

Telephone Company's Accom- heard by R. H. Horn of the Radio
Corporation of America aboard the
plishments and Plans
SS. Col. E. L. Drake, at sea 1,000
WITH the opening on July 16,
1920, of the Avalon-Los
Angeles Radio Toll Circuit,
operated as a part of the telephone
system by the Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph Company, radio was in-

troduced to regular telephone users.
Connection to the wire circuits of
the telephone system is provided on
Santa Catalina Island and on the
mainland at Long Beach, Cal. The
circuit is equipped for through -line
ringing, which is almost interference
proof, and a system of simultaneous
duplex telegraphy. The telegraph
circuit, with terminals at Los Angeles and Avalon, replaced the Naval
Telegraph Service when it was
opened to commercial service on
July 1, 1921.
On the Atlantic coast the problem
of ship -to -shore communication has
been studied in great detail and the
experimental shore stations at Green
Harbor, Mass., Cliffwood, N. J., and
Deal Beach, N. J., together with the
experimental ship stations installed
on the SS. Gloucester and the SS.
Ontario, were used in these extensive tests. The radio circuits on
both the Atlantic and Pacific gave
such satisfactory transmission as to
permit their being connected to the
longer telephone circuits of the
Telephone system. This was dramatically demonstrated before the
Communication Conference when
the Gloucester, riding in the Atlantic, spoke with Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, in the Pacific.
More recently, however, broadcasting has come to be the vogue.
With facilities for development increased, sending stations from which
broadcasting was done were set .up,
and thousands of radio amateurs,
whose receiving stations sprang up
like mushrooms, were treated nightly to wireless concerts, market reports and the like.
A permit has ben granted for the
erection of a radio telephone broadcasting station by the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company
on the roof of the twenty- four-story
operating building between Walker
and Lispenard streets, New York.
The new line of business to be
handled by this radio telephone
broadcasting station will be in
charge of the Long Lines Department of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company.
For some time the radio section
of the company's engineering department has been carrying on
broadcasting experimentally. The
record distance from which signals
were heard was approximately
3,300 miles, when the station was
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miles west of San Francisco. Other
distant points heard from were Avalon, The Anaheim, Santa Maria,
Oakland, Berkeley and San Anselmo, all of California; Pima and
Clifton, Arizona; Silver City and
Roswell, New Mexico; Vera Cruz,
Mexico, and Halifax, Nova Scotia.
+ + +
1,000 Dance to Radio Music
ORE than 1,000 care-free lads
and lassies wriggled their silken ankles to jazz melodies wafted on
air waves over the Jersey meadows
from. Newark to Terrace Garden,
New York, when the Empire State
Novelty Six threw their saxophones
into high and moaned ten miles
away. The loud speakers and power
amplifiers installed in the Garden
and used for transmitting dance music batted 1.000. Scores of artists
vocal and instrumental-applauded
the innovation. The overflow from
the Radio Convention regarded the
novelty as significant of what may
be accomplished with music and
waves. Hotels in Florida received
the same music and undoubtedly
many informal dances took place
which have not been noted.
The melodies were perfectly
timed, and the dance music continued from 10 to 11 o'clock.
+ + +

M

-

Radio Fans Mail Church
Collection

p/HEN the Rev.

Edgar S. Wiers,
pastor of Unity Church at
Montclair, N. J., delivered a sermon
recently which was broadcasted by
radio telephone from the WJZ station in Newark, he did not expect
that there would be any collection
taken up as the result of his wireless services.
Such has been the case, however,
for he has received several letters
containing money contributions for
his church from people who listened
in at distant points in New York
and New Jersey.
+ + +

Employees Band at WJZ
JUST to show the world that all

the good talent hasn't left Newark, employees of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company put on their own broadcasting
feature recently.
The Westinghouse Employees'
Association Band presented a programme of popular pieces in a manner that the workers at the big
broadcasting station are confident
will compare with the best outside
talent. The band consists of twentyeight pieces.

EXPERIMENTERS' WORLD
Views of readers on subjects and specific problems they would like to
have discussed in this department will be appreciated by the Editor

Heating Vacuum Tube Filaments from
110 Volts D.C.
By H. P. Thomas

T

HERE

is no question about the

advantages of using the D.C.
lighting circuit for lighting the
filaments of vacuum tubes for receiving. The only question in the mind of
an amateur who has a direct current
lighting circuit is how to use it to the
best advantage. I have used direct
current with great success with very
simple apparatus, and besides lighting
the bulbs, I have added other desirable features.
The resistance I use to cut down
the voltage of the no-volt line is a
resistance similar to that used to run
toy electric trains. It is composed of
four porcelain tubes wound with German silver wire. On one coil is a
slider to vary the current. Any amateur should be able to pick up such a
piece of apparatus second hand easily, or he may build a similar one very
easily. The resistance of the whole
thing is about 45 ohms, and enough
wire should be used to get this resistance. It should be noticed on the diagram, that the apparatus to be run is
not merely placed in series with the
resistance, but is shunted across a part
of one coil.
Before using this apparatus, two
small choke coils should be inserted in
the leads from the resistance to the
bulb. If this is not done, considerable
inconvenience will be experienced from
the hum from the generator, which
becomes very annoying when listening
for faint signals. I have successfully

FIRST PRIZE $10.00
used the magnets from a four-ohm
telegraph sounder for this purpose.
Magnets for telegraph sounders can
be obtained separately very cheaply, if
the amateur has none on hand. By
using these chokes, the hum is cut
down so that it is practically impossible to hear it.
If more than one bulb is used, they
may be connected either in parallel, as
usual, or they may be placed-in series,

the current to about the desired
amount, and then by using a low resistance rheostat instead of the usual
form, very close adjustment of the
current can be obtained. To avoid
making a rheostat to get lower resistance, a very good way to do is to
use an ordinary rheostat of about six
ohms resistance shunted with a resistance of three ohms. The rheostat
will then have a total resistance of
two ohms. A resistance to be used as
a shunt in this way can be made from

Res/s/once
3 -ohm shun/

)6

Chokes

//O l! D.C.

C'O
ohm rheas /o/

{Mr

Circuit diagram using D.

C.

house -lighting current for vacuum tube filaments

and one rheostat used to control the
current through all the bulbs. Higher
voltage is needed for this method. By
merely pushing up the slider on the
main resistance, voltages anywhere
from about three or four up to twenty -four or five can be secured.
One advantage to be gained by using
this resistance is close adjustment of
the current supply, equal in fact, to
that obtained by the use of a vernier
rheostat. The slider on the main resistance can be varied so as to bring

about five feet of No. 3o iron wire.
This can be wound into a coil of any
convenient shape. I have used this
method with very good results, and
find it especially useful in tuning in
C.W. stations, where a critical adjustment of the filament current is necessary.

If this entire apparatus is bought
new, it should not cost more than a
storage battery, and, unlike a storage
battery, if obtained second hand, it is
as good as when new.

Alternating Current for Vacuum Tube Filament
By S. Weitzer
THE following experiments for

replacing the storage battery for
filament lighting were carried
out by the writer, not as a means of
temporary replacement, but for the
permanent replacement of the expensive storage battery. For some time
the writer was -unable to obtain the
use of a storage battery and later secured one of small capacity, which was
not very satisfactory. Considerable
time has been spent in attempting to

SECOND PRIZE $5.00
devise a scheme whereby satisfactory
results could be obtained from the iio
volts, 6o cycle lighting circuit. I shall
state here frarlkkly and accurately the
results obtained.
The writer possessed two tubes: a
Radiotron detecting (UV-2oo), and an
amplifying tube. In the circuit of figtire I, the soft tube was first employed
in an ordinary rectifying circuit. As
51
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the slider on the potentiometer was
varied the A.C. hum was reduced considerably, but even at the best adjustment the induction was very uncomfortable and drowned out signals below a medium intensity.
The amplifying tube gave far better
results in this circuit and the hum was
practically inaudible
in fact, less
than the induction often encountered
in many stations. Obviously the hard
tube gives more satisfactory results

-

THE
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than the soft tube. Each tube was introduced into a regenerative -oscillating
circuit. The hum of the soft tube was
partly reduced upon maximum regeneration, but again became loud when
the circuit was oscillating. The amplifying tube acted conversely. Slightly louder induction was obtained upon
regeneration, but even then it was
much weaker than that obtained with
the detecting tube. When the tubes
were brought into oscillation the amplifier was noiseless, and on long waves

W I R E L E

S S

AGE

most effectively prevent any current at
that frequency to flow through it, but
will easily allow current at any other
frequency to pass. Such a circuit is
known as a tuned impedance and reflects back any alternating current at
the frequency to which it is tuned. The

Hook -ups using A.

-

V.

a.0

Fig. 4

.3

the action was the same as when the
filament was lighted from a storage
battery. The writer now uses regularly the amplifying tube in a regenerative circuit employing spider -webs or
honeycomb coils, and enviable results
are obtained.
It will be noted that essentially the
usual method of balancing the voltage
is employed. A potentiometer of 300
ohms resistance is shunted across the
filament and transformer terminals. It
is obvious from figure 3 that aside
from induction from the filament to
the other elements, the only means
any A.C. has of getting into the circuit is from the common point on the
potentiometer. Into this circuit is introduced a choke coil shunted by a
large condenser (figure 4). The inductance used was a one pound spool
of No. 36 D.C.C., and the condenser
of about 4 mfds. A section of a spark
coil
minus core
may be used as
an inductance. Various values of inductance and capacity should be tried.
The circuit, AB (figure 2), has a
frequency of approximately 6o cycles
or a wavelength of 5,000.000 metres.
This circuit which possesses the same
frequency as the lighting circuit will

-

stat should be adjusted before the potentiometer, as any change in the resistance of the rheostat will necessitate
a readjustment of the potentiometer.
The transformer and all A.C. wiring
should be placed as far away from the
receiving equipment as possible.
Most satisfactory results are obtained with the hard tubes. In the
short -wave variometer type of receiver
the circuit breaks into a ham at certain
points, and is not as satisfactory as the
three -coil receiver, the latter being ideal
on long waves.

condenser B provides an easy pass for
any high frequency current.
The transformer is a small toy transformer giving about six volts. The
potentiometer may be of any resistance from loo to 300 ohms. The rheo-

lio
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supply for vacuum tube filaments
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Prize Contest Announcement
The subject for the new prize contest of our
year -round series is:

RADIO- DETECTOR - AUDIO
CABINET
CLOSING DATE

..

MAY I, 1922

Contestants are requested to submit articles
at the earliest practical date.
Prize winning articles will appear in the
July, 1922, issue.
All manuscripts should be addressed to the
CONTEST EDITOR OF THE WIRELESS AGE.

Considerable interest
is being displayed just
now, in detector- amplifier cabinets employing
one or snore steps of

radio frequency amplification, a vacuum
tube detector and one
or snore steps of audio
frequency amplification.

Prices will be awarded
to best articles on this

combination cabinet
and should contain
constructional data
wiring diagrams and

wherever
photographs.

possible,

PRIZE CONTEST CONDITIOYS-Manuscripts on the subject announced
above are judged by the Editors of THE i\\'IIIELDSS AGE from the viewpoint of the ingeniousness of the idea presented, its practicability and
general utility, originality and clearness in description Literary ability is not
needed, but neatness in manuscript and drawing is taken into account. Finished
drawings are not required. sketches will do. Contest is open to everybody. The
closing date is given in the above announcement. THE WIR.1 LI]SS AGE will
award the following prizes Fist Prize. $10.00: Second Prize. $5.00: Third Prize,
$3.00. in addition to the repahtr spare rate paid for technical articles.
:
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NATIONAL AMATEUR WIRELESS ASSOCIATION
Guglielmo Marconi

President

Secretary

A. E.

equipment used by G. J. Eschauzier,
THE
19 Parkweg, The Hague. Holland, at the

demonstration of radiophone reception from
Pittsburgh and New York, but owing to
disturbances from a leaky high- voltage power line nearby could not successfully carry
out the program. Arrangements were made
with a radio station at Taylorville, Ill., however, and the latter station received the
Pittsburgh music and speech and retransmitted it by radiophone to Springfield,
where it was clearly heard by means of loud
speaking equipment.
A

A

THE

call of the amateur station of A. C.
Mertz, Mt. Carroll, Ill., has been changed
from 9AKR to 9ZG.

A RADIO club has

been organized at Bellaire, O., which is known as the Allied
Radio Club, of Bellaire and Shadyside.
W. J. Irvine is president. All amateurs in-

terested are invited to join.

I

II. L. Welker

Acting President
Founded to promote the best interest of radio communication among wireless amateurs in America

NATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD OF VICE- PRESIDENTS
Kennelly
Rear Admiral M. Johnston
E. E. Bucher
Harvard University
Director of Naval Communications
Instructing Engineer
Maj. Gen. George O. Squier
Prof. Alfred N. Goldsmith
Prof. Charles R. Cross
Chief Signal Officer, U. S. Army
College of the City of New York
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
HEADQUARTERS: 326 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Prof.
I

J. Andrew White

N response to an inquiry, the Postmaster

General of Great Britain replied that the
number of radio licenses issued to amateur
experimenters for reception only was 6,986,
apd for transmission 286.

THE

equipment used by G. J. Eschauzier,
19 Parkway, The Hague, Holland, at the
time signals from Station 1BCG, Greenwich,
Conn., were heard during the Trans -Atlantic
tests, consisted of the following:
Aerial: Three wires 60 feet long, 35 feet
above house which is 45 feet high.
Apparatus: A four -electrode Schottky
tube, as a detector, with two steps of audiofrequency amplification.
Receiver Two -circuit, with variometer
coupling.
:

A

A

RADIO students at

St. Xavier college
Cincinnati, O., enjoyed the concert given
by the Detroit Symphony Orchestra at Detriot, Mich, on February 10, when they listened to the wireless at that institution.

ffiHE Radio

Club of Long Island has
elected P. B. Ferguson honorary president; J. D. Fowler, aoting president; Samuel M. Christie, vice -president; William
Eckert, secretary, and Edward Fenn, treas-

urer.

A hoard of directors has also been elected with Ed. Fuerhusen, operator of a radio
station in Richmond Hill, as chairman;
other members of the board are: L. S.
Browne, F. W. Miller, William Reitman.

A GAIN

the radio department of the University of Vermont has come into the
limelight as one of the leading amateur
radio stations in the United States. According to information recently received by
G. H. Brodie. U. V. M. '21, in charge of

the radio station at the University, the calls
of this station have been heard by the station at Avalon, Catalina Island, 30 miles
off the coast of California, also by the
station at Tucson, Arizona, and by a ship in
port at Chorrera, Mexico. This means that
the station at the University of Vermont,
With the low power and low wave length
which amateurs are obliged to use in operation, has been able to bridge the continent, a
feat accomplished by only one other
station using a single 50 -watt Radiotron.
In connection with this accomplishment,
and the record which the University of
Vermont made during the recent trans Atlantic tests of the American Radio Relay
League, Mr. Brodie says:
"We believe that these transmissions, in
connection with our transmission to Scotland, during the trans -Atlantics, constitutes
a new record for total miles covered by a
fifty -watt CW set.
"The wave length on which these transmissions were made was apprordimately 225
meters."
Official recognition of the receipt of calls
from the U. V. M. station by the station at
Avalon, Catalina Island, California, was received by Mr. Brodie from Lawrence Mott,
associate editor and president of The CW
Association of America, who wrote Mr.
Brodie under date of January 26:
"Just a few lines to apprise you of the
fact that last night, at 1.52 a. m., Pacific
Coast Time, I got your calls and the reception of your signals was very good."

F ROM every corner of the city and neigh-

boring counties radio men attended a
regular monthly meeting of the Tri- County
Radio Club on February 5 in the John Marshall High School. The program for the
evening consisted of talks and practical
demonstrations in radio work.

HAROLD

M. LEFFINGWELL, 23 years
old, 1010 North Pine street, Lansing,
Mich., 'is said to be the only blind person in
the United States who has successfully
passed the Federal "first grade amateur"
radio examinations. In tests held here in
Lansing recently by A. F. Parkhurst, Federal examiner this youth, who has never seen
the light of day, passed the highest examination in the class, with a grade of 93 per
cent.
Harold studied at home, first learning

the mysterious touch system of reading by
the Braille method from books with pages
of raised letters.
"It was just a step, you see," he explained, "from the dots of the Braille books
to the dots and dashes of the telegraphic
code. And then I became interested in wireless about two years ago."
In addition to reaching a high stage of
proficiency in wireless telegraphy, that per mits him to send 25 to 30 words a minute.
and to receive 20 or more, to adjust. install
53
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and care for his own instruments, Harold
is an efficient stenographer and piano tuner.
Though his sending apparatus is limited
to sending but a few miles, Harold and his
friends, many of them blind and students
at the Lansing School, have listened in on

radiophone messages and concerts broadcasted from far and near. The Government
radio station at Arlington, ships in mid Atlantic, and The Detroit News carry on
by day and night with countless others in
penetrating space, and each is at the finger
tips of the blind youth.
His equipment for sending and receiving
is simple, but practical and effective. The
antenna strung between the house and barn
at an average height of 30 feet. is 80 feet
long and consists of two strands of No. 14
copper wire. He uses an old -form tuner,
and simple audion detector. He has no amplifier, but uses double phones. The ¡addition
of a "squeek-box" or spark coil, gives his
equipment a sending radius of a few miles,
sufficient to converse with other amateurs
about Lansing and East Lansing.
A

A

first successful wireless
THE
field meet in the history of

track and
radio telegraphy was held between the Universities of
Iowa and Wisconsin recently. Through the
co- operation of the Electrical Engineering
and Athletic departments of the two universities this novel scheme worked perfectly
in every detail. The events of the meet
were staged with the Iowa team running
against time at Iowa and the Wisconsin
team running against time at Wisconsin.
Immediately after each event the time and
score were exchanged by radio between the
Wisconsin station and the Iowa station, and
in this manner the meet progressed exactly
as if the two teams were at one place and
not several hundreds of miles away as was
the actual case. Experienced operators
handled the wireless instruments at both
stations and the exchange of scores took
place without a break in the entire program.
A

A

F. HOUSEHOLDER is now
a complete radiophone equipment in the physics laboratory of Municipal
University, Akron, O. When finished, students will be able to hear concerts and addresses from New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago and other large cities.
F.
PROF.
installing

THE

Monthly meeting of the Gargoyle

club of St. Paul, Minn., was held at the
St. Paul Athletic club on February 13. The
program was in keeping with the St. Valen-

tine day spirit and the commemoration
of Lincoln's birthday.
Dinner was followed by entertainment,
after which the members joined the Engineers' Society in another room to hear
an address on "Modern Radio Communicatimi." by Prof. C. M. iansky, Jr., of the
University of Minnesota.
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WITH

the adoption of a constitution and

by -laws, election of officers and the com-

pletion of other details, formal organization
of the Milford, Conn., Radio Club took
place recently at an interesting meeting held
at the radio station of W. H. Gilbert at the
rear of 14 Center street. Plans were also
discussed for the future of the organization,
and judging from present indications, it will
not be long before Milford will be a center
of radio activities.

Wireless Club is working
an intercollegiate wireless
news service, it was announced recently.
The club has arranged to have men on duty
at certain hours each day and will try to
draw up schedules with other colleges. The
club is equipped with a transmitting set
which will send 500 miles and a receiving
set which will pick up messages from any
point in the United States east of Missis-

Harvard
THE
on plans for

sippi.

Arrangements are to be made with Dartmouth, Princeton, Yale, Brown and Tufts
for the proposed news service.

THE WIRELESS AGE
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tary Hoover vehement denial that the conference had such a purpose.
Mr. Hoover declared whoever started such
a report was "maliciously fabricating." The
Secretary asserted that the primary purpose of the conference was for the protection and encouragement of amateurs in the
use of the new means of communication.

which has been formed at Stevens Institute
of Technology, Hoboken. Men interested in
the valuable help and advice given by the
"Tech" radio operators should attend the
next meeting of the club and arrange to
join it. The club plans to hold a number
of sessions during the spring term and
talks on subjects of a popular and practical
nature are being scheduled.
Recent developments in the radio world,
the broadcasting of music and news, and
the unprecedented interest aroused everywhere by the practical use of wireless are
the factors behind the statement issued by
the Radio Club, offering its co- operation.
At a recent meeting of the organization,
B. Guild, '23, was elected president for the
remainder of the term and H. Schlecta, '23,
was chosen secretary-treasurer.

THE

Hudson County Radio Club, with
which many amateurs are affiliated, held
its regular semi- monthly meeting on February 13 at the Standfast Club, Bacot Place,
Jersey City, and the affair was well attended.
The regular routine business was transacted.
Gaylord Smith of Jersey City, the president of the club, who had charge of 2AWE
station, spoke on the development of radiophones. He spoke at length on the subject
and described the various pieces of apparatus composing the instrument.

BOYS and girls of the John Ericson

Junior High School, at Guernsey street
and Meserole avenue, Brooklyn, have be-

heard and almost
a banquet given
by the Houston, Tex., Radio Club at the
Young Men's Christian Association.
Talks were delivered by F. M. Corlett of
Dallas, division manager of the American
Radio Relay League, and L. B. Henderson,
also of Dallas, assistant in charge of police
broadcasting in Texas.
On the program also was H. E. Worthington, district superintendent, Houston ; W.
A. Tolson of A. and M. College, assistant
district superintendent, and A. P. Daniel,
assistant divisional manager for the national body and president of the local club.
was seen,
WIRELESS
aten on February 8 at

THE

Teacher at Lane Technical High School, Chicago. explaining the operation
of a radiophone to a class of students

has been organized at the
school under the
supervision of L. L. Scranton. The club is
in Havana. On
much
interest
attracting
February 21, at the organization's second
meeting, officers were elected, and further
plans of organization were discussed. Officials to head the organization for the year
are John Brunning, president; Eugene Wilson, vice-president; Gilbert Rengstorff, secretary, and Oren List, treasurer.

come radio enthusiasts. A complete wireless outfit has been placed in the workshop
of the school. Daily, when the programs
of songs, speeches and news reports are
sent out from the various broadcasting
stations, pupils are permitted to listen in.
The outfit is the property of William A.
Walsh, instructor in shop work. It was
set up as a result of a suggestion by Principal Joseph A. Haniphy. A radio club is to

kit

THE
the

club
ARADIO
Havana, Ill., high

CLEMENT, 14- year -old Pittsburgh boy who left his home on Octo15
in
company
with David Poole, Engber
lish sailor, and who was seen here about
two weeks ago in company with the man,
is being hunted all over the south by his
father, George F. Clement, 7301 Pennsylvania avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., a wealthy
manufacturer. The father has offered a reward for information regarding the boy and
has sent broadcast over the country messages by amateur radio stations, giving an
accurate description of each.
Last week G. L. Height, local wireless
operator of Rome, Ga., received a message
from the boy's father to be sent over the
country, with the hope that it would be
picked up by someone recognizing the boy.

BELIEF

on the part of users of amateur
radio telephone apparatus that the radio
conference recently in session at Washington was directed toward restricting amateurs in their development of wireless telephony, as expressed by Paul F. Godley,
of Cedar Grove, N. J., brought from Secre-

be formed shortly.
G

A

speaker for the monthly meeting of
Mohawk Valley Engineers' Club,
Utica, N. Y., which was held at Hotel
Martin on February 21, was Calvin B. Rice,
secretary of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and B. R. Cummings,
engineer of the radio department of the
General Electric Company. The latter demonstrated and explained, with the aid of
apparatus, the sending and receiving of
long distance messages.
This was followed by an address by Mr.
O'Connor of the J. & M. Electric Co., ter minating at 10 o'clock, immediately following which there was dancing until midnight
A

A

Warsaw, N. Y., has
receiving set in its
club rooms in the temple. Amplifiers of
large size have been attached, making it
possible to hear lectures, instrumental and
vocal music anywhere in the room.

Masonic club of
THE
installed a wireless

AMATEURS interested in radio teleg-

raphy and telephony are soon to be
eligible for membership in the Radio Club

www.americanradiohistory.com

newly organized Radio club of
Quincy, Ill., met for the first time, in the
lobby of the Y. M. C A., January 31. E.
C. Hurdle, of the Gem City Electric Company, recently elected leader of the club, instructed the boys in the wireless code.
Plans for a city-wide employed boys' conference, to be held at the Y. M. C. A.,
March 16, were discussed at a meeting of
the boys' work committee, February 1, at
which time Mr. Hurdle was appointed leader
of the radio dub. W. Gerdes was appointed chairman of a committee to make ar-

rangements.

completed for the innew
headquarters of the Bronx Division, Ti. S.
E.
Kings
at
283
Junior Naval Reserve,
bridge Road, N. Y. City. The Reserve is
occupying the headquarters in conjunction
with the William A. Brady Post, veterans

have been
PLANS
stallation of a radio outfit at the

of Foreign Wars.
The new home consists of a three story,
brown shingled building which has been entirely renovated to suit the needs of the
Reserve. On the lower floor is the commandant's office, regimental headquarters
and a meeting room. The upper floor will
be used for the instruction of cadets in seamanship, engineering and radio.
The radio equipment is expected to equal
any in the Bronx. It will afford cadets
practical experience in this popular and fast
growing science and bring to headquarters
concerts and other events which are broadcasted.
meeting of the Poughkeepsie,
ATN.a special
Y. Radio Ass'n, held in Columbus In-

stitute the following officers were elected to
serve until next October at which time the
regular terms of office begins: President,
Frank N. Mylod; Vice -President, George
H. Underhill ; Secretary, Robert Hawkey ;
Treasurer, Harold A. Decker. Directors
were also elected at this meeting as follows;
For one year, George H. Underhill, Harold
S. Brower, William S. Merritt; for six
months, Bernard A. Cruger, William H.
Converse, Jr., and Robert Hawkey.
Several changes were made in the tentative constitution which is to govern the association for two months after which period it
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will be formally adopted if found satis-

factory.
Chairmen will be appointed to head committees on membership, radio traffic problems, education, entertainment and publicity.
These chairmen will be selected immediately in order to start the club's activities. All
amateurs are invited to join this live organization.
A
0
NEWTON O. BURNETT of Cornell Uni-

versity, Ithaca, N. Y., station call 8XU,
reports that excellent results were obtained
using a fire escape on the south side of the
building as an aerial and the following receiving equipment: Paragon RA -10 Regenerative Receiver, Radiotron detector tube,
Baldwin and Brown phones. M. G. Pawley
of 8BQV was operating the set on the
morning of February 21 when the following
stations were logged: 5ZA, 5XB, 5ZU,
5ZAP, 6ZZ working 6ZF at 1.35 A. M.,
and 6ZF working 6ZZ at the same time. We
entirely disconnected the fire escape from
the set and were still able to read both of

these stations using only the ground for
receiving. On the morning of February 27
stations in every district were logged including the following: 5ZA, 6ZF, 6ZZ, 6XAD,
7ZM. All of the 6th district stations were
using CW transmission and the 7th was
using spark.
V
o
HENRY B. JOY of Grosse Pointe Farms,
Mich., reports that on Saturday, February 25, 1922, Clyde E. Darr, while working
Mr. Joy's station, 8XAE, communicated by
CW shortly after 11 p. m., with 3ZP, the
station of Horace A. Beale, Jr., at Parkes burg, Pa., after which a shift was made to
voice. The communication was very satisfactory (barring QRM) for the period of
the talk, about 15 minutes. At times when
QRM let up the strength and clearness of
3Z0 was marked.
This test resulted in unsolidited reports
from various localities, as follows:
L. B. Buchanan, Boston, Mass.; Walter
Knight, Hudson, Mass.; Frank J. McKay,
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Holyoke, Mass.; John R. Mansfield, Bonds ville, Mass.; Bernard Y. Susman, Bridgeport, Conn.; Henry Opperman 3d, New
York City; Burton C. Belden, Fredonia,
N. Y.; E. A. Donahue, Raleigh, N. C.; R.
L. Bowman, Wadesboro, N. C.,(10 miles
from S. C.) ; Minnich Radio Experiment
Station, Weston W. Va.; Harry G. Miller,
York, Pa., Hugh T. Smith, Wyoming, O.;
D. H. Stover, Freeport, Ill.; Lothrop Smith,

Winterset, Ia.

Old Saturday

evening, February 4, there
was organized at New Brunswick, N. J.,

a club to be known as the New Brunswick

Radio Club, with a charter membership of
thirty -five. Officers elected were: President,
Norman Van Hoeval, 2AYV; vice- president,
John Cost; recording secretary, Clifford
Holman, 2AZY; treasurer, Walter Shepherd, 2BME; corresponding secretary, W.
H. Everson, 2BMC. The club meetings are
to be held at 8 o'clock on the first and third
Saturdays of each month.

Alternating Current for Filament and Plate
(Continued from page 40)

the rudiments of electricity, it
would probably be advisable to try the
circuit. By experiment the amateur
will grasp the idea as to the correct adjustments and will be surprised with
the fine results obtained.
A careful study of figure i in connection with the key to the diagram
which follows, together with another
perusal of the original article, will be
found to give you sufficient details to
construct and operate this circuit.
of

KEY TO DIAGRAM

R'-Filament

lighting resistance 4
to 6 ohms, I% amperes carrying capacity.
R2- Potentiometer 200 to 400 ohms.
The adjustment of this center contact
will eliminate the line hum from the
6o -cycle current.
Rs-Potentiometer of 4,000 ohms.
The correct adjustment of this potentiometer will supply the detector tube

with the proper plate potential. This
adjustment is quite critical, but once
the proper setting has been found, the
results obtained will be found to warrant the time necessary to make the
adjustment.
Pr-One -half of the primary winding, 220 turns, No. 22 D.C.C., wound
upon the long leg of the core. There
is a layer of shellacked paper between
this winding and the core and also on
the outside of this winding, to come
between the primary and the secondary winding when the latter is wound
on top of the primary.
P2-Second half of the primary
winding, also 220 turns, wound upon
the core and insulated from it in the
same manner as the first half of the
winding.
Sr- One-half of the plate potential
winding, wound upon the insulation
which is on top of the primary wind-

ing. This secondary coil consists of
16o turns of No. 32 D.C.C. wire as
specified in the original article.
S2- Second half of the plate secondary, also 16o turns, wound upon the
second half of the primary and insulated from it.
One-half of the filament lighting secondary, consisting of 12 turns
of No. 18 double cotton covered wire

Ss-

wound upon the core, with two or
three layers of shellacked paper between the core and this winding.
S-The second half of the filament
lighting secondary wound upon the
core and insulated from it in the same
manner as the first half.
Great care must be observed in
winding the coils of the transformer
in the same direction, so that if any
two halves of one winding were removed from the core and placed end
to end the winding would be continuous and not double back upon itself.
If it appears to reverse its direction of
winding, the two coils will "buck each
other," and no voltage will be obtained from that particular winding.
It might be advisable, in order to
construct a transformer which will
have especially long life, to insulate
the windings one from the other and
from the core by means of Empire
cloth, which is a special type of insulation employed in power transformers. This may be obtained from any
of several electrical supply, houses,
whose advertisements may be found in
this magazine.
Strips of lead and aluminum will
probably be found to give better results in the rectifier than the two
metals, tin and aluminum, mentioned
in the original article.
To obtain the best results in the
construction of the core, after each
lamination has been cut out and given
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one coat of shellac it should be allowed to dry and then be given a second coat. In constructing the transformer it will be found that the simplest method is to wind the coils upon
a cardboard tube having the same
shape as the core and then slip the
coil on the core after it has been wound
and bound to prevent it from coming
apart. Before starting the winding of
the coil lay several threads along the
winding form parallel to its axis and
spaced equally, four threads will be
sufficient. Have each thread about
four times as long as the coil is to be.
Shellac each thread to the coil form
at the ends in order to keep them out
of the way while the winding is in
progress. Now wind the coil on the
form and after it is completed the
ends of the threads can be unfastened
from the form and tied around the
coil before it is slid on to the core
thus preventing it from coming apart.
It is to be expected that a great many
different results will be obtained by
various experimenters from the use of
this device as there are a variety of

considerations that enter into its use
which cannot be changed by the constructor. One of these factors is the
exact condition of the A. C. line upon
which it is used, that is, the power factor of the line. The experimenter will
have no means of knowing what the
latter is, and even if he did, there
would be no means of varying it, so
the circuit must need a small amount
of experimentation to obtain the best
results.
The editors of this magazine would
be very glad to hear just what results
are obtained from this circuit by different experimenters so that any desirable matter can be passed through the
pages of this magazine to others who
are interested.

STATIONS WORKED AND HEARD
f.

Stations worked should be enclosed in brackets. All monthly lists of distant stations
worked and heard which are received by the 10th of each month will be published in the
next month's issue. For example, lists received by November 10th will be published
in the December issue. Spark and C. W. stations should be arranged in separate groups.

1BDI, 412 H. H. HALL, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine. (February)

CW-- 1AIP,1AKB,1AOK,(1AR),(GARY),
IAVR, (1AWB), TAXI, 1AZW,(1BAS),
1BCF, 1BDC, 1BDT fone, 1BEA, 1BEC,
(1BES), (1BFU), 1BH,IBJH, 1BKQ,1BKR
1BLA, (1BLE), 1BLN, 1BLT, 1BOQ,
(1BQE), 1BTI, (IBTU), 1BUA, (1BWJ),
1BYG, I CAC, 1 CAK,1CGG, 1 CGO, (1CGS ),
ICIK,1CIT,1CIV f one, (1CLI ),1CLN,1CLZ,
1CMK, 1CNF,1COD, 1CQG,(1CRA),1CRT,
1CTZ, 1CW, 1CY, 1IV, (10T) Forte, 1PT,
IQN, (1QP), (1RD), 1RZ, (1TS), lUN,
(1XM), 1XX, 1XAD fone, 1YK, 1ZE,

ADS, 2AQU, 2AWL,
BAJA,2A
2AJF, 22ALR?
Q,
2AWS, 2AXK, 2AYV, 2AZO, 2BAK,
2BAY, 2BB fone, 2BBB, (2BCF), 2BDM,
2BEA, 2BEB, 2BEH, 2BGI,(2BIG), 2BML,
2BNC, 2BNZ, 2BRC, 2BTW, (2BTZ),
2BUM, (2BXP), 2BYS, 2BZV, 2CAT,
2CAU, 2CBG, 2CCU, 2CCY, 2DK, 2DR,
2EH, 2FP, 2FG, 2JJ, 2KP, 2KV, 2L0, 2NZ,
20F, 20M, 2OU, 2PZ, 2SG, 2TP, 2UJ, 2VA,
2VD, (2WI), 2YE, 2ZY, 3AAY, 3ADT,
2

3ANO,) (3ANJ),3AOD, 3AOL, 3AQH,
3AQR, (3ASO), (3BA), (3BAG), 3BEC,
3BFW, 3BG, 3BHL, 3BIJ, 3BL, (3BLF),
3BNU, 3CA, 3CC, 3CG, 3CM, 3EM,
3FM, 3FS, 3IZ, 3KM, 3LC, 3LR, 3NH,
3NO fone, 3RF, (3SQ), 3VW, 3WF,
3ZAB, (3Z0), (3ZY), NZO, (NMW),
4BQ, (4BY), 4GL, 4FT, 4II, 5FV, SUU,
8AIZ, 8AMM, 8AMQ, 8AND, 8ANJ, 8ANR,
8AOA, (8AOB), 8A00, 8AQF, (8AQV),
8ARK, 8ASG, 8ASV, 8AVH, 8AWM,
8AWP, 8AWY, 8AXK SAYZ, 8BAE,
8BBD, 8BBK, 8BDO, 8BDU, (8BEF),
8BEI, 8BFU, 8BFX, 8BIL, 8BIZ, (8BK),
8BLT, 8BNJ, 8BOX, 8BRL, 8BUM, 8BUQ,
8BVR, 8BXH, 8BZY, (8CAZ), 8CFP,
8HMA, 8HT,(8JL), 8KS, 8LF, 8NB, 8NH,
8NI, (8LX), 80S, 8QB, 8QM, 8SP, (8TB),
8UJ, 8UK, (8VJ), 8VY, 8XV, 8YAA,
(9AAV), 9AG, 9AJH, 9AKR, 9ALS,

9 P99NX,

9DYN,) 9DV, 9HW,B(9I0),
9XAQ, 9XI, 9YAM, 9ZAF, 9ZJ.
Spark -1AA, lACO, 1ADL, )ADP,
1AHD, LAIT, IAKC, 1AKG, lAKY,
1AMD, (1AP0), IAPT, IARY, 1ASF,
lAW, 1BCF, 1BDL, 1BDT, IBFE, 1BGF,
1BGI, 1BHJ 1BHO, 1BHR, IBIR, 1B JE,
1BJS. (BJZ), 1BOQ, 1BRQ, IBQA, 1B D,
1BVB, 1CHJ, 1CM, 1CNI, (1CNP), 1CZ,
1DL, 1FU,1GM,(1GQ),1HO,1LZ,1OJ,1RV,
1SD, 1SN, 1UL, 1WQ, IYB, 1ZE, 2AAC,
2AAF, 2AC, 2AHU, 2AJE, 2ASL, 2AWF,
2AXK, 2BJ0, 2BK, 2BM, 2BSC, 2DA, 2EL,

2FP, 2JZ, 20M, 2PB, 2PZ, 2TS, 2WB,
2WM, 3ARM, 3BP, 3FB, 3FP, 3HJ, 30W,
3PB, 3RW, 3UC, 3UD, 3UQ, 3XM, 8AHH,
8AKQ, 8AMZ, 8AOA, 8ASO, 8AXY,
8AYN, 8BVS, 8TB, 8WH, 8WO, 9BP,
9DLX.

-F.

20M

B.

OSTMAN,

Ridgewood, N. J.

Spark. -LACK, 1ADC, (1ADL),(1AKC),
IAKG.(1AMD),(IAPO),(1ARY),(IAW ),
IBOQ, )1BQA. 1BQL, (1BRQ), (1BVB),
1BWY, 1BYG, 1CC, ICDJ, 1CHJ, 1CK,

(1CNI), (ICP), (ICZ), (IDY),
(1FM), (1GM). 1HO, 1IN,(1LZ),(IMA),
(10J), (IRV), 1SD, (1SN), (1WQ), 1YB,
1CM,
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9DCX 9DFX, (9DGX), 9DHG,
(9DKV), 9DLX 9DRK, 9DSO, 9DUG,
(9DWP), 9DYU, (9FK), 9GO 9GX, 9JN,
9JQ, 9LF 9MH, 9NQ, 90A, (ß0X), 9P0,
9PS, 9TL, (9UH), 9UU, 9VL, 9VV,
(9WK), 9WT, 9WW, 9YC, 9ZJ, 9ZN.
G W.-1AVR, (1AZW) 1BDI, 1BES,
1BQE, 1BUA, (1CAK), lES, 1PT, (1UT),
9DCV,

Distance Records
signals from a radio station
W HEN
are heard at unusual distances it

that the station is an efficient radiator of energy. The location, apparatus, construction and
operation of an efficient station is
therefore, of great interest to all
amateurs, and THE WIRELESS AGE
wants this information.
You are therefore requested to
send us a monthly list of distant
amateur Stations heard, which will
be published regularly. Report only
stations located 200 miles or more
distant from your station. Arrange
the calls by districts in numerical
is proof

order.
State whether the stations heard
use a spark or C. W. transmitter.
THE WIRELESS AGE will follow the
records closely and whenever possible
will secure and print illustrated articles on the stations consistently
heard over long distances, for your
benefit and the benefit of amateurs.
If a station is an efficient radiator
of energy, it should be given proper
credit in the history of amateur
progress, and at the same time you
will be given credit for efficiency in
receiving in having heard it, as your
name, address and call letters will be
published with all lists submitted by

you.-THE

EDITOR.

1YD, (2AWF), (2GK), 2PV, 2SZ, 2XQ,
3AAL, 3AAM, (3AC), 3ACK, 3AGT,
(3AHK), 3AIC, 3AJD, 3ALN, 3AOR,
3ARbf, (3ARN), 3ATZ, (3AUW), 3BFU,
JL3FB,B3F3óÓ 3
3BGT, 3BG,
3ÓÚ,
3IIDM
3RW, (3TA), 3TH, 3TJ, (3UC), 3UD,
(3US), (3XM), 3YV, (3ZZ) Canadians,

(3BP), (3EI), (3GE), (3GN), (3KG),

E

)4 4FD, GÑ,
4CPG4CX 4DH,(dDZ)T,(
4HS, 4XC, 4YA, 5AA, 5DA, 5EA, 5ER,
SFJ, 5HK, SJD, (5PY), SQS, (SXA),
SXU, 5ZL, 8AAV, 8ABG, 8ABO, 8ACF,
SAEC, (8AFA), SAFD, 8AFG, (8AGK),
8AH, 8AHF, 8AHH, (8AHQ), 8AHS,

8AMK (8AMZ), 8ÁNÓ,

(SALO),

NW,

8_

8AOH, 8AOW, 8APB, (8ARD), 8ASL,
8AUV, BAUX 8AVD, 8A O, 8AVT, 8AW,
8AWU, (8AC) 8AXO, 8AXQ, (8AXY),
(8AY), 8AYC, ($AYN), (8AYX), (8BA),
(8BAZ), (8BB0), (8BBU), (8BCK),

MY

8BK, Y(8BM)EP (8BN), 8B0, (8BRL),
8BTG. 8BU, 8BUN 8BVS, 8BXA, 8BXX,
(8BYP), (8CAY), 8CG, 8CP, (8EA),
(8EB), 8E0, (8EW), 8FA, (8FI), 8FZ,
8HD, 8HG, 8IH, 8IN, (8JJ), 8 L, (8KK),
8KU, (8KY), 8LB, (8LH), 8MR, 8MZ,
8NO, 8NZ, 8PL, (8QQ), 8RQ, (8RZ),
(8SP), 8TK, 8TT, (8UC), 8VH, 8VQ,
8VR, 8VW, (8WD), (8WE), (8W0),
8XE. 8YB, 8YV, 9AAW, 9ACB, 9ACN,
9AEK, (9AGR), 9AIG, 9AIP, (9AIU),
9AOE, 9APS, 9ASJ, 9ASN, (9AVP),
9AWZ, 9AZA, 9AZE, (9BP), (9CP).
'
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1ZE, 3AP, 3APA, 3AQR, 3ARW, 3BG,
3BIJ, 3BLF, 3BMJ, (3CG), 3SM, 3UB,
3ZY, 4BY, 4EW, 4FT 4GL, 4ID, 4II, 4ZE,
5BB, 5DA, SEK, SFV, 5KK, (5UU),
8ABB, 8ABV, 8ACB 8AGZ, 8AIG, 8AKJ,
SANJ, 8AQV, (8AWP), 8AXK, 8BDO,
8BNY, (8BUM,), 8BVR, BCAZ, 8NB 80S,
8UK, 8VL, 8ZV, 9BED, 9BM, 9DAX, 9I0,
9JL, 9KP, 9NX, (NOF), NZO.
201Z, PRESTON D. BALDWIN, Staten Island,
N. Y. (February)
C W -1AFU, 1AMZ, IARY, IAUR,
1BKQ, 1QW, 1ZE, 3NH, 3ZL, 8AZD,
8BKQ, 8BUQ, 8GW, 8LT, 80S.
Spark-ZAPO, IARY, 1BQL, 1CHG,
1CK, 1HO, 1LZ, 1ON, 1RV, 3AIC, 3AJD,
3AUW, 3AXK, 3DM, 3XM, 4EA, 8AFA,
8AFG, 8APB, 8ARD, 8AUX, 8AWN,
8AXY, 8AYN, 8AZD, 8BCK, 8BDY, 8B0,
8BOK, 8BRL, 80D, 8UC, 8VW, 8WD,
8WO, 8Y0, 9AGR, 9AWH, 9AZE, 9TL,
NOF, Canadian 3GE.
8ARC,

SYAA,

EDWARD

MANLEY,

328

Fourth Street, Marietta. Ohio. (February)
Spark -1AW, 1QP, (2BK),2EL, (20M),
2XI, 2AJE, 2BJQ, (2BSC), 3CG, 3DM,
3GM, 3GZ, 3HJ, 3PU, 3QW, 3TJ, 3XM,
3YP, 3ZO, 3ZS, 3ZZ, 3AHK, 3AIA.
3ALN, 3AOV, 3AUW, 3BFU, 4AG, 4AU,
4BI, 4CG, 4CH, 4CP, 4DH, 4GN, 4GU,
5DA, 5NS, SPY, SUC, 5WE, 5XB often,
5XI, 5XU often, SYE, 5ZL, (5ZAB),SANY,
8B0, 8CH, 8EB, 8FT, 8HG, (8IN), 80I,

8PT,8SP,(8UC),(8UK),8WE,8W0,(8XE),

8YU, 8ZA, 8ZAA, (8ZAC), 8ZP, 8AAV,
8AFG, 8AHS., (8AJT), 8AJX, 8AKW,
8AMZ, (8AN0), 8ARD, 8AUE, 8AUY,
8AVO, 8AYN, 8BBU, 8BDO, 8BFH,
8BHV, 8BUN, (8BXC), 8CAY, 8CHO,
9AR, 9AU, 9BP, (9CP),9FX, 9HR,(90X),
9RY 9UH, 9UU, 9WT, 9XM, 9YB, 9YC,
9YQ, 9YAE, (9ZJ), 9AAJ, 9ACH, 9ACY,
9AEY, 9AGR, 9AIG, 9AIR, 9AIU, 9ASJ,

9ASU, 9AVP, 9AXU, (9AZA) 9AZE,
9BKH, 9DCX, 9DDV, 9DFX, 9DHZ, 9DM J,
9DMM, 9DQQ, 9DSO, 9DZY, Canadians
3BP, (3GN), 3J0, 3KG, 3SL.
C. W.-1QN, 1TS, (1XM), 1YI, 1ZE,
1XAD fone, 1AGI, lAQW, lAVI, IAVR,
1AWB, 1AYL. 1AZW, 1BDI, 1BEA,
1BGF, (1BKQ fone), 1BNI, 1BZE, 1CGS,
1COD, 2FP, 2KY, 2L0, 2NZ, (2WI), 2XQ,
2ZK, 2AAB, 2AFP, 2AGB icw, 2AJF,
2ARY icw, 2AWF, 2AYV, 2BEB, 2BFX,
2BFZ, 2BNC, (2BTJ), 2BUM, 2CBG,

2CBR, 2CCD, 3BA, 3BG, 3CA, 3CG, 3CM,
3FM, 3FS, 3HG, 3IZ, 3JJ, 3KM, 30B,
3QV, 3RF, 3SQ, 3WF, 3XL, 3XW, 3ZO,
cw icw. fone, 3ZY, 3AAD, (3AAE), 3AAG,
3AAH, 3AAY, 3ADT, 3AFB, (3AHK

fone), 3AJD, 3AEN, 3ALN, 3AMJ, 3AQR,
3BEC, 3BER, (3BHL), 3BIJ, 3BIY, 3BLF,
4AZ, (4BK), 4BQ, 4BY, 4CL, 4CO, 4CY,
4DC, 4EN, 4EU, 4FT, 4GL, 4GU, 4HW,
4ID, 4JH, 4YA, 4ZE, SEK, 5FV.. (5J8),
5JD, 5KP, SKU, 5NZ, STG, SUU, 5XA,
5XU, SZA, 5ZL, (5ZU), 5ZAP, (5AAM),
SALE, 6ZF ten watts. 6ZZ, (8AK), 8BK,

EXPERIMENTERS' WORLD

APRIL, 1922

880,

8BU, 8CG, 8DR, 8HJ, 8JL, 8JW,
BJZ, 8NI, (80C), 80W, 8QB, 8SP, 8UJ,
8UK, 8VJ, 8VQ, 8VY, 8WR, 8XAE cw
fone, 8ZG, 8ZP, 8ZV, 8ZZ, 8ZAE, 8AAO,
8ADG, 8AGO, 8AGZ, HAIG, 8AIM, 8AI0,
(8AJV), 8AMF, 8AM1M, HAND, 8ANT,

8ARD, 8ARI, 8ARU, 8ASB, 8AVD,
8AWP, 8AWY, (8AWZ), 8AXK, 8AYZ,
8BAE, SBBD, 8BBK, 8BBU, 8BDU, 8BEX,
8BFX, 8BLT, 8BNJ, 8BNY, 8BOX, 8BOZ,
SBOM, 8BUM, 8BUN kw, 8BUQ, 8BUX,
SBXH, 8CAB, 8CAX, 8CBR, 8CGX, 8CLD,
9AS, 9CA, (9DV), 9EI, 9EK, 9EL, 9FM,
9GK, 9HW, 9I0, 9IZ, 9KP, (9LE), (9NX),
90X, 9PI, 9PS, 9UK, 9VW, 9WC, 9WK,
(9WU), 9XM kw, 9XAC, 9ZL, 9ZAC,
9ZAF, 9ZAI, 9AAS, 9AAV, 9AFD, 9AFF,
9AJA, 9AJP, 9ALS, 9AU, 9AOF, 9APT,
9ARK, 9AWM, 9BBF, 9BED, (9BKZ),
(9BLO dalite), 9BRL, 9BSG, (9DAM
fone), 9DCF, 9DEH, 9DTA, 9DTS,
9DYQ,
9DYN,
9DZQ,
Canadian
(3KE), KDHW, KDKA fone, NMW,
WBL fone, WDY fone, WHA, WOU icw,
WXY fone, WUBC.

5XS, 5YE, 5ZAA, 5ZAB, 7AN, 8AEA,
8AMZ, 8AXY, 8AKW, 8AWY, 8ABU,
8AYN, 8AHH, 8BEP, 8BIW, 8BUM,
8BXX, 8BKA, 8CEZ, 8CP, 8BCO, 8FI,
8IQ, 8QE, 8JJ, 8LB, 8LQ, 8LS, 80I, 8PL,
8UC, 8VW' 8WE, 8WO, 8WZ, (8XE),
8XAE, 8YU, 8YV, (8ZA), 8ZAC, (8ZP),
8ZN, 8ZY, 9ACB, 9AAY, 9AAW, 9AVP,
9BPC, 9DFX, 9DZY, 9DHZ, 9DSO, 9DFZ,
9HJ, (90X), 9PC, 9KI, 9LZ, 9SJ,
9WK, 9XAC, 9YA, (9YAE), 9YB, 9YQ,
9ZJ.
8ZG, A. J. MANNING, Salem, Ohio. (February)
Spark -1CK, IAEV, Canadian 3GN,
3CA, 3DM, 3NB, 3TA, (3XM), 3ALN,
4BI, 4BQ, 4CX, 4EA, 4XC, 4YB, SFJ, 5PY,
5SM, SXA, SXB, SXC, 5XQ, (5XU), 5YE,
5ZO, 5ZZ, 8ZY, 9AP, 9HR, 9ME, 9MC,
9TL, 9UH, 9WT, 9XA, 9YC, 9YQ, (9ZJ),
9ACY, 9AGR, 9ANQ, 9DFX,
9DXM,
9DZY, (9YAE).
C W -113H, IMP, 1NE, (ITS), 1QN,
IAFV, 1ARY, 1AZW, (1BEA), 1BDI,
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8AL, 8ALT, 8A00, 8AQV, 8ARW, 8ASB,
8AVD, 8AWM, 8AWP, 8BK, 8BLW, 8B0,
8BOX, 8BSQ, 8BUM, 8BVT, 8BZJ, 8CAG,
8CFP, 8CLD, 8CW, 8GW, 8JU, 80W, 8U3,
8UK, 8VY, 8WY, 8ZZ, 9AJA, 9AKR,
9AMB, 9BED, 9BJV, 9BLO, 9BMD, 9DAM,
9DTW, 9DV, 9DYN, 9DZQ, 9FM, 9KP,
9LE, 9PG, 9PI, 9PS, 9WD, 9XAI, 9XAQ,
9ZAC, 9ZAF, 9ZE.
Phone-2XAI, 2XJ, 9XM, 9ZAF, NOF,

KDKA, KDOW, KUXV (Avalon), KYW,
WBL, WBZ, WHA, WJZ, WRR.

BXU, NEWTON O. BURNETT, Cornell IInivarsity, Ithaca, N. Y. (February)

4BA, 4BQ, 4BT, 4CO, 4CX, 4DC, 4EU,
4EW, 4FT, 4GL, 4JE, 4YA, 4YB, SAAM,
5DA, 5DO, 5EK, 5FV, SHK, 5JB, 5NZ,
5UU, 5XB, 5XU, SZA, SZAK, SZAP, 5ZU,
6XAD, 6ZF, 6ZZ, 7ZM, 9AAP, 9AAS,
9AAU, 9AAV, 9ACB, 9ACE, 9ACY, 9AEK,
9AAF, 9AFT, 9AIR, 9AJA, 9AJH, 9AJP,
9ALP, 9ALS, 9AMR, 9AOU, 9ARG, 9AS,
9OAU, 9AUA, 9AVN, 9AVP, 9AWN,
9AXF, 9AXU, 9AYH, 9AYS, 9AZX, 9BBF,

8VY, I. M. LOUWAERT, Kalamazoo, Mich.

(February)

(INE), (1XM), (2NZ), (3CM), (3EN),
(3FN), (3ZY), (4BY), (4C0), (4FT),
(4GL), (4YA), (5FV), (5ZA), (8CP),
(8HJ), (8IH), (8QB), (8UK), (8YN),
(8AIW), (8ALV), (8AVH), (8AXK),

(8BDU),

(8BEX),

(8BLT),

(8BLW), (8CGM), (8CLD), (9EK),
(9FM), (9JL), (9KP), (9LE), (9PS),
(9SJ), (9XI), (9XT), (9AAS), (9AF0),
(9ALG), (9AJH), (9AJP), (9AUA),
(9AVZ), (9AYS), (9BED), (9BJV),
(9ADZ), (9DAZ), (9DTJ), (9DUN),
(9DZQ), (9DZI), (9FLO), (9MDM),
(9ZAC), (NOF), (WUBC).

8ZAE, B. P. WILLIAMS, 3220 Orleans Street,

Pittsburgh, l'a. (February and March)

C W- (1AFV), 1AGI, 1ANQ, 1ARY,
lAWB, (1AZW), 1BAB, 1BKQ, 1BRQ,
IBH, IBUA, 1CIK, 1DF, 1FF, III,, 1PT,
(1QP), 1QR, ITS, lUN, 1XM, 1ZE, 2AAB,
2AJW, 2AJF, (2AKO), 2AYQ, (2AWF),
2BG, 2BFZ, 2BGH, 2BEH, 2BNZ, 2BEB,
2BRB, 2BAK, 2BB, 2BEA, 2BML, 2BXP,
2CCU, 2CBG, 2FD, 2KP, 2NZ, 2SQ, 2VA,
2VH, 2WB, 2WP, 2XB, 2XJ, 2XI, 2YE,
(2ZK), 3AAD, (3AAY), 3ALN, 3AQH,
(3AQP), (3AQR), (3APA), 3AHK,
3AGN, 3ANY, 3AOU, 3ARY, 3ANJ, 3BZ,
3BHL, 3BLF, 3BG, 3BP, 3BEC 3CA, 3CG,
3FM, 3FS, 3GH, (3HG), 3HJ, 3HQ, 3HEC,
3IQ, 3IZ, 3LR, 3NH, 3CM, 3SJ, 3RF, 3UN,
3VW, 3XAA, 3YV, (3Z0), (3ZY), 3ZAB,
4AS, 4BQ, 3BY, 4BF, (4DS), 4EN, 4EW,
(4EL), 4EH, 4GL, 4HW, 4ID, 4II, 4XD,
4YA, 4ZE, 4ZF, 5DA, 5FY, 5FV, (5UU),
5ZA, 5ZAP, 6ZA, 6ZZ, (8AM), (8AQV),
(8ADG), 8AXC, 8AXK, 8ASV, 8AWZ,
(8AGZ), (8ARW), 8AWP, (8AWY),
8AVD, 8AMU, SAND, 8AIM, 8AFG,

BANJ,

8ABV, 8AOB, 8AMD, 8AQZ,
8AQI, 8AQF, 8AJD, 8AMF, 8AMW,
(8BK), 8BAE, 8BOX, (8BCA), 8BQV,
BBMV, 8BMS, 8BEF, 8BBK, 8BXA, 8BZH,
8CAZ, 8CAE, 8CGT, 8CFS, 8CGY, 8CGX,
(8CLW), 8EA, SEM, (8GE), 8GV, 8HJ,
8I13, (8JL), 8JS, 8NI, 8NB, 8PT, 8QR,
8RH, 8SP, 8VY, 8XB, 8XAE, 8XE,
(8YAC), (8ZZ), (8ZG), (8ZV), 9AL,
9AAV, 9AAS, 9AAY, 9APV, (9AJH),
9AKR, 9BRL, 9DAM, 9DTS, 9DYN, 9DTJ,
9HK, 9HW, 9KP, 9LQ, 9I0, (9PS), 9WK,
9DV, 9ZAF, 9ZG, 9ZL, (NMW), NOF,
NSF, WOC. WHA, WWJ, WJZ, WBZ,
WYCB, WBL, WDY, WGY, NZO,
KDOW, KYW, (DF1), BF-5, AN -5,
DM -7.
Spark-lAW, IAEV, 1AYL, 1BEP,
1BOQ, ICC, 1I10, 10E, 2AS, 2AJE, 2BK,
20M, 2QR, 2TF, 2TK, 2TP, 2WB, 3ALN,
3BA, 3BP, 3BFU, 3EA, 3FB, 3GO, 3F0,
3JL, 3J0. 3KG, 3HG, 3HJ, 3LI, 3QJ, 3US,
3XM, 3XT, 3XV, 3ZO, (3ZS), 4BQ, 4GN,
SAA, SPY, 5XB, 5XK, 5XE, 5XA, SXU,

A

class of radio students at Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.

1BKQ, 1CGS, 2GR, 20M, 2WB, 2WP,
2AAB, 2AAX, 2ADV, 2AFP, 2AKO,
2AYV, 2AZZ, 2BAK, 2BED, 2BFX, 2BFZ,
2BGM, 2BRB, 2CCD, 3BA, 3BG, 3CG, 3CM,
3EA, 3EM, 3FM, 3FS, 3FP, 3HG, 3HJ,
3HW, 3LQ, 3KM, 3LC, 3LR, 3PD, 3RF,
3RW, 3VA, 3ZO, (3ZY), 3AAD, 3ADT,
3AFU, 3AJD, 3ALN, 3ANJ, 3ASK, 3AQR,
3BIJ, 3BLF, 3CCD, (4BK), 4BQ, 4BT,
4BY, 4CA, (4EL), 4EN, 4FT, 4GL, 4ID,
4II, 4KK, 4LE, 4YA, 4ZC, 4ZE, 4ZF, SDA,
(5FV), 5JB, SKU, 5NZ, 5QS, SUU, 5YI,
5ZA, SZX, 6ZF, 7ZH, 8VY, 9AG, 9AZ,
9DV, 9EI, 9FM, 9GL, 9GO, 9HK, 9HM,
9HW, 9II, 9I0, 9KP, (9NS), 9NX, 9PG,
9PS, 9SJ, 9SS, 9QY, 9VD, 9WU, 9X1,
9XM, 9ZB, 9AAU, 9AAV, 9AFT, 9AJA,

9BDI, 9BED, 9BHE, 9BIK, 9BJV, 9BKZ,
9BLO, 9DV, 9DWP, 9DY, 9DYU, 9DZI,
9FM, 9HW, 9HY, 9JL, 9JN, 9KP, 9LE,
9LF, 9LW, 9NX, 90X, 90U, 9PG, 9PS,
9RC, 9SJ, 9UU, 9VAE, 9VE, 9WS, 9WT,
9WU, 9XAE, 9XAQ, 9XI, 9XM, 9YA,
9YAE, 9YAJ, 9YB, 9ZAC, 9ZAF, 9ZJ,
9ZL, 9ZN, 9ZT, 9ZV, 9ZX, 9BP, 9BPG,
9BRL, 9BSG 9BVL, 9CA, 9CJ, 9DAX,
9DCK, 90ES, 9DF, 9DGE, 9DHB, 9DHZ,
9DIW, 9DNG, 9DSO, 9DTN. Ones, twos,
threes, and eights too numerous to mention.
8BXX, HOMER FORSCHMER, 7 Ford Ave.,
Norwalk, Ohio. (1 tube) (February)
Spark -lARY, 1BVK, 2AZY, (2GK),
(2JZ), 20M, 3AJD, 3DM, 4CG, 5BY,
(5HK), 513E, SPY, 5SM, 5TU, SUC, 8AAD,

9BBF, 9BED, 99BRIK, 9BLO,
9BLY, 9BRL, 9DGM, 9DKI, (9DHB),
9DTJ, 9DWJ, 9DVA, (9ZAE), 9ZAF,
SYR, MIAMI UNIVERSITY, Oxford, Ohio.
(February)
Spark -2BK, 2EL, 3GE Can., 3HJ, 3XJ,
3XM, 3XW, 3ZX, 5EW, 5PD, 5UC, 5XB,
5XU, 8AAR, 8AJT, 8AOH, 8AXY, 8CGZ,
8CHB, 8IN, 8SP, 8ZZ, SXA, 8ZP, 9AEY,
9ASN, 9B00, 9CA, 9DIW, 9JN, 9XI,
9YAE, 9YAK, 9ZX.
C W -1ARY, 1AZW, 1BAI, IBDI, 1BES,
IBKQ, IBUA, 1BWJ, 1COD, 1EZ, 1QN,
1XM, 1ZE, 2AAB, 2BAK, 2BTJ, 2FP,
2NZ, 3AAD, 3ADE, 3AEY, 3ALN, 3AQR,
3BA, 3BED, 3BNU, 3CM, 3EM, 3HJ, 3IZ,
3LR, 3RF, 3XAA, 3ZO, 3ZY, 4BQ, 4BY,
SEW, 4FT, 4GL, 4GU, 4KA, 4XD, 4YA,
5AAM, 5FV, 5JB, 5KP, 5NZ, 5UU, 5XT,
6ZZ, 8ADG, 8AGO, 8AGZ, 8AIO, SALB,

8AFG,) (8ASL ,S8AVVT88AOWT,(S8AXC,

(9AKR),
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8EB, 8LB, 8UC, )8W0, 8YVG(9A
(9AAW),

(9AGR), (9AIG), (9AJH),
(9ALU), 9AOG, 9A0J,
(9APH),
(9APK), 9AQM,
(9AR),
(9ARZ), (9ASJ), (9AVX), 9AYW, 9AZF,
9BCF, (9BDC), 9BHM, 9BMN, (9BP),
9CP, 9CN, (9DEL), 9DHZ, 9DKQ, 9DKV,
9DLQ, 9DNC, 9DNI, (9DPB), 9DQQ,
(9DSD), (9DWX), 9DXT, (9DYY),
(9DZE), (9DZI), 9FK, 9IB, 9IF, (9IV),
(9KI), 9LF, 9TU, (9UU), (9VL), 9WH,
(9WT),
C W IÁ Y, (1BKQ), 2BNZ, 2FP,
3AQR, 4DS, 6XAD, (8ABO), 8AHR,
9ALM, 9ALO,

8BBK,
8CAZK)(
9AJA,9 JH, 9AJP,
9ALS, 9DCR, 9PS, AN5 fone, WJZ, WBL,
KDKA, KDOW.
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MERTZ, Mt. Carroll, Ill.(March)

W-1ARY, 1BCG, 2BCH, (2BFZ),

Amateur Station

(2BGH), 2BIS, (2SQ), (2ZV), (3BZ),
(3CA), 3CM, 3FS, (3Z0), (3ZY), 4BK,

K fone( 5KP, (5Á fo e),
5ZV, 5ZY, 6ZF, 6ZG, 8AGZ, 8AQE, 8AQV,
5FT(5FV)

Call List

5

8ARW, (8AWP), 8AWY, 8BEQ, (8BFX),
8BOX, 8CFS, 8BO, 8EB, 8GE, 8ZB,
(8ZG), (8ZZ), 9AAS, 9AAY, (9AFF),

Owing to lack of space in
this issue of THE WIRELESS AGE the List of Amateur Station Calls will be
published in the May issue
instead of this issue as

9ARO, 9ÁUÁ 9AWM, (9BÉD B (9BIG),
9DKQ, 9D M, 9ZAF, 9FM, 9HK fone,
9ID, (9NX), (9WC), (9ZE), (9ZY).
Spark-3XM, 4BQ, 5BY, 5EK, (5F0),
5HK, 5IS, 5XB, 5XJ, (5XU), 5ZL, 5ZZ,
8BEP, 8FG, 8FI, 8NZ, 8UC, 9ACH,
(9ACL), 9AEG, 9A0J, 9AQE, 9ASF,
9AUH, 9AWX, 9AYW, 9AZA, 9BHD,
(9BJA), 9BUO,
(9AXO),
(9DFX),
(9DHD), 9DQQ, 9DUG, (9YAK), (9CS),
(9EE), (9GC), (9MS), 9YN.

announced last month.

PRICE

$1.00
Nickel Plated with Bakelite Base

Queries Answered
NSWERS will be given in this departent to questions of subscribers,
covering the full range of wireless
subjects, but only those which relate to the
technical phases of the art and which are
of general interest to readers will be published here. The subscriber's name and
address must be given in all letters and
only one side of the paper written on;
where diagrams are necessary they must
be on a separate sheet and drawn with
India ink. Not more than five questions of
one reader can be answered in the same
issue. To receive attention these rules must
be rigidly observed.
Positively no questions answered by mail.
.

H. W., West Concord, Minn.
Q. 1. Will it make an difference in the
strength of signals received, if the aerial is
close to lightning rods?
Ans. 1. No appreciable affect.
Q. 2. What makes the squealing and
whistling in receivers?
Ans. 2. Probably due to improper tuning
of your receiving set.
E. T. C., Highland, N. Y.
Q. 1. What type of tuner using three
honeycomb coils do you consider most ef-

fective?
Ans. 1. Standard wiring diagram employing primary, secondary and tickler coils.
Q. 2. May a given type of amplifier be used
just as efficiently for short wave length as

.

long?
Ans.

2. Yes.
Q. 3. Please publish formula for deter-

WMC

mining the wavelength?
Ans. 3. Approximately 4.4 to 4.8 times the
total length of the aerial from the extreme
far end to the apparatus.

DETECTOR

M. B., Canajoharie, N. Y.

WESTFIELD MACHINE CO., Westfield, Mass.

Q. 1. Dr. Goldsmith in his book Radio
Telephony refers to the Dieckmann Electrostatic shield. Is there any description of
this shield published?
Ans. 1. We are unable to ascertain the location of any exact constructional data as
this electrostatic shield has not been applied
commercially. Its construction would necessitate considerable experimenting but will
undoubtedly repay you for the time spent.

H., Moorhead, Minn.
Q. 1. What is the most satisfactory way
of varying the 0B" battery voltage, either
C.

Individual Battery
Charging At Last
Practical and Efficient

PORTABLE

potentiometer or switching arrangement.
Does a potentiometer shorten the life of the
battery?

RRECCTIIFIER

Improved vibrating reed type with single
screw adjustment. Mechanism simple and
durable. Operation certain. Automatically
tapering charge safeguards against overcharging. Higher charging rate at lower cur rent cost. Automatically introduces charge
through proper terminal.

Ans. 1. This is the most satisfactory circuit for use in connection with the UV -200
detector tube. The adpustment is very
tery,
critical but when used the results are surprising. A tapped B battery does not perPrice Complete - - $18.00
mit of close enough adjustment. The adWest of Rocky Mts. - $17.00
justment of the A battery current and B
battery potential are both very critical. The
Write for Bulletin giving full information.
potentiometer in this case will not affect
MANUFACTURING
STERLING
CO.
THE
the life of either A or B batteries.
Q. 2. Could you give me some simple diCLEVELAND,
OHIO
AVENUE
2832 PROSPECT
rections for they winding of an efficient due Over two octillion Sterling Instruments in use today.
lateral coil?
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
Radiophone and Automobile Batteries from Lamp Socket.
For Charging

Initial charging

Rate, 6 -volt
10 amperes.

Bat-
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Ans. 2. We are unable to give you any
data on this coils as it has not been released
by the manufacturers. Hints on this subject have appeared in previous articles of
this magazine.
Q. 3. Please give me specifications-num ber of turns and gauge of wire, and number
of coils needed to receive the shortest wavelengths up to those emitted by the Long
Island station. Ans. 3. See above.
Q. 4. Please give the best circuit using 1
bulb; 2 variable condensers, (21 and 43
plate); 1 fixed condenser and a set of three
coils. Including the proper batteries and resistances.
Ans. 4. Here is your diagram:

Fig. 1A, lb, Fig. 2a, Fig. 2b and 2c not successful?
Ans. 1. These are only satisfactory in the
case of very small power outfits on account
of the fact that microphone is in the high
potential circuit and is required to handle
considerable current which would result in

V_

G. S. H., Suffolk, Va.
Q. 1. Would you be so kind as to give

the writer detailed specifications for the
building of the radiophone as per the
sketch shown on page 31 of the January
1922 issue of THE WIRELESS AGE; that is, a
list together with the capacities, inductances,
etc., of the different parts? I expect to
use two five -watt Radiotron tubes.

socket, grid leak, grid condenser, A and B
batteries. I have used several hook -ups but
I cannot hear any telephone stations although I am but 40 miles from three large
stations. Kindly give hook -up to receive
telephone stations with the above instrument using either a Radiotron or Cunningham U. T. 1.
Ans. 1. Here is your diagram:
Q. 2. How is a regenerative coupler
made? I have seen this shown in many
loose coupler hook-ups. The hook -up No.
4, page 27 of the October, 1920 issue of THE
WIRELESS AGE shows one.
Ans. 2. There are a good many types of
couplers using three coils for regenerative
reception but the hook -up given in the previous answer will regenerate with the ordinary loose coupler. You would do well to use
both variable condensers but the circuit will
work without either, although results will
not be as satisfactory.

2/ P/o%Cond.

43 P/o%%nd
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burning out the microphone if used with
larger outputs.
Q. 2. Why are they not used very much?
Ans. 2. See answer No. 1.
Q. 3. What are the disadvantages?
Ans. 3. See answer No. 1.
Q. 4. What is the most satisfactory tuner,
the loose coupler or coils?
Ans. 4. Either will work well if handled
properly.
T. W., Grass Valley, Calif.
Q. 1. I have a loose coupler, rheostat,

I. S., Coshocton, Ohio.
Q. 1. I would like to build

a 5 -watt
vacuum tube transmitter, but having 32 volt
direct current from a farm lighting plant,
I do not know just how to build the transformer to suit this current.
Ans. 2. In this case you would have to
employ a motor -generator as D. C. cannot
be stepped up or down by a transformer.
You may use the batteries to light the
filament of your tubes. Be sure the voltage
is correct.

OUT APRIL 3rd, 1922- -PRICE $1.00
Á M A}EIIR
?h

6Y.

Ans. 1.
Coil 1, 25 turns spaced % " -6" diameter.
Coil 2, 25 turns spaced % " -5" diameter.
C. -.002 mfds.
L. -1% Henry Choke.
M. -Any standard microphone transformer.
R. C. A. UP 414 is designed to he used
with the UV 202 tubes.
Leak-2500 or 5000 ohms.
Grid Condenser-.002 mfds.

F. R. K., Bremerton, Wash.
Q. 1. Why are the systems shown

DIRECTORY:
CORRECTED TO 11IARCH 15TH
Complete List of AB Amateur Stations in the United States including Special and

Broadcasting Stations.

Notes on the Construction of a completo Receiving Set and Calibration of a Receiving Set
Without the Use of a Wavemeter.
At Your Dealer or

RADIO DIRECTORY & PUBLISHING CO.
45

Vesey Street, New York City
I)o Not Send Stamps

lin

ILLINOIS RADIO ENGINEERING CO., INC.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

OF THE HOLTZ RADIO STORAGE BATTERIES

3609 WEST 26TH STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.

DISTRIBUTORS

OF

APPARATUS AND

RADIO

USE

A -P

PARTS

TUBES

THE TUBE THAT IS USED BY THOSE WHO KNOW"

USE

HOLTZ RADIO
DURABILITY

AND

JOBBERS AND DEALERS WRITE.

NOTE:

STORAGE BATTERIES

FOR

EFFICIENCY

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORIES GRANTED

1922 EDITION OF OUR CATALOG WILL BE READY ABOUT MAY

1sT.
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Stanton's WIRELESS Bulletin

Dealers and Radio Citizens
Order Your Needs From Our
LARGE AND COMPLETE ASSORTED STOCK
COMPLETE SETS
PARTS OF ALL KINDS
Largest Stock Radiotrons and Kenotrons in U.
Write for our new (,rice list No.

LUDWIG

S. A.

100 -E

Authority

The

on

Wireless Stocks

Spanish Marconi
Canadian Marconi
American Marconi
Federal Tel. & Tel.
English Marconi
De Forest Radio Tel. & Tel.
We make firm markets in all the above stocks
Send for Free Bulletin
Radio Corp. of America

FRANK T. STANTON & CO.

Ludwig Hommel & Co.

35 Broad St.. N. Y.

Broad 5819

Fernando St.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

C

530 -534
MMELa

co.

THIS SEAL INSURES
you of continued satisfaction

"ACE RADIO CONCERT RECEPTOR"

A

ACE
E

y

Latest
Bulletins
sent

on receipt
of five cents

postage.

A

PIONEER ELECTRIC COMPANY
170 Broadway
- New York

E

"Superior" Receiving Set $4.75

ACE
4

in cabinet complete
as shown. Guaranteed to bring in signals as loud or
louder than any

Licensed under Armstrong Patent 1,113,149

Type TRU Concert Receptor

-

-

-

$50.00

This unit is especially designed for the efficient reception of Radio Telephone Concerts
from even the most distant Broadcasting Stations. The ease with which this Receptor
can be installed and the extreme simplicity of operation make it ideal for use by even
the most inexperienced. No previous knowledge of radio necessary to secure results.
We stock a complete line of Radio Supplies and maintain a prompt, reliable Mail Order
Service that reaches all over the world.
Send Sc in stamps for catalog to Dept. "C"

THE PRECISION EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

other crystal set
made, regardless of
price. We will prove
this to your satisfaction or refund
your money.
Parts for "SUPERIOR" Set ready for assembling, $3.25

Genuine "Steinmetz" Tested Galena

Absolutely the most sensitive that can be
had. In sealed tin box 15e
At your dealers or

STEINMETZ WIRELESS MFG. CO,
Pittsburgh, Pa-

5706 Penn Avenue,.

Manufacturers, Distributors and Retailers of Radio Apparatus

PEEBLES CORNER, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Radio 8XiB,

Cable Address "ACE. Cincinnati."

W-ù1'H

Wad

Keys

Receivers

LISTEN TO THE WORLD'S MUSIC WITH
TRESCO$10
TUNERS
AND

K. D. Condensers
11 plate
21 Plate
41 Plate
Add Parcel

$1.50
2.25
3.20

'fresco Binding
Post, 10 for $1.00
Add P. P.
A 24 -Page Catalog
for 10e

Etc.

Phones

HIGH GRADE

WIRELESS APPARATUS

TRES CO

Post
Davenport, Iowa
Licensed under Armstrong Patent No. 1.113,149

Jacks
Plugs

Micro-

Lgm

lac ic

COMPANY

State and 84th Streets,

Chicago,

t'

ç 4

WARNING!
While we try to adequately supply the newstand demand for The WIRELESS AGE the safe way of getting
your copy is to give your newsdealer a standing order or place your yearly subscription with him. Now is a good
time to do it.
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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DEPENDABILITY

Vacuum Arresters
Are not alone the highest
type of lightning protection but protect instruments against damage from

KEI'rPNDY

Quality
ualrt

static disturbances.

EQ1ÚII

RECO3I MENDED AND USED
By Radio Clubs, Manufac-

\

T

Service

turers, Radio Engineers and

U. 8. Army.
APPROVED AND LISTED BY
NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE
UNDERWRITERS, E L E CTRICAL No. 3082.
GIVE AUTOMATIC PROTECTION
Carried By All Dealers

L. S. BRACH MFG.16CO.
Manufacturers of Lightning Arresters for

Years

NEWARK, N. J.

ewCatat

=402.%

,

KENNEDY-TYPE 220 INTERMEDIATE WAVE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER, WITH TYPE 525 TWO
STAGE AMPLIFIER -- EFFECTIVE RECEPTION
ON WAVE LENGTHS FROM 175 TO 3100 METERS.

pr
off diepress

.6//
24-Hour

Service
We pay
all
Shipping
Charges
Get the

latest
Don't buy
till you
see thie

catalog.

Learn

up -to -date.

Keep

about all the big recent
improvements in radio apparatus.
84 pages chuck full of
best and biggest values of
Amerla's 51 leading
manufacturers. Most complete, including everything.
TWO N -S LEADERS:
Red -Head Radio phones,
3000 ohms, military
head band with cord
complete. Per pair.
Arlington Tested Crystals,
(h alena or Silicon.
Certified s u p e rC
sensitive. Crystal
Write for Bog Free
Catalog Today

All Kennedy regenerative receivers are licensed
under Armstrong U. S. Patent No. 1,113,149

The Kennedy type 220 Intermediate -Wave regenerative receiver with
type 525 Two stage Amplifier represents, we believe, the greatest quality
value on the market today, considering the scientific design, excellent workmanship, superior finish and performance.
The Type 525 two stage Amplifier matches perfectly the Type 220 Receiver in height, depth, and finish.
The Panels are polished formica, machine engraved and the Cabinet is
genuine solid walnut, hand rubbed finish.
The Kennedy high quality standard is evident in this handsome and
serviceable equipment.

n

$8

25

THE NEWMAN -STERN COMPANY
Ohio.

Newman -Stern Building,

Cleveland.

Bulletins 201 and 501 describing these units, sent on request.

KNOTT'S
FOR

(GAS

SURE
ANI)

GROUND
i'i 1'1.;

YHE COLIN

WATER

Nickeled

G

o
I

I

DY COMPANY

NCORPORATED

RIALTO BUILDING

$1.00
Post Paid

DON'T FORGET that WIRELESS AGE advertisers like to know
where you saw their advertisement.
When writing to them give this information.
It will be appreciated.

If contemplating Installing

a RADIOPHONE, write
for
QUESTIONNAIRE and get expert information by personal
letter (and not a profusion of catalogues) starting you
RIGHT on your individual conditions and requirements.

E. R. Knott Machine Co.
11OSTON '27.

SAN FRANCISCO.

31.\NS.

Bunnell Instruments Always Satisfy
and Best
Detectors Simplest
Our JoveBeware
of Infringing Imitations

Tested and Guaranteed Galena, 25 Cents
Sample mailed for $2.00
etc., are high grade but inexpensive
Our Keys, Spark Gaps, Condensers, Transformers,
Company Type B "Cyclone" Audlon
Ghsgao Patent

.l.

Distributors of Standard Electrical Novelty
Batteries. Also DeForest and all other makes of High -Class Wireless Apparatus
Send stamp for our No. 42 -W Catalog

H. BUNNELL & CO.

-

-

-

32

Park Place, New York City, N. Y.

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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WARREN RADIO LOOP
NO

WIRELESS

NO

A

CATALOGUE

S

E

Whether you are Interested
in a complete radio receiving outfit, or a half a dozen
binding posts, you'll find
the
rticular instrument,
best for your needs, in Cor
win's Catalcitue. Send 10e,
(credited to your first order)
for your copy today! Where's
the nearest mail -box?

T

R

A

T

I

A

I

L
If Dad

A.H.CORWIN

C

Says-

&ä

4 W. Park St. Dept. C

"NO AERIAL ON THIS HOUSE"
don't allow his OEM to worry you

Newark NewJersey

but purchase a

WARREN RADIO LOOP

The LOOP that made the Radio Roller Chair famous on the Boardwalk
at Asbury
Park, N. J.

Is just the thing for an apartment or den.
Is light in weight and easily portable.
Is produced under a new principle of winding.
Is wholly enclosed, thereby protecting the winding.
Is used in place of an outside aerial.
Is a regular indoor aerial.
Is adapted for receiving In moving vehicles.
Takes the "tic" from static.

The Sixth Edition
IS READY !

Eliminates all danger from lightning.
Can be used without tuner.
Can be used with any receiving instrument.

It includes all the
LATEST PRICES ON
EVERYTHING

This picture of the Radio
Roller Chair showing the

WARREN RADIO

LOOP was used as cover
designs o n "Wireless
Age" and "Radio News"
and featured in many
o ther magazines and
newspapers in the United
States.

Send Now
For Your Free Copy
of this

Indispensable Price
DICTIONARY

Send your order through your dealer or direct to us with his name.

Type -A -737 (300 -700 meters)
Type -A -7236 (175 -1000 meters)

$10.00
$12.00

V -DE -CO RADIO MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. W, Asbury Park, N. J.
Send for Bulletin No. M -101

IN

Western Radio Electric Co.
637 So. Hope St.
274 Twelfth St.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Oakland, Cal.
OPERATING KINEMA THEATRE
RADIOPHONE
Call ROG, Los Angeles

GREAT DEMAND BY WIRELESS OPERATORS

Genuine (Old Style) Single Lever
IMPROVED Martin

VIBROPLEX

The Genuine Old Style Single Lever Improved Martin Vibroplex is in great demand by experienced wireless operators because it transmits Clearer. Faster signals than is possible on the
ordinary key, and because it reduces muscular effort to the minimum.
This world-famed sending machine holds all long distance sending records in land, cable and
radio service. In addition to the features which made these records possible, the IMPROVED
VIBROPLEX embodies a number of improvements designed to make it even more valuableto

wireless operators.

NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES
Improved Trunnion Lever
Extra Heavy Contact Pointe. Throughout
Convenient Size
Improved Design
Whether actively engaged in Radio service or an experimenter, you'll need the IMPROVED
VIBROPLEX to complete your equipment. BUY NOW!

Japanned Base

-

$17.00

$19.00

ASK ANY EXPERIENCED

825 Broadway, New York

J. E. ALBRIGHT, President.

Nickel -Plated Base

Remit by Money Order or Registered Mail

THE VIBROPLEX COMPANY, INC., Dept. WA,

gesoll*
The Vibroplex is used by Code Instructors of Radio Institute of America,
(formerly Marconi Institute), America's
Foremost School for Instruction in
Radio Telegraphy, in Teaching Code
Reception.

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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PACENTIZE!

DON'T IMPROVISE

If you still fuss around with binding post connections, you have not seen or heard about the Pacent Combination. You can change connections in a jiffy with the Pacent Universal Plug. The Pacent Twin- Adjuster and the
Pacent Multijack.

PACENT UNIVERSAL PLUG

This plug was the first radio plug to make au appearance and it remains the first radio
plug in quality. A solderless, biting contact is made which will not give rise to disturbing
noises. You can use the Pacent Plug with 'phones, Duo -Lateral Coils, microphones, keys,
etc. The Pacent Plug fits any jack. With its soft, velvety black finish it will add a touch of
beauty to any receiver.
Catalogue No. 50 PACENT UNIVERSAL PLUG, Price $1.25

PACENT TWIN-ADAPTER

-

You can't put two plugs in a single jack, but you can make a single jack serve the purpose of two jacks with a Pacent Twin-Adapter. Just insert the Twin -Adapter and presto!
the usefulness of the jack is multiplied by two. Just the thing to use with a loud speaker;
tune with the 'phones and then plug in the loud speaker. The Twin- Adapter has a multitude
of uses in C.W. work.

Catalogue No. 51 PACENT TWIN- ADAPTER, Price $1.50

PACENT MULTI -JACK

Another worthy member of the Pacent plug and jack combination is the Pacent multijack. This is really three independent jacks built into a beautiful composition base. Screwed
to the side of a receiving outfit it will allow three sets of 'phones to be plugged in or two
sets of 'phones and a loud speaker. It may also be screwed to the table or the testing board.
All standard plugs will fit into it, but it was designed especially for use with the Pacent
Universal Plug or Pacent Twin -Adapter.

Catalogue No. 52 PACENT MULTI -JACK, Price $1.50
Send for a Copy of circular N 100
Dealers and Jobbers -Write for our sales plan
See the Pacent Radio Essentials at your dealers.

PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY
INCORPORATED

LOUIS GERARD PACENT, President

150

Nassau Street

Wernher .4ssociated

New York City

Manufacturers Electrical Supplies

Ask Sorsi'ic
highly profesTEE
sional service

YOUR BATTERY
.31- A Nickle u

-

which our seasoned
radio men give
backed by complete
stocks of the leading
lines of equipment
make it well worth
your while to ask

A perfect rectifier at last, fully automatic and foolproof in every respect. It
can be operated by anyone.

The Homcharger

INC
ni

connects to any alternating current socket,
gives a taper charge-will fully charge any
"A" battery overnight. It is self- polarizing. Connect your battery
either way and it will always charge. Automatically disconnects battery
when power is interrupted. Restarts charging when connections are restored. Adjustable for wave form, frequency and voltage. Contains only
one moving and two wearing parts, lasting thousands of hours, replaceable as a unit
for $1.00. The highest charging rate, greatest efficiency, and simplest of any rectifier
selling for less than $100.00. Bulletin 628 proves it. Ask for your copy.
Manufactured in sizes for charging three or six cell batteries from both alternating
and direct current circuits. Cannot injure battery -will last a lifetime- approved by
underwriters -satisfaction guaranteed.
Attention
Motorists
Send for

special
Bulletin 58
showing
how easy
it is to
'Hemcharse"
your
battery.

For sale by all radio, electrical
and accessory dealers or shipped
express prepaid for purchase
price-$l8.50 ($20
west of Rockies.)

The AUTOMATIC ELECTRICAL
DEVICES CO.
119 West Third St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Canadian Distributors -Powley
Moody, Ltd., Toronto.

before buying. Rie
know from expt
ence what each
piece of apparatus will do.
Our Interesting Booklet

-the
6

most comprehensive in print, sent for
cents in stamps. Get your copy now!

8/1/P OWN1R

RADIO SERVICE INC.&
Washington Street, New York, N. Y.
Branch Offices and Dealers Everywhere
"The Largest Radio Chain Store Simla
in the World"
SO

SO Washington St.,NewYork City
Herewith 6 cents in stamps to pay mailing
expense on my copy of your latest booklet.

SORSINC,

&

\V -4 -2

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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Horne

THE

to Show You

Radio Appliances
PARTICULARLY

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

GROUNDING
DEVICES

AND

COMBINED
SWITCH AND
ARRESTER

Lightning Arresters
We

make

Manufacturers of:

Everything

Except
H E

A D

Detector Units
Variocouplers
Receiving Sets
Variometers
Amplifiers
Rheostats

PHONES

and TUBES

10c

Combined Switches
& Arresters

Vacuum Tube Sockets
Variable Condensers

Radio

in

Brings
Complete
Catalog

Clearance Insulators

Hydrogrounds
HORNE
LIGHTNING

Weatherproof
Housings

ARRESTER

The HORNE MANUFACTURING CO.
243

Mercer Street

Jersey City, N. J.

DISC
HYDROGROUND

.apmmili=111.

For Prompt Shipments BENWOOD
" WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE "

A

.AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
Benwood shielded
$5.00
Acme -mouned
Acme -unmounted

5.00
4.50
4.00
4.00
3.50

Clapp Eastham

Thordarson -Shielded
Rhamstine
ANTENNAE WIRE
Benwood No .14 Spec.
per 100 ft.

$

strands No. 22, per ft.
strands No. 20, per ft.
Aeroplane Special, per
100 ft.
7

.35
.01

.1%

7

.50

AUDION CONTROL PANELS
Remler
$8.00
10.00
6.00
9.50

Acme:

Paragon

Benwood

ESL tv WOOD CO, oVELE55
E'-ECTRICAL.
_

..

r

above photo shows
TIlE
our new 3 -story building

«B7' BATTERIES
..
Burgess small 22% V.
Burgess tapped 22% V. ..
Burgess large 22% V. ....

BUZZERS

Benwood test buzzzer

..

$ 2.25

2.76
3.09

$

.60

2.50
Century high frequency
CONDENSERS (GRID)
Benwood Universal Grid ..
$ 1.00
condenser and leak
CONDENSERS (VARIABLE)
Chelsea No. 1 Mounted .. $
4.76
Chelsea No. 1 Unmounted .
4.50
Chelsea No. 2 Mounted
4.25
Chelsea No. 2 Unmounted
4.75
Murdock No. 366
4.00
Murdock No. 368
3.75
DeForest Knocked down
DeForest Knocked down
4.75
Large

CRYSTAL DETECTORS
'Murdock

in the heart of St. Louis DeForest (dustproof)
business district. Our mail
and silicon
order department is com- Galena
plete in itself and we give
you immediate service on
all mail orders.

.60
2.60
.25

DIALS
Benwood Nickel or Brass ..
Metal with knob
$ 1.50
Chelsea Dial and Knob
1.00
Clapp - Eastham Dial and
Knob
.75
Tuska Dial and Knob
1.50
Corwin (large)
1.50
SEND FOR CATALOG
Send 10e in stamps for the new
Benwood Radio Catalog, com-

prising latest price directory.

INSULATORS
Electrose (ball type) .... $ .35
Electrose 4 in.
.45
Electrose 10 in.
.85
JACKS
Federal, open circuit
$ .70
Federal, closed circuit
.85
Federal, with filament
control
1.50
Federal, Double Circuit
1.00
Rhamstine Double Circuit
.85
PLUGS
Firth Bull Dog Grip
$ 2.60
Federal
2.00

Pacent

2.00

RHEOSTATS

Fada (filament)
Fada (power)
General Radio
DeForest
Clapp -Eastham (panel)
Murdock (panel)
Remler

Paragon

$

1.00
1.35
2.50
1.65
.90
1.00
1.00
1.50

SOCKETS
Benwood (bakelite) panel.

or table mounting
$ 1.50
Remler (bakelite)
1.50
Dealers: Write for our proposition

Rhamstine (bakelite and
metal
Murdock Moulded
General Radio Moulded
Crosley (porcelain)

TELEPHONE RECEIVERS
Baldwin Type "C"
$12.00
Baldwin Type "E"
13.00
Baldwin Type "F" small
14.00
Baldwin single "6" unit for
loud speakers
6.00
Murdock No. 56 2000 ohm
5.00
Murdock No. 56 3000 ohm
6.00
Brandes Superior
8.00
VARIOMETERS
Benwood assembled
$5.00
Benwood knocked down
4.00
Clapp -Eastham
5.75
Remler Moulded
6.00
VARIOCOUPLEBS
Benwood assembled
Benwood KD
Clapp- Eastham
VACUUM TUBES

www.americanradiohistory.com

$4.00
3.50
6.75

Cunningham UV -300
$ 6.00
Cunningham UV-301
6.60
Cunningham UV -302
8.00
A -P detector
5.00
A -P amplifier
6.50
JEWELL METERS
(Any Style Made)
0-2% amp thermo couple $12.00
0-300 milliamps
8.00
0-500 DC volts
16.00
0-1000 DC Volts
23.00
Pattern 74 AC Meters
8.00
General Radio (all types)
7.75
MICROPHONES
DeForest (hand)
$5.00
Federal (hand)
7.50
Federal (panel)
5.25
Federal (desk)
6.50

TH E BENWOOD CO., Inc. st. Louis,
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE

$1.00
1.00
1.50
.60
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EdificnA.
RADIO BATTERIES

Operators and experimenters who demand the best radio equipment obtainable can now have
EDISON BATTERIES built of the same materials as the thousands performing so satisfactorily in the service of the ARMY and NAVY.
Edison Radio Batteries are built of steel and have an alkaline electrolyte. They are strong, clean, long -lived
and have exclusive electrical features that are highly desirable in radio service.
THE EDISON RADIO CELL OPERATES SILENTLY. The voltage curve is flat, at the rate generally used. The terminals are convenient for "tapping in."

for filament circuits:
6 volts, 37.5 ampere hours -

=

$42.50

6

75

- -

58.75

6

112.5

- -

80.00

All prices f.

o. b.

2/

for plate circuits:
volts,
ampere hours

2/

22/ "
"
Tray
22/ volt battery, complete

- $ 2.50
-

-

22.50
1.50
$24.00

Orange, N. J.

Edison Radio Batteries can be furnished for any required voltage; prices of other assemblies on request.

Edison Radio Batteries are an investment and not a continual source of expense
Write for Bulletin

833

EDISON STORAGE BATTERY CO., (Dept. D) Orange, N. J.

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
(TORMERLY MARCONI INSTITUTE)

98

Worth Street, New York City (Third Floor) Telephone Franklin 6245

AMERICA'S FOREMOST SCHOOL
for Instruction in
Radio Telegraphy
SPARK

-RECEPTION
- ARC

VACUUM TUBE TRANSMISSION AND
RADIO TELEPHONY

Our Instruction Covers the Entire Radio Field
Our Graduates Cover the Entire World
PRACTICAL TRAININt:

QUICKEST RESULTS

SMALLEST COST

Afternoon and Evening Classes Throughout the Year. Prospectus Mailed on Request. Address all Inquiries to Director

Investigate our class for amateurs at reduced rates
Branch School
New Call Building, New Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.
When writing to advertisers please mention TIIE WIRELESS AGE
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Make No Mistake

CW Transmitter and Receiver Parts
The experimenter who has had previous experience with
the assembly of receiving and transmitting sets has
learned the necessity of having every unit perfect. Entirely aside from the gain in efficiency he has found
the advantage of using apparatus in which the greatest
care has been given to construction details.

TYPE 156 SOCKET

!

KLOSNER

The

Vernier Rheostat

General Radio apparatus is designed with this end in
view. A noteworthy example is the Type 156 Vacuum
Tube Socket.
This socket is adapted to any of the standard American
four -prong transmitting or receiving tubes. It is
adapted to the Western Electric VT-2 tube, as well
as to the Radiotron UV-+200, 201 or 202 tubes. The
contact springs are sufficiently rugged to carry the
filament current of the five-watt transmitting tubes

ir

,...
-,'

without arcing.

Price $1.50
This is but one example. Others are Amplifying Transformers. Modulation Transformers,
Tuning Inductances, Hot Wire Meters, etc. SEND FOR FREE BULLETIN 910W
describing these and other instruments.

Moent

I

Pending

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY

the only Vernier Rheostat made
having the exclusive feature of
using but

Massachusetts Avenue and Windsor Street

Ts

CAMBRIDGE

39
MASSACHUSETTS
Standardize on General Radio Equipment Throughout

One Single Knob

CARRIED BY LEADING DEALERS

for both rough and fine adjustments.

This feature allows the symmetrical
appearance of the single knob to be
retained when mounted on a panel
with other instruments, and, at the
same time adds to the simplicity
and ease of operation in obtaining
the necessary fine adjustments for
best results from the modern craiical vacuum tubes, especially when
receiving phone and C. W. signals.
We invite comparison with any
other filament rheostat now made.
Look for the name "KLOSNER"
moulded on the base.

Here You Are Fellows!
Just what you have been waiting for

Amateur
Radio Directory

Your dealer has them
or send direct to us

Complete list of all Amateur Stations in the United States including
Special and Broadcasting Stations. Notes on Construction of Receiving Set and Calibration of Wavemeter.

Dealers Write

Price $1.00

Price $1.50
Shipping Weight One. Pound
A Two

Dealers Write

Cent Stamp Brings Interesting Literature.

Made Only by The Originators.

Wireless Press, Inc., 326 Broadway, New York

KLOSNER

IMPROVED

APPARATUS COMPANY
2404

Keco -Radio Storage Batteries
Are the highest grade batteries built especially for wireless
Solid oak box, natural finish, highly varnished. 6 volt, 7 heavy "Cristal"
plates per cell, 50 amps.
We are one of the largest builders of exclusive high grade Wireless Batteries
in the country. Thousands in use. Sold by all leading dealers or shipped
direct from factory, $15.00, with book of uses and abuses of the storage

MUTUAL PURCHASERS ASS'N
Send stamp for particulars regarding the saving you can
make on anything radio you

battery.

7323 Manchester Ave., St Louis, Mo.

L

require.
Stone Street.

-1

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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Read Pages 40 and 41

instruments.

KALB ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Road, Dept.
New York City

NEW YORK

THE WIRELESS AGE
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the

tubes
that are
used by
those
who
THE A-P V'l'
A MPLPPIEIt

KNOW

TUBES
are the

pioneers

THE

A -P

ELECTRON
RELAY
-the
most sensitive ds
Equiilprd with the
tector of spark signal,
SH.1 \1
Standard
known to the radio art.
four -prong base.
Price $6.50.
Price $5.00.
A -P Tubes are licensed by the Radio Corporation of America under the
DeFo'eat Audio! and Fleming patents for amateur and expee,ntentai use in
Radio communication. Equipped with SHA1V standard four -prong base.
OSCILLATOR
-the amplifier used by
the U. S. Navy. "Use
the tube the Navy uses."

Atlantic Pacific Radio Supplies Company
HENRY M. SHAW, PRESIDENT

--

hat paved the way over which radio has advanced
status of universal usefulness; and
progressing the meanwhile with the industry, have
been fundamental factors in achieving new radio de
velopment and maintaining continued expansion
These tubes are the tubes you should use-"the tubes
that are used by those who know."
t

to its present

USE

A -P

TUBES

FOR

EFFICIENCY

- -

63S Mission Street
San Francisco
California
Eastern Office
5 Kirk Place
Newark, N. J.

National distributors for The Moorhead Laboratories, Inc.

PARAGON
the

PIONEER

First regenerative receiver ever manufactured bore the name PARAGON.
1916 First Trans -continental Amateur Reception (New York to California; not pre -arranged) effected with a PARAGON Type RA -6 Receiver.
1916 First Trans -continental Amateur Transmission (New York to California; not prearranged) effected by PARAGON designed transmitter.
1917 -1918 PARAGON acknowledged supreme on Western Front.
1921 -First Trans -Atlantic Amateur reception effected with PARAGON receiving equipment,
at which time 27 different amateurs scattered thruout the Eastern section of the
United States registered signals at Ardrossan.
1915

THERE'S

A

REASON

ADAMS- MORGAN CO.
Manufacturers

UPPER MONTCLAIR, N. J.
When writing to advertisers. please im iii ton 'FIFE WIRELESS AGE
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Amplifying
Transformer

Amplify your signals
with
Type 222

Price $75.00

ACME Transformers

A Tuska Wireless Receiving Set for the
Home. You make no mistake in de-

S`PECIALIZATIO\ in building transformers as in all
other lines results in a high
degree of efficiency. Whether
you build your own apparatus or buy assembled outfits insist on the use of
proven units. Acme Transformers in your vacuum
tube amplifier equipment
magnify voice and music as
well as code without distortion and without howling.
They are priced as low as
specialized quantity production permits, with due regard for quality. At all
Radio dealers.

manding
TUSKA APPARATUS

ACME

APPARATUS CO.
Massachusetts Avenue
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

190

Radio
and
Engineers and Vanufacturer..e

Transformer

FOR ALL PURPOSES

The Simplex Vario- Coupler Panel Mounted makes
an ideal short-wave tuner for the beginner,
when used in connection with a variemeter or

variable condenser in the secondary circuit.
Varie- Coupler, Panel Mounted, as Was. $11.50
6.00
Varie- Coupler, Unmounted
9.75
Varlemeter, Panel Mounted
0.00
Variometer. Unmounted

NEW MOTORS
ALL

PROMPT DELIVERY

TO

SH.P.

We Specialize In Small Motors&Generators
ALL

PHASES AND FREQUENCIES.:. IN STOCK AT ALL 11MES

larges( exclusive Mail Order Small Moiordealers in the .vorld.

CHAS. N. JOHNSTON,

If your dealer does not have them, he will get
hein for you.
t

SIMPLEX RADIO COMPANY
1013 -15 Ridge Ave., Phila.. Pa.
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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SIZES UP

STANDARD MANUFACTURERS

BoaO.West End,Pittsburgb,Pa.

WIRELESS,TELEPHONE GENERATORS
500 VOLT- 100 WATT - 3400 R. P. M.
FOR

AOUNTING MOTOR GENERATOR SETS.

'1050

WRITE

FOR'

CATALOG

T H E
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Send 25c
today

(in coin)
carefully wrapped
for a copy
of the greatest
radio catalog
ever put
between two covers.

DUCK'S

New

Radio Catalog No. I6

275 pages -- A Catalog De Luxe

NEVER in the history of radio was such a catalog printed. The radio data
and diagrams, embracing upwards of fifty pages, gives the experimenter
more valuable and up -to -date information than will be found in many text
books selling for $2.00, and $1.00 could be spent for a dozen different radio
catalogs before you could gather together the comprehensive listing of worth
while radio goods found in this great catalog.

11

Type "Q"
Receiver
i

'i

,

+

¡
,;
r`
`

,

/
r (,J, "

All Ideal Receiving Set for Long

av e and lì
Radio
Short Wave
Telephone Reception
This set is the most flexible receiving set on the market. With
the use of the various sizes of
Honeycomb Coils everything in
the range of radio telegraph
and telephone reception from
200 to 25,000 meters is brought
into your home. Consists of a
three coil mounting, and three

and

Variable Condensers of proper
capacity. Tuning extremely
sharp. Remler dials.
Price without detector $35.00
Price with detector ....$40.00

A Brief Summary of the Radio Goods
Listed in This Catalog
The entire radio catalog of the Radio Corporation, with a
wealth of scientific and technical data on C. W. Transmitting sets,
and all the diagrams for the assembling of these sets ; the complete Remler catalog, which embraces 25 pages, the Westinghouse,
Firth, Murdock, Federal, DeForest, Clapp -Eastham, Brandes,
Connecticut Company, Thordarson, Turney, Magnavox Company
catalogs,
Signal
g
Si
and
g the best Pproducts of the Adams-Morgan,
countless other manufacturers, including our own complete line
of radio apparatus, and many individual items and parts used in
radio work today.

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK COMPANY,

239 - 241 Superior St., TOLEDO, OHIO

Learn The Code
With The OMNIGRAPH

The Omnigraph Automatic Transmitter will teach ÿou the Code-at home -in the shortest possible time
and at the least possible expense. Connected with Buzzer or Buzzer and Phone, the Omnigraph will send you
unlimited Continental messages, by the hour, at any speed you desire. It will bring an expert Operator
right into your home -and will quickly qualify you to pass the examination for a first grade license.

-

4341 Richardson Ave.,
New York City
Jan. 21, 1920.

THE 0.3INIGRAPII COMPANY,

Cortlandt'Street, New York.

:-I

Gentlemen
wish briefly to commend your very excellent Automatic Transmitter.
Recently I was successful in obtaining a first-class Commercial Radio License and I
believe that the Omnigraph was my principal aid.
I took a four weeks course at a resident Radio School in Theory only. I relied on
the Omnigraph to get my code to the proper speed, and the Omnigraph did it.
I was one of two in a class of eighteen to obtain a 'first -class License. The
and I know that a short time
stumbling block for the others was CODE . .
receiving Omnigraph messages daily would have enabled them to pass the examination
as easily as I did.
I believe the Omnigraph to be the easiest, quickest and cheapest method to learn
the International Morse Code.
Cordially yours,
('Signed) GEO. B. SEU1.ERS.

The Omnigraph is used by several departments of the U. S. Government and by a large number of the
leading Universities, Colleges, Technical and Telegraph Schools throughout the U. S. and Canada.
The Omnigraph is also used by the Bureau of Navigation in testing applicants applying for a Radio License.
Thousands have learned both the Morse and Wireless Codes with the Omnigraph.
Send for free catalog describing three models-$14 to $30. Do it today. The Omnigraph is sold under
the strongest of guarantees-if not as represented, your money back for the asking.

THE OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO., Dept. C.,

16 -22

Hudson St., N. Y.

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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FEDERAL HEADPHONES
2200
OHMS

$8.00
POST
PAID

3200
OHMS

$10.50
POST
PAID
exceptional Value -Made Pos-

An

899 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON, MASS.

sible by quantity production:
SPECIAL- FOr$1.50 Extra, we will
equip either headset with a $1.75
Federal Universal Plug.
Dealers: We can
supply you, too.
Our 25c "ADD -A- PAGE" Catalog is
free with every cash purchase.

You are urged to investigate the ADVANTAGES offered by
the EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE, New England's OLDEST,
LARGEST and BEST EQUIPPED radio school. Successful
graduates are found in responsible radio positions all over the
world. Why not be one?
REMEMBER: Our ORGANIZATION with YEARS of
PHENOMENAL EXPERIENCE and SUCCESS is behind every
man who enrolls!
"Ask any man in Radio-he will tell you!"
Our illustrated prospectus for the asking.
F. D. PITTS, Director.

Somerville Radio

Laboratory

176 -178 Washington Street
BOSTON, MASS

WIRELESS
DISTRIBUTORS
Handle

Pittsburgh Broadcasting Station Call

D. H. E. CO.

N,,

Q V

Distributors for Stromberg- Carlson Radio Head Sets
The Stromberg-Carlson No. 2 -A is a Professional headset at the
amateur's price. Exhibits sound engineering principles, correct
design, high grade workmanship, durable finish. extreme sensitiveness and superior tonal qualities.

B. & P.
INSULATORS
Aerial
Necessity
Insures
Safety
and
Perfect
Insulation

-K

Order Above and Following Highest Grade Supplies by Mail

Stromberg-Carlson
No. 2 -A Headset

$7.50

Enclose Certified Check or P. O. Money Order including Postage
$130.00
CR 9 Grebe Receiver
CR 5 Grebe Receiver
80.00
RORK Grebe 2 stage Amplifier
55.00
13.2 Magnavox Loud Speaker
130.0tí
R3 Magnavox Loud Speaker
45.00
UV 200 Radfotron Detector tubes
$5.00 each
CV 201 Radfotron Detector tubes
6.50 each
No. 766 Eveready VT Batteries
3.00 each
D. H. E. 6 volt, 80 ampere storage batteries
15.00 each
Full List of Parts and Supplies with Prices on Request

DOUBLEDAY- HILL ELECTRIC CO.
r,

715

Twelfth St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Radio Deos -De,k C,

719 -21 Liberty Ave.,

Pittsburgh,

Immediate Delivery
Write for
Exclusive Territory

To The Trade

BANISTER & POLLARD CO.
206 -208 Market St., Newark, N. J.

The Pinkerton Electric Equipment Co.
1834 Broadway, New York
Will Make an Important Announcement in the MAY WIRELESS AGE
Regarding

FIFTY YEARS OF ELECTRICITY

The Memories of an Electrical Engineer
By .1. A. FLEMING, M.A.,D. Sc., F.R.S
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Introduction.
1- Telegraphs and Telephones from
1870 to 1920.
Chap. VII-Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony.
Chap.
Dynamos, Alternators, Trasformera and Motors from 1870 to 1920.
Chap. III- Electric Lamps and Electric
Lighting in the last Fifty Years.
Chap. IV- Electric Heating, Cooking, and
Furnaces in Five Decades.
Chap. V- Electric Supply Stations. Storage
Batteries, Railways and the Transmission of Power.
Chap. VI-Electric Theory and MeasureChap.

PINK -A -TONE
Detector of the Air

II-

ments.
Cloth. 365 Pages. Price $10.00.

WIRELESS PRESS, INC.

l26 Broads-ay

Watch for it.

NATIONAL SERVICE COMPANY
1834

BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

are the General Sales Agents for all

New York:

PINKERTON

RADIO

EQUIPMENT

When vritíng to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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COLD FACTS

THE BEST LOUD SPEAKER IS YOUR

Phonograph when used with the "Easy"

Radio - Phonograph Connector

Craig. Alaska, 10 -21 -21

Exp. Inf. Service,
45 Pinehurst Ave., N. Y. C.

Gentlemen:-

Received parts of your 160 to 1000 meter Receiver, just completed the set and given
same a few days' test.
Am very much pleased and wish to state that it is the best Receiver I have ever
worked. The latest commercial receivers approach yours very closely in selectivity. Can
copy stations 1000 miles distant thru interference by stations of equal power only 100
miles distant, both tuned to 600 meters. Some of the Pacific Coast Amateurs come in
QSA without regeneration. Heartily recommend your 'Blue Print Design to anyone
wanting to build a first class receiver.
(Signed)
W%PNFIELD S. H, .WOOD.

Craig, Alaska, 11- 22-21.

Exp. Inf. Service,
45

Gentlemen

Just slip the sound box (reproducer)off your talking
machine and replace it with the "Easy" Connector.
Then your head phone will fit the connector perfectly.
Phonograph horns are scientifically made to give the
greatest possible amplification.
Your complete receivingtoutfit can be placed in the
record compartment of your phonograph. Then your
RADIO apparatus becomes a beautiful piece of furniture instead of an unsightly conglomeration of parts -does
not in any way harm the phonograph for playing record:.

No. 2 Model, now ready, fits all Victor Phonographs and Victrolas, and all other
machines with tone arm same size as
Victor. Sent anywhere postpaid for
DEALERS: Radio and phonograph dealers are making
big money on the rapid sale of this item. Every phonograph owner is a sure buyer. The discounts are attract-

5

Pinehurst Ave.,

:-

N. Y. C.

On 600 meters I get everything on the Pacific Coast. Stations 1500 to 2000 miles
come in very loud. I get ships and 1 K. W. Land stations in the Hawaiian Islands fine.
What I consider the best work of your Receiver is in Phone work. After a few
days' test I was able to get the Avalon Phone fine and since have heard them nightly
and sometimes an hour before dark. After a few nights adjustment was able to get the
bulletins and music from the Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco. Next I picked up the music
from the Post Intelligencer Office, 'Seattle. (Note : The lastmen ?cloned phone is only 10
Witt). Have never heard this feat duplicated. Everything on one bulb.

(Signed)
W'INFIELD S. H. WOOD.

THIS RECEIVER WAS BUILT FROM ONE OF OUR 22 BUEE PRINT DESIGNS
By building your own, you can have the very best at a minimum cost.
Bulletin "M" gives full particulars -mailed on request.

Experimenters' Information Service

ive. Deliveries almost immediate. Orders filled in rotation.

BOYD FULLER & CO.. 8452 Greed River Ave., Detroit, Mich.

45

Pinehurst Avenue, New York City

sIII
LEARN WIRELESS
aa ME

MIN

MI Mil

NM MI NM NM

IIM

=I MNeMI

IMO

MI

At Home

The Demand for Good Wireless Operators Far Exceeds the Supply

'l'lu N. Y. Wireless Institute will make you an operator -AT HOME -in your spare time- quickly, easily and thoroughly. No previous
training or experience required. Our Home Study Course was prepared by L. R. I{rumm, formerly Chief Radio Inspector, Buren of
Navigation, New York. Our experts are able to impart practiocal and technical
knowledge to YOU in an easy to understand way
will direct your entire course. The graded lessons mailed to you will prove so fascinating that you will be eager for
the next one. The
instruments furnished free, will make it easy to learn the Code as it was to learn to talk. All you will have to do, is listen.
Wireless operators sreceive excellent salaries rangTRAVEL THE WORLD OVER
ing from $125 to . 200 a month and it is only a
stepping stunt to better
Wireless Operator can visia all parts of the
There
earning A
rower.
world
receive fine pay and maintenance at the
and
Men %vlto but yesterday were
ca
ireless operators are nomholdin
holdingyour
positions as
same time. Do you prefer a steady position withRadio Engineers, Radio Inspectors, Radio Salesmen at salaries up to $5000
a year. out
travel? There are many opportunities at the
numerous land stations or with the Commercial
Wireless or with the Steamship Companies.

1

-

BIGSALARIES

1

FREE

Instruments

AND TEXT
BOOKS

FREE Post -Graduate Course

one month's Post- Graduate Course, if you so desire at one of
the largest Wireless Schools in N. Y. City,
New York -the Wonder
City-the largest port in the World and the Headquarters of every
leading Wireless and steamship Company.
A

EASY PAYMENTS
that

w11Idlown

yon. We will make the payments so easy
anyone
to enter the fast growing profession -Wireless -may do ambitious
so.

Send for FREE Booklet

Without obligating you in any way, send for our booklet "How to
Become an Expert Wireless Operator "
is free. Mail the coupon
attached, or postal or letter-but do it today. '

I

-it

NEW YORK WIRELESS NSTITUTE
Dept. 315, 258 Broadway
New York City
In

This wonderful set for learning the code furnished free with our course.
We furnish free to all students. during the course, the wonderful receiving and sending
set exactly as reproduced in the illustration. This set is not loaned but given to all
students completing the Course.
The Transmitter shown is the celebrated Omnfgraph used by several Departments of
the U. S. Government and by the leading Universities, Colleges, Technical and Telegraph Schools throughout the U. S. and Canada. Start the Omnigraph, place the
phone to your ear and this remarkable invention will send you Wireless Messages, the
same as though you were receiving them through the air, from a Wireless Station hundreds of miles away.
W'hren you apply for your license, the U. S. Government will test you with the
Omnigraph -the same model OnoWgraph as we furnish to our students. Ask any U. S.
radio inspecto rto verify this.

IMP

Address
City or Town
When wvriting to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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NEW YORK WIRELESS INSTITUTE,
Dept. 315, 258 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Send me, free of charge, your booklet 'Mow
to Become an Expert Wireless Operator,"
containing full particulars of your Course,
oncluding your Free Instrument Offer.
Name

"gate

THE WIRELESS AGE

;-'

A. PRI L,

1922

)

CCOTNDENSITE
ma4es 4-A type

HEN you think of radio insulation, think first of CondensiteCeleron, for this remarkable material is an all- purpose insulation of the
very finest type -extremely high in
surface and volume resistivity -extremely high in dielectric strength
and low in dielectric losses. It is adaptable to every machining process-takes
an attractive finish-and engraves
cleanly. You can obtain it in sheets,
rods and tubes of standard size and in
two colors -natural (brown) and black.
Write today for complete information.

W

Radio

eis

-

Diamond State Fibre Company

BRIDGEPORT, (near Philadelphia), PENNA.
Branch Factory and Warehouse, Chicago
In CANADA: Diamond State Fibre Co. of Canada,
Ltd., Toronto.

-

7s

a

,

Another
Short Time
Special
Offer

\\

e

have on hand a limited number of 1920

YEAR BOOK OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY
Price $4.00
Special offer. While they last you can have a copy with one year's subscription to The WIRELESS
AGE for only $5.00 (outside U. S. 50e extra for postage).

Save $1.00

WIRELESS PRESS, INC.,

326

Broadway, New York

THE
TWENTY
ÌvINERS
Bulletins upon request

MODEL J
Regenerative Receiver

Two Superlative models in combination at less
than the cost of most single receivers
Licensed under Armstrong Patent No. 1,113.149

Receiver, 200 -2500

Metres

Jones Regenerative
Jones Two Stage Amplifying Transformer

-

11111)1;1. .1-.\

\mPlilirr

$29.00
$29.00

Formica Panels, Rotor and Stator

JONES RADIO CO., Laboratory, 384 Monroe Street, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
When writing to advertisers please mention TIIE WIRELESS AGE
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Marshall - GerRen
"Distinctive Apparatus
New Series of Interpanel Units
Detectors O. Amplifiers

Detector-Front View

Detector-Rear View

Amplifier

Detector
'These new Detector panels incorporate
the latest developments in instruments
of their kind and have that distinctive
touch,
characteristic
of Marshall Gerken products. These units match

perfectly with our amplifiers.
Type A. W. 1 -0 in individual cartons, each sii.ro. Equipped with Standard Federal Jack.

Detector -Amplifier Combination

The Amplifier units, made to match with
the new detector panels, are identical
in their design and construction with
the addition of an amplifying transformer that has been built to our own
specification. Two of these units are
sufficient to use with any loud speakers.
Amplifier-Individual cartons, each
$15.:0. Equipped with Standard Federal Jack.

To these units can be added additional single stages of amplification until the desired volume te obtained. To add these additional
stages of amplification, it is only necessary to connect the "in put" binding post of the added unit to the "out put" binding post of the
last unit employed. This combination of detector and amplifiers can be placed in a cabinet to match the receiver.
DEALERS-We are territorial distributors for RADIO CORPORATION, WESTINGHOUSE, MAGNAVOX, BALDWIN, REALER, CUNNINGTIAM, REILLY -KLOTZ "ARKAY HORN ", FEDERAL, RHAMSTINE, ACME, WESTON AND JEWELL METERS. HIPCO B BATTERIES, COOPER STORAGE BATTERIES, A. P. TUBES, etc.

THE MARSHALL-GERKEN COMPANY
Manufacturers and Jobbers
TOLEDO,

OHIO

Price $12.00.

Compare
It with

F.O.B. New York City.

ANY.
IT

SPEAKS
FOR
ITSELF.
Listen to the Concerts, News, and Dance with a
KING "AM-PLI -TONE"

NOTICE: All infringers of this device will be vigorously prosecuted

Just slip your head phones on the "AM- PLI -TONE" and you and your
friends will be SURPRISED. Polished Cast Aluminum Body with Nickel
Plated Base and Horn. No Sheet Metal is used, the "Tinny" Sound is
Left Out. The VOLUME is DOUBLED because TWO head phones are
blended into one POWERFUL tone.
A BIG HIT, A BIG SELLER AND IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES.
DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS, WHAT MORE CAN YOU ASK?
Write today for territory

THE KING AM- PLI -TONE

-

-

82

Church Street, New York City.
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TELEPHONE
ROADCASTING stations are
D now in operation at important centers all over the country.
You can easily receive these
interesting daily programs with
an ABO wireless receiving Dnit.
ABO UNITS come to you ready -tooperate and complete in every detail.
They are built on the sectional system, so that you can increase the
range of your station at any time.
Enclose ten cents, for a copy of
our booklet, "How I Put up a Complete Radio Station in Two Hours."
Request Booklet W3.
JEWETT MFG. CORPORATION
21 East 40th Street, New York City

ALBERT

G.

BENSON

146 Westminster St., Providence, R.I.

The BEST in

Radio Apparatus
and

Wireless Supplies
Prompt Service

Enough Said

Licensed under
Armstrong U. S. Patent
No. 11131 9.

EVEIkYTlIIN

afilo

SALES DIVISION

THE
of the Philadelphia

School
of Wireless Telegraphy will
hereafter be conducted under
the name of the Philadelphia
Wireless Sales Corporation.

Million Point Mineral
The Most Sensitive Detector Mineral
on Earth
One Dollar Brings you Sample
of this Famous Mineral
Dealers: Write for trade proposition

Million Point Mineral Co.
Box 158

NEEDLES, CALIFORNIA

We are authorized Radio Corpo-

ration jobbers including the fa-

mous Westinghouse line of receivers.
The new General Electric Receivers will be carried by us as
soon as released.

PHILADELPHIA WIRELESS SALES CORPORATION
Philadelphia, Pa.
1533 Pine Street

JOBBERS AND DEALERS IN RADIO

"CoveEawam"
IRME MMC AEQaS VAL

The Super -Strength Copper
50% Stronger Than Copper
Better than Solid Copper or Strands.
BUY
IT IN
CARTONS
At Your Dealers
100 -FT. CARTONS - 200 -FT. CARTONS
Cartons include directions for installing

COPPER CLAD STEEL COMPANY
Braddock P. O.
Rankin, Pa.

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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RADIO BROADCASTING
IT is not at all unusual that local amateurs,
newly interested in Wireless through the
Broadcasting, should prefer Atlantic service.
But, when orders come from Pittsburgh, New

York, the Middle West; in fact, from all over
the country, there must be some reason.
We specialize in standard apparatus that can
be purchased anywhere. The only possible advantage that makes thousands of amateurs prefer to

FADA

deal with Atlantic is in the service they receive.
Of course, we have established a reputation for answering all inquiries frankly and promptly. When
we offer suggestions to a customer, we never recommend an expensive outfit when a $25.00 or $50.00
set will meet his particular need. Many customers
leave the entire choice of their equipment to us and
in every case, they have expressed complete satisfaction with our choice.
We have prepared three Bulletins, 19, 20 and 21
which describe a wide choice of standard equipment
to receive wireless telephone broadcasting. These will
be sent free on request to any reader of Wireless Age.
The Radio Corporation's "CW" manual and catalog 25 cents per copy.

POWER TUBE RHEOSTAT
Resistance 13¢ ohms.
Current carrying capacity 5 amperes.
Just the rheostat to use with two
Radiotron 5 watt Power Tubes.
Price only-

$1.35
FRANK A. D. ANDREA
Manufacturer of FADA
radio supplies
-. New York City

1882 -C Jerome Avenue

ATLANTIC RADIO COMPANY.,INC.

727 Bo ylston St., Boston, Mass.

.

15 TEMPLESTREET, PORTLAND, MAINE

115 BRIDGE STREET, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Immediate Delivery

i

all standard makes of Radio Apparatus. No matter what instrument you
desire send us your order for quick shipment. Chicago Amateurs: Come and
inspect our new apparatus, largest stock
in the Middle West. Open all day Saturday.
JI'Itti'm

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co., Inc.
ISO

South Deux born St.,

Chicago, III.

"The Best
Radio School
in the East"

149 EAST 86TH ST., NEW YORK N.Y.
RADIO HAS WON THE PUBLIC

The business is expanding tremendously -new jobs open every day for
men with radio training.
Get in on the ground floor. Begin your training now. Learn radio cornpletely operating -selling- manufacturing, and other lines of the radio
:

game.
Our course, taught by experienced men, covers all the principles of radio.
Preparation for government license. Morse and typewriting if desired.
Send for this Booklet Today

ARC -SPARK -VACUUM TUBES
ABSTRACTING

-

REPAIRING

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS ACE
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WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY

CIIANIBERS INSTITUTE.

A 11íg6 -Grade School where Radiotelegraphy is taught in all
its branches, beginning with the code and going straight through. Theory
taught by

Lectures, blackboard, and practical demonstrations of Apparatus, both during the eonrse
of construction and when completed. A large Wireless Station (3XC) with Motorgenerator Set complete.
We spare no pains to make Our Students first -grade Commercial Operators, and give
special attention to backward students.
Location very central. Convenient to
oh
railroads and all trolley lines.
We also carry a full line of all standard makes of Wireless Apparatus. Parts a
specialty. Call. 'phone or write for particulars.

CHAMBERS INSTITUTE of WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Philadelphia, Pa

2046 Arch Street

DON'T FORGET that WIRELESS AGE advertisers like to know
where you saw their advertisement.
When writing to them give this information.
It will be appreciated.
It is not particularly to Cor-

win's credit that Corwin
Dials are the best on the
market: With their experience and volume of sales, it
would be to their shame if
Corwin Dials were any less
Perfect.
3"
31/2,"

Here's The Receiving Set
You Are Looking For
The Clapp -Eastham
Type H. R.
Regenerative
Receiver

Dial, 6Oc -with knob $1.00
Dial, 80ewith knob $1.20
At all Radisco agenda,
and other reliable dealers,
or sent postpaid anywhere

t

A. H. CORWIN & CO.
4 West Park St., Newark, N. J.

_

Price

You can pay more money for a

receiving set-if you want tobut you can't get any better results or greater satisfaction at
any price.

COMPLETE RADIO SETS & PARTS
Send 10c for catalogue which
will be credited against first two

dollar purchase.

DREYFUSS SALES CORPORATION
170 Greenwich Street

r1!

-

MEMO

A:1VIAGAZINE DEVOTED

r

TO AMATEUR WIRELESS
(Vida; Organ: .4me ^'can Radio Relay League
New Developments, C.W. Transmission,
Vacuum Tube Circuits, Regenerative
Receivers, Underground and Loop
Antennas. Radiotelephony: Relaying.
Operating Department Work, all
A.R.R.L. News; Humorous Stories by
The Old Man. All these and many
more are included in QST.

SPECIAL TRIAL

OFFER

Regular price $2,00 per year, 20 cents
per copy. Introductory rate: 7months
subscription for $1 and attached coupon.
PIN A DOLLAR BILL TO COUPON
AND MAIL IT TODAY!
RETURN COUPON

American Radio Relay League,
Hartford, Conn.
Enclosed find $ ; please enter my trial subscription to QST for 7 months.
I

Name

Address

Since we put this set on the
market, we've been literally
swamped with orders. Dealers,
radio "fans ", novices -everybody
who has tried the instrument has
become a booster for it.

New York City

rusT

$35.00

Licensed under Armstrong
U. S. Patent 1,113,140
Regeneration is
wave lengths between 180 and 825 meters. The

range or distance from which signals are received and the clear, sharp tones are a revelation to the experienced radio man as well as to
the person who "listens in" for the first time.
The specifications tell the story to the expert
and the C -E guarantee of satisfaction protects
every purchaser of a Clapp -Eastham Type H. R.
Regenerative Receiving Set- expert and amateur alike.
If you haven' already received a copy, you
gardless of price-ask your dealer to show you
this set. He may be temporarily out, but it's
well worth waiting for -or you can write us
direct.
If you're looking for 100% satisfaction-re should send 6c in stamps for the C -E Radio
Catalog
covers every essential radio requirement.

-it

perfect on all

SPECIFICATIONS
Panel-Formica, handsomely
finished.
Cabinet -Solid Mahogany.
Conde nser- lialit need type, 2
rotary, 3 stationary plates.
Built on Vernier.
Dials
Indestructible metal.
White figures on black

-

gro und.

Antenna Inductance -Wound
iu Formica Tube.
Plate Inductance -Wound on
moulded ball.

Binding Post -Black Rubber
Covered.
Snitch -Fan Blade.
Rheostat -C. E. Type H 400.
Circuit- Single circuit regenerative.
Licensed under
Armstrong U. S. Patent No.
1,113,149.

"B" Battery-Contained in
compartment inside cabinet
or external as desired.

CLAPP-EASTHAM COMPANY
RADIO ENGINEERS

161
MAIN ST.
California Representative: Leo

and

MANUFACTURERS

CAMBRIDGE, MASS
J. aleyberg Co., San Francisco and Los Angelus

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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PRODUCTS
RADIOLESS"
CROSLEY"BETTER
-COST

Harko Senior Radio Receiver

The Sheltran

Audio Frequency Amplifying Transformer
The CROSLEY SHELTRAN AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMER. High grade materials and excellent workmanship combine to give the

CROSLEY SHELTRAN

great efficiency and attractive
appearance so often lacking,
except in the most expensive
trans formers.
Incorporated
in th' design of the SHELTRAN are all the characteristics necessary to obtain
maximum amplification from
the modern vacuum tubes.
The ratio of turns is 9/1.
The CROSLEY SHELTRAN has a base area of 1 % "x2;4".
Net weight 12% ounces. The over -all length is 2 % "; the over -all
height is 2- 7/16': and the over -all width is 2- 11/16 ".

Price, complete ready to mount -$4.00
Crosley Variable Condensers
These condensers need no
further i n t r oduction. They
have been accepted by radio
experts all over
the country as
being extremely
efficient in all

kinds of work.
The Model "A"
has a wood
frame and the
plates are high grade laminated woo".
The Model "B" has die cast frame and
best quality laminated wood plates.
The Model "C" has die cast metal frame
and porcelain plates and has a conservatively rated capacity of .001 MF.
All CROSLEY CONDENSERS are
tested under one thousand volts before
shipment, and will not shower or break
down in radio phone work.
Price
Model "A" without knob and dial
$1_5
"
"

"A" with knob and dial
1.75
"A" with knob and dial mounted in mahogany finished

cabinet
complete with
binding posts
"B" without knob and dial
"B" with knob and dial
"B" with knob and dial mounted in mahogany finished
cabinet with binding posts
"C" without knob and dial
"C" with knob and dial
"C with knob and dial mounted in mahogany finished
cabinet with binding posts,
Crosley knobs and dials complete,
eaell

"50

1.73

-.25

3.00
2.25

Jersey, Pittsburgh, Detroit and other phones are regularly
copied in Cincinnati and other points, with this receiver. The
HARK() SENIOR is 11% inches wide, 6 inches high, and 4
inches deep. Price, complete without "B" Battery, "A" Battery
or phones $16.00.

-

Crosley Two-Step Amplifier
This instrument was
designed to give the
very maximum in
value and to match
up with the Harko
Senior, using t h e
same s::cd cabinet.
Complete with amplifying transformers, sockets, rheostats, switch, binding posts, etc. mounted on formica panel
in mahogany finished cabinet. This efficient instrument can also
be used with any other apparatus requiring two step amplifier.
Price, complete as shown in illustration- $25.00.

Crosley V T Socket---60c

Harko Radio Receiver

"Better -Costs Less"

The biggest
selling socket
on the market
today. Practically unbreakable. For
either base or
panel mounting: made of
one piece of
porcelain. No metal shell and no ground
hum. Better -and costs only 60e.

Crosley Variometer

Parts

The most

compact,
complete

and ef-

ficient

crystal

receiving
outfit on
the market. Will

t u n e
from 200
to 600 meters, bringing in spark, voice
and music with amateur antenna. A wonderful little instrument. Price, complete
with battery, etc.-$9.00. One thousand
ohm single head set, 125 feet of wire,
insulators, etc. $6.00 extra. Complete out -

fit-415.00

3.50

Crosley Variocoupler

.50

We manufacture a
full line of
cabinets in
gum, mahogany or

uartered

oak,

-of

up is special
our
own design and is
non -regenerative. New

75

Crosley Cabinets

q

This instrument is a
combination tuner and
audion detector, and
was developed to supply the demand for a
low priced efficient receiving outfit with a
range of 150 to over
600 meters. The hook-

and

furnish

them with
genuine formica panels. Prices on cabinets range from $2.50 to $10.50.

I`I

Parts
I"

Consist of formica

.

tube, rotor

Consist of two stators, one rotor and the
necessary hardware as shown in the illustration for complete assembling. Shaft
for knob and dial is 3/16" diameter.
Wood parts are furnished either in mahogany or poplar.
Price, complete, made of poplar
wood
$1.50
Price, complete, made of mahogany
wood
$175

CROSLEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Ilk

and brass

hardware for comp
assembling.
e
Price, not wound or
1

it

assembled, as shown
II in illustration, $1.50.
Rotor only-40c.

Jobbers and Dealers: Order now if
you expect early delivery

Radio Dept. W -4 CINCINNATI, OHIO
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SMALL ADS

What Value Do You Place On
Your 'Phones ?
Do your 'phones help or hinder your receiving outfit? Did you
ever stop to consider what a great deal of harm a poorly designed
set of 'phones can do to an otherwise good receiver? After all, no
receiving outfit, no matter what its price, is a bit better than the
'phones used with it.

Give your outfit a chance with Brandes Matched Tones Headsets.
You don't know what your receiver is able to do until you hook a
pair of Brandes on to it. Your dealer has them. They are sold on a

ten -day trial basis.
Bend

5

cents for Catalog W

DEALERS: We have a very interesting plan of co- operation.

C. BRANDES, INC.
Brandes

Matched Tone*

Headsets

Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. OR.

Room 718, 237 Lafayette Street
New York City.
Member Radio Section Associated Manufacturera of Electrical Bospiiaa.

Matched -Tone

BRAN DES HEADSETS

BIG

OF

INTEREST

A MEETING PLACE FOR

BUYERS AND SELLERS

Space in this department costs only
30 cents a line. Minimum space eight
lines. Payable in advance.

-

VICTOR PHONOGRAPH HORNS
11 in.
long. Bell 9% In. wide. Black enameled with
polished 21/2 In. brass end. Ideal for amplifying. Price 75e each. Come early as only a
few in stock and no more to be had.
No
mail or C. O. D. orders filled. Wireless Press,
Inc., 326 Broadway, N. Y. C.

RADIO SPECIAL
STORAGE BATTERIES

e Volt, 90-60 amp.
6 Volt, 60-SO amp.

$10.00
12.00

Fully Charged. F. O. B. Boston. No charge
for Crating. Brand. New ; Guaranteed One
Year. Manufactured By
W. & G. TUFTS
336 NEWBURY STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
PATENTS-Send for free book. Contains valuable information for inventors. Send sketch of
your invention for Free Opinion of its patentable nature. Prompt service (Twenty years'
experience). Talbert & Talbert, 460 Talbert
Building, Washington, D. C.
equipment to manufacture complete components or parts for wireless apparatus, for distributors and manufacturers. Based on extensive mechanical experience, our production and workmanship will
compete with market demands. Diamant Tool
& Mfg. Co.,
Inc., 91 -97 Runyon Street,
WIE HAVE PLANT and

Newark, New Jersey.
RADIO CABINETS with All -Wood Tone
Chambers, with or without phonograph combination. Any quantity in stock sizes or to
order. Columbia Mantel Co., 175 Powers Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Telephone Stagg 2726.
DO YOU WANT TO SELL your used radio
apparatus? The easiest way is to let me sell
them for you. Results guaranteed. Send full
description, lowest cash price, and a quarter.
I do the rest. For a good set at a low price
buy slightly used goods. Send me your name
and I will see that you get what you want.
R. Coulter, 1949 Huntington Dr., So. Pasadena,

California.

WIRELESS OPERATORS,
CAR OWNERS, STORAGE
10c

EXPERIMENTERS,
BATTERY USERS

CHARGES YOUR STORAGE BATTERY

wiTr1",Ei F -F BOOSTER
never have to give up in disgust when
working a distant station. Is it not gratifying to
feel Your Filament Battery will always be ready
when you want it ? You know what it's like to have
friends call to Listen In and then find your battery
dead. F-F Battery Boosters are the Full Wave Type
which delivers Maximum Current,while their Carbon
Rectifying Brushes maintain uninterrupted service
at constant efficiency. They start Cars and Trucks
quickly in the coldest winter weather, thus requdring
fewer expensive storage battery replacements. Do not
run risk of ruining an expensive battery by failing
to keep It charged, for it costs less to buy a
BOOSTER than to be without one. The F-F Battery Booster is a Charging Apparatus, unfailing in
its ability to deliver service day and night, is
Rugged, Fool Proof and requires no skill to operate.
They charge Automatically & Operate Unattended.
'Screw the Plug into a lamp socket, Snap flips on
Battery Terminals and watch the gravity come up.
AMMETER EliminatesGuess Work, showing plainly
current flowing. Easily renewable and adjustable
carbon electrodes rectify the current and last for
thousands of hours. All Complete in One Compact
Self- Contained Portable Automatic Charging TJnit.
The F-F Battery Booster is a Magnetic Rectifier
for 105 -125 Volt 60 Cycle Alternating Current.
These Types Last a Lifetime, PRE-WAR PRICES
Bantam Typeecharges6VoltBetteryat6Amperes $15
Bantam Typel2chargesl2VoltBattery5Amperes $15
Type 186 charges 8 Volt Battery at 12 Amperes $'.-4
Type 1812 charges 12 Volt Battery at 7Amperes 524
Type 1626 Combination Type charges both 6 Volt
and 12 Volt Batteries at 12 and 7 Amperes 536
The larger ampere capacity Types are recommended for the larger batteries or where time is

So You will

Other F -F Battery Boosters Charge Batteries
from Fara Lighting Plants & D. C. Circuits.
Order Now or Write Immediately for Free
Descriptive BOOSTER Bulletin No. 34.
BATTERY CHARGING STATIONS and
GARAGES Use Our Large P-F ROTARY RECTIFIERS for Group Charging. Real Economy
4n First Cost and in Service. Charges up to 30
cells. Full Wave, Automatic, Dependable. It
also Rectifies High Transformer Voltages, For
Wireless Work. Write Now for Descriptice
ROTARY Bulletin No. 34A, which gives fun
informat°ost. or retail Check with. Order.

FRANCE MFG. CO.

PATENTS -Send for free book. Contains valuable information for inventors. Send sketch of
your invention for Free Opinion of its patentable nature. Prompt service. (Twenty years'
experience). Talbert & Talbert, 460 Talbert
Building, Washington, D. C.
POSTPAID-61.00 brings you : 1 switch lever,
1 %" radius, 12 switch points complete with
nuts, 2 switch stops, 2 neat binding posts. All
beautifully nickel -plated, A real bargain
sets for $1.90. Switch points %," diameter with
huts, per dozen 36e -$2.50 per 100 ; Switch
Stops, 4 for 20e. Attractive binding posts, each
10e, $1.00 per dozen. Detector Cups %" diameter, 20e with Galena Crystal 25c. All
nickel plated. C. Chamberlain, Berea, Ohio.
LEUMITE the ultra -sensitive detector crystal. Marvelous for clearness of signals and
music. Brings in stations loudly that weren't
heard before. Next to the vacuum tube for
sensitivity and ease of adjustment. Guaranteed
crystal 25 cents coin, LEUMAS LABORATORIES. 309 Fifth Avenue, New York.

-2

LEARN WIRELESS

E

TIME

Experts earn big pay, $250 a month to $10,000 yearly.
We will make you an expert wireless operator in shortest
possible time. No previous experience required; quick,
easy, interesting, simplified, instruction by Radio experts.
We give best theory, text books, instruments free with
courses. We are recognized as foremost wireless institute.

Free

Radio Phone Set

given with professional course; also wonderful Omnigraph
used by U. S. Government in your license examinations.
FREE-This Learn-O -Graph Code
Sender illustrated given with
Amateur Course. Simple -nontechnical-qualifies you for am-

AMM I'ER &
BÁTTHRYeiLIPS 122ttop15ePou ids.
Offices S Works: Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A. Order from your Dealer, or send check for Prompt

Express Shipment.
If via Parcel Post have
Canadian Representative: Battery Service & remittance include Postage & Insurance Charges.
Sales Company, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. or have us ship the Type you desire C. 0 D.
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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ÁT
Professional and Amateur Courses

DEMAND FOR WIRELESS OPERATORS exceeds the supply.

ateur license.
Send for booklet, "How to
Become a Wireless Operator."
New York Wireless
Institute
154 F Nassau St.. N. Y. C.
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FIRCO

JACKS
The complete line, which engineers have pronounced the
best on the market and in full
keeping with the high standard
of all "Firco" products.

Do You Want a First
Class Commercial
License?
When you decide to train for the
wireless service hear in mind the fact
that the Mass. Radio and Telegraph
School has graduated more first grade
and first class licensed Operators
during the past 11 months and has
TODAY a larger enrollment than any
other Radio School in New England.
Send for our 44 -page catalog giving
full particulars
to
prospective

TYPE

-202 J

students.

99% Sterling Silver Contacts

with nickel-silver springs. Try
them out and test against
others and note particularly
their resiliency and perfect
contact.

RADIO ENGINEERING

Classes meet each Thursday evening
at 6:00 P. M.- enrollment limited.
Subject: Design of Commercial Tube

FIRCO BULL DOG PLUGS
Used with Firco Jacks

WIRELESS TELEPHONY

"The Harder You Pull, the

Transmitter.

CW -ICW. Vacuum Tubes. Classes
every Tuesday evening at 6:00 Send

Tighter It Grips"

for particulars.

TYPE -34 B

AMATEUR CLASSES

Every Saturday morning from 10 A.
M. to 12 noon-prepares for amateur
license.

SALES-C-W-SERVICE

We carry a full Une of Radio equipment and are counsellors on all radio

t

--

problems especially complete receiving and transmitting installations
order from any standard catalog
mall orders filled. Our technical staff
Is at your service.

_
The one plug that you DO NOT
need a screw -driver or soldering
iron to connect.

OPEN EVENINGS

Open three evenings per week. Monday, Wednesday and Friday until
9 :30 P. M. and Saturday afternoon.
G. R. ENTWISTLE. Radio Director
R. F. TROP, Telegraph Director

Rpoq'^,

MASSACHUSETTS RADIO J and
TELEGRAPH SCHOOL, Inc.

FIRCO JACK PRICES
Single Circuit open

TYPE -204

Boston, Mass.
18 Boylston SL,
Porstcrly Boston Rchool of Telegraphy

J

Single Circuit closed
Double Circuit closed

Established 1903

3

5

BUILD YOUR OWN

we Hoar Chicago, 000 Miles, Fins on Geed
Nights. Pittsburgh, Newark and New York
Cerne in good and Loud. You can Do the
Some on a Single Bulb.
There is Radio Music in the air each evening, and the living voices of the artists

can be reproduced in your own home and
enjoyed by you and your friends.
Are you satisfied with your receiving
set or would you Ilke to build one that will
receive over 6,000 miles on a single bulb
and quit experimenting? One that will be
equal to any regardless of claims and
price -with which you can hear Honolulu,
California, German, South America, French
and English stations and practically all of
the high powered foreign and domestic stations, as well as amateur stations as far
west as New Mexico. and the phone and
music.
Anyone can assemble this outfit and
wire it up, and the remarkable ranges that
may be obtained will surprise you.
Why not make a set up -to -date and efficient? Don't experiment with unknown
circuit s.
We will promptly mail you our sample
diagram of a complete short and long wave
receiver 175 to 20,000 meters, together
with complete instructions for wiring and
assembling, price of each part and where
they can be bought, leaving nothing to
guess about, on receipt of fifty cents In
coin or stamps.
Here is a diagram no one can afford to
be without.

VIRGINIA

NOVELTY

COMPANY,

MARTINSBDRO. WEST VIRGINIA

.85

1.00

Spring Automatic Filament
Control

1.20

Spring Automatic Filament
Control

t.5o

WI RELESS

Telephone and Musical Receiver

$ .70

Immediate Delivery
Through your local dealer

J
JOHN FIRTH & COMPANY
TYPE -203

18

NEW YORK CITY

BROADWAY

HAVE
E
YOU

Copies of WIRELESS AGE for June 1914, Oct. 1914, Dec. 1914, Nov. 1919,
March 1920, Jan., Feb., 1922? We will extend your subscription one month
for each copy you send us. Address Circulation Manager, Wireless Age, 320
Broadway, New York.

RADIOCITE

GALENA,

and other Radio Supplies

-

LIST PRICES
$0.30
Crystals, mounted
By Mail
Low Prices
unmounted .25
Complete stock, first quality, at low prices. Orders promptly
Condenser, fixed refilled by mail. Crystals carefully tested.
1.00
ceiving
.25
Insulators. aerial
Binding Posts ..7c each up
Contact Points, per
DEPT. A

The Radio Shop of Newark

1000

15.00

Tuning Coils .:5.50 S 4.00

41

South Orange Avenue, Newark, New Jersey
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THE WIRELESS AGE

80

-

COMPLETE
insert
erect aerial,
tubes,
hook on batteries -and listen /

.

.'

APRIL. 1922

-s
Ì\

,

1111

UnexcellediorRaclio Telephone Reception
want to hear all the broadcasting
stations within 1000 miles? Do you want a
receiving outfit acknowledged by leading amateurs to be "unexcelled for Radio Telephone
reception ?" Do you want a tuner 24% more selective than its famous predecessor? Do you
want to practice real economy by buying an
outfit that will render more value per dollar
over years of service than cheaper sets?
DO you

The men who first sent messages across the
Atlantic in the recent A. R. R. L. tests have selected, from their wealth of experience, the
equipment shown above as unsurpassed in
radio. This set would be a handsome addition to
the most tastefully furnished home. It is an
outfit that anyone can use successfully, without
previous experience, to entertain a group of
friends. And it is also an outfit that in the
hands of an expert, accomplishes record breaking results.

Tested, proven units are combined to make
without a weak link. The tuner
is the famous Paragon R. A. Ten regenerative
receiver, -the world's leading short wave
tuner. To this is added its companion instrument, Paragon D A 2 Vacuum Tube Detector
and two -step amplifier. Then comes the Radio
a complete set

Magnavox, which sends wireless telephone
concerts as well as code, clearly all over a
room or hall without detracting from the original tonal qualities. For sharp tuning head
phones are provided-Baldwin type "C,"
standard of the world. Every item of accessory
equipment is supplied-of a quality consistent
with the Paragon instruments that form the
heart of this set. This includes 3 Radiotron
vacuum tubes, 3 Eveready "B" Batteries, 1
60 -80 Ampere -hour storage battery, specially
built for radio work, and our Number 3 antenna
equipment,with wire and insulators for a 4wire
100 ft. aerial, lead -in wire, ground clamp, etc.
Not a single item is omitted for a complete
installation. The actual work of installation is
reduced to a minimum. Simply put up your
aerial, insert tubes, hook on batteries, make an
easy ground connection-and you are ready
to listen.
The price complete is $258.50. Quality considered, we confidently recommend this outfit
as today's best buy in radio. If you live in
New York examine this equipment at the Continental store. If you live further away, order
by mail. Shipment immediately by express, accompanied by the Continental guarantee of
satisfaction.

CONTINENTAL

RADIO AND ELECTRIC CORP.
Dept. E

6
"NEW

Warren Street,

NEW YORK CITY

YORK'S LEADING WIRELESS HOUSE"
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Manufacturers:
Put your Problems up
to us. We can help
you reduce your costs.

abon

In

Anna lase. grand opera star from the Metropolitan Opera Company sang "Ave Marin" and "Old Mother, My Love,' to the delight
of thousands of radiophone listeners

Il7ien there's music in the air!

BAKELITE - DILECTO
THE INSULd iION THAT PERFORMS THE PROMISE

Will help you in
Insist
)t. R í)T

I

I

I

ni

its

perfect reception

the genuine EAKELITE- DILECTO. There is only one.
Made in sheets, rods, tubes and special shapes.

{I: Crnnincnial -t al:elitc

PRODUCTS Vulcanized Fibre

Comes in sheets,

rods,
tubes and special shapes.

in sheets or rolls
CONITLComes
from .0005" to .020" thick.

THE CONTINENTAL FIBRE CO.
NEWARK_ DELAWARE

233 Broadway. New l'orle
525 Market Si., San Francisco, Cal.
301

Fifth : \venue.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
.111 S. Alain Si_ Los :Angeles, Cal.
89 Wellington St., \V.. Toronto, Ont.. Can.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Something Nein In

RADIO

HAVE YOUR RADIO QUESTIONS BEEN ANSWERED?

is the place to get information about
And right now is the time to send in

FIERE
radio.

your questions. We are equipped to answer any

question on the subject, no matter how technical or involved.
You can look to us for anything from a binding post to the
latest in radio phonographs.

Complete Sets, $15 to $300
We carry all the leading makes

of Radio Apparatus, as:
DORA N

GREBE
PARAGON

ACME
\VF,ST1NGHOL'SE

AMRAT)

HEAD PHONES
FF_I)IìR:\I.
WESTER N F.I.Ec1'RI('

M1.;RllOCK
BRA NhES

JWhen in New York visit our show rooms at 227 -9 Fulton Street,
where you can see numbers of different makes of sets in actual
operation. Also tri -weekly lectures. and complete file of radio publications, instruction books, etc.
make a specialty of high frequency measurements, including
the calibration of wavemeters from our standard All measurements and comparisons made by an expert with the latest high frequency driver circuit.
a' We

Write For Lary,' Illusiraicd Catalog
AMERICAN ELECTRO TECHNICAL APPLIANCE COMPANY
227 -229 -235

Fulton Street,

www.americanradiohistory.com

New York City

